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Mr. Carlisle Says He Will Not Interfere In His lease.

NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOU
FADED or SOILED
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Foster's Forest City Dye House,

\Y AsniihGTOJr, Jan. 21.—The

State has received

NO. 13 PREBLEST.

Crowell,

oct!7_____sneodly

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,

Secretary

of

The magazine was located in the midst of a
very popul^uS suburb, and the foreign settlement 0n the island of
in

Amoy
harbor, was badly shaken up. Over a hundred panes of glass and several doors in the
United States Consulate building were broken, otherwise no damage was done. No lives
were lost, nor any personal injuries sus-
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

com-

a

1848 under the laws of Maine?

A HE you aware that this Company has paid to
cl policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOJLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

IT

lossespromptly.

IT contestable after three

Its policies
years.

ident today

the

Poktland publishing company,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year.if paid in advance
Kates of advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines ntmpariel

are

in

week, #1.00; f>0 cents per week after.
Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and Auction
Sales,” #2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. (1.60.
one

Special

Uas liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Ofli-

THE

whose Integrity and ability are unquestioned.

WEATHER.

cers,

wise provisions of the Maine Nou-Eorieiture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, aud under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

THE

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.

Washington, Jan. 23.
are
The indications for New England
6lightly rising temperature, light to fresh

variable winds and fair weather.

fltHK UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
X Maine for their especial patronage, because
It is a HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans aud conservative management.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 22, 1888
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UIRKFTORN.
Hon. Josiah U. Duummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. Dk.Witt, Portland, Maine.
IlKNitY C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Fercival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. MAitquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rock port, Me.
Geoboe L. Dehdois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Notes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Bobik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. a i.i.en, Portland, Me.
OFFICER!*.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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of Arkansas today
Representative
obtained leave to have printed in the Record
the following amendment, which he proposes
to offer to the WTilklns banking bill. That
hereafter any national bank may deposit
gold and silver bullion with the treasurer or
assistant treasurers in amounts not less in
value than 810,000, and receive therefor certificates in denominations of 83, 810, 830,

....Cloudy

850, 8100 or 8500, as th« depositor may elect,
fractional pa;ts of 810 or any deposit of bullion to be paid for in coin. Such certificates
shall be rec-ievable for all public due, and
shall be legal tender, except where payment
in coin is expressly stipulated, They shall
be redeemable in coin, on presentation at the
treasury or at the sub-treasury in New York
That' the value or ratio to gold at which

certificates shall be issued on silver bullion
shall be its actual ratio or market value at
the time of deposit, to be determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury for each calendar
month by taking the average selling price of
silver bullion as expressed In gold dollars in
the open market at New York during the
preceding month, which price shall be the
value or ratio to gold at which certificates
shall be issued during the succeeding months
provided, that certificates shall not be issued
in silver bullion at a valde above the ratio of
silver to gold as now fixed by law for standard gold and silver coins. That when any of
the certificates are redeemed in coin, they
shall be cancelled and destroyed, but certificates received for public dues, or ia exchange
for lawful money, shall be held as cash, and
may be reissued.
That on the taking effect of this act the
monthly coinage of silver shall be stopped,
and in lieu thereof the Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized to coin standard silver dollars and gold coins from the bullion
deposited in amount sufficient to supply auy
demand that may arise for coin for circulation or that may be required to pay the coin
obligations of the government; provided,
mat
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forget

the

wealthy

from
India, who has suffered a thousand deaths
liver
his
a
from
; Indeed,
torpid
misery
has been so terrible and so prolonged,
become
the
it
has
that
nightmare of his
life. Every one he meets, whether it be
maid or man, is abruptly asked, “ How’s
Although In many inyour liver ?”
stances and circumstances the question
may seem out of place, in view of the
startling amount of misery, disease, and
death that springs directly from a sluggish liver and an enfeebled digestion,
this question should be brought face to
With a healthy,
face before every one.
active, vigorous liver, almost every disWith a diseased
ease can be thrown off.
liver, and the baleful results that follow
in Its wake, viz.: indigestion, malnutrinever

uncle

tion, headache, heartburn, constipation,
etc., disease readily gains a foothold, and
rapidly brings about fatal results.

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S

__

Maine Pensioners.

The following pensions
Maine residents today:

the liver, invigorates
the stomach, and vitalizes the general
system. It is the one great, absolute
Specific for liver and stomach disorders
that the nineteenth century has produced.
Price, 81-00 & bottle. For sale by all

druggists._

R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston, Mass,

8

Per Cent First Mortgages in'Kansas.

Blu ing the next no days „e shall give our customers 8 per cent, on any money tliev may
send us tor Investments we have tor sale. We have
First Mortgages and applications tor
on hand
money upon first mortgage loans, moslly uihjii teo
acre farms, amounts ranging from $250 to *500.
We have also mortgages fn amounts *1000 to *20
How much
000 at 7 per cent, which we offer.
They
money can you furnish us tor these loans?
In
the money
The
stringency
are A 1 security.
market enables us to cut down amounts applied
for in each case to an amount that is safe beyond
a nice line of small
a doubt Now is the time to get
Write for "ur Ncw invo-stor-s
gilt edge loans.
liable.
Remit with advice to JOHN I). KNOX *
CO.. Investment Hankers and Loan Agents, TopeBoston Office: Boom 24, No. JO Brom
field Street.______

ka,kan.

CO.
me AMERICAN INVESTMENT
1872.
of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

Established

A i»il»or»*t*d C npi.nl
raid Up M'a|>»lal.
Mm pirn*.

SSSoXo
73,UW

6 per
offers for sab*, at par and accrued Interest,
cent and 7 per cent Urst mortgage loans on iann»
valued
States,
other
Western
and
Kansas
iowa.
in
at three and four times the amount loaned thereon,
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
seown a per cent debenture bonds, and further
emed by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
A supply of mortgages and bonds ecmtrustee.
i.autly on hand,which investors are Invited to call
• no ex inline.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
J’r
apply personally, or t»y letter, for list of
referem
ami other information. €5. i'>. t 'HAP,T1 \ •. <«a u. A^rui, Oif«r«l ft «$i tiling, IM5
ivfifltllc sirrti. Itoan *4.
dec20eod(Jm
s

granted

to

Henrietta H., widow of John Heed, Stockton.
ORIGINAL.

Bogers. Ellsworth.
Henry
Cyrus Hall, Avon.
It.

Impassable Drifts.
Calais, Jan. 21.—A foot of snow fell at
Calais, Tuesday night and Wednesday.
Since then a heavy northwesterly gale has
prevailed, piling the snow in impassible
drifts. Stage lines are abandoned for the.
present. The country roads are completely
blocked. Travel other than by rail is suspended, but trains are moving, though several hours late. The wind Is still blowing a
gale.
Fire In the Cold.

Fighting
Phillips, Jan. 21.—During the fearful
gale which raged in Franklin county todayt

and with the thermometer 10 degrees below
zero, the house owned by Mrs. Abby Adams,
and occupied by her family, and that of
Charles Beal in Phillips, upper village,
caught fire from a defective chimney, and
burned to the ground. The ell and part of
the contents of the house were also desThe stable was saved by great ef-

troyed.

Loss about 81000; insured for $450.

INCREASE.

James Cahill, National Military Home.
Michael II. Smith, East Winn.
Joseph Kernald, Troy.
diaries M. Cobb, Brewer.
Lorenzo D. Cilly, Broeks.
Frederick Willis, Tonus.
William M. Wingate, Dixmont.
Notes.

Fire at Cullford.
Bangor, Jan. 21.—Fire broke out Friday
night at 12 o’clock in G. F. Newbegin’s store
at Guilford, destroying the store and stock.
A family living over tire store lost all tlieir
household goods. A dwelling near, occupied
by two families also burned, but their contents were saved.Tlie niglit was intensely cold
with high winds. The loss on stock is $10,Loss on buildings,
000; insurance, $4000.
$4000; insurance, $1000.

Contagious

Diseases.

[Special to the Press.]
contagAugusta, Jan. 22.—Cases of
ious diseases were reported to the State
Board of Health during the week ending
Jan. 21, as follows:
Typhoid fever—Cast lire 1, Houltou 1, Leeds 1,

1, Willlmantlc 1.
Dlplitlitherla—Andover 1, Bangor, 1, Buxton, 1,
Caribou 2. Custine 1, Llmieus 1, Portland 3.
Scarlet fever-Bangor I. Buxton 21 mild eases,
Cumberland 1, Gorham 2, Portland 3.

Seal boro

Ex-Minister Cibson Dead.
San Francisco, Jan. 22.—Walter M. Gibson, ex-Prime Minister of the Hawaiian
Islands under King Kalakaua, died in this
city last evening of consumption. His health
has been gradually failing since bis arrival
here in July. His body will be embalmed
and taken to Honolulu.
Storm

Signal

Stations.

Highland Light, Mass., Jan. 22—Owing
to the lack of a suflicieut appropriation, all
the storm signal display stations along the
coast have been discontinued.
11 is understood that the commission appointed to try certain charges against the
grand lodge of Pennsylvania, K. of 1’., will

recommend suspension of the lodge. The
Pennsylvania lodge refused to acknowledge
the right of the Supreme Lodge to enaet
laws for the government of subordinate
lodge?.

Maine Central Train.

Post offices have been established at East

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 21. An accident of a very
singular character and which might have
resulted

master.
Hon. J. Manchester Haynes of Augusta
and J. W. Wakefield and W. E. Hogan of
Bath are in Washington for a few days.

l.tii CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
HOUSE.

Washington, Jan. 21.
Mr. Bacon of New York, chairman of the
on manufactures, reported today
preamble and resolution reciting the allega-

committee

tion that certain individuals and corporations engaged In manufacturing or mining,or
dealing in some of the necessities of life,
have combined for the purpose of controllor curiailiug the production or supply of
the same, thereby increasing tlielr price to
the people, affecting injuriously commerce
between the States and impairing the revenues of the government; and directing the
committee on manufactures to inqu ire into
the names, number and extent of such alleged combinations, and all other matters relat-

ing

ing

to tiie same which

may call for

legisla-

tion by Congress.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania objected to
the present consideration of the resolution,
and it was placed upon the calendar.
Mr. Crisp of Georgia called up the contested election case of Thoebe against Carlisle, the pending question being on the resolution of the majority of the committee of
to
elections confirming Mr. Carlisle s title
his seat.
a
moentered
Mr. Hogg of West Virginia
tion to reconsider the vote by which the
House yesterday defeated the resolution pro*
viding for a reopening of the case.
Mr. Chiproan of Michigan asked unanion
mous consent to offer a resolution bearing
the subject, but objection came in the shape
lie
vote
1
of demands for the regular order.
yeas,
on the majority resolution resulted:
140; nays, G. Noquorum.
dishad
Mr. Crisp, stating that the vote
closed the fact that there was no quorum
present, moved that the House adjourn.
The motion to adjourn was ageed to—yeas,
13!); nays, 123; a strict party vote, and the
House accordingly adjourned.
....

__

Posident Cleveland’s Cift.

Baltimore, Jan. 22.—A cablegram to the
Sun from Rome, says that President Cleveland’s gift to the Pope was presented to the
latter In the throne room of ihe Vatican yesterday. The American delegation was present, besides members of the Noble Guard
and attaches of the Papal court. Archbishop
Ryan of Philadelphia made the presentation

seriously, happened

to the Maine

Central mail train for the east which arrives
here at 3.30 p. m.. The train was bowling
into the station at about ten miles an hour,
when, as the locomotive was passing the
switch, at the foot of liine’s Hill, near Water street and opposite the round house, the
upwright iron rod which operates the ewitch
This allowed
broke short off at the base.
the switch rails to slip over and the locomomotive and the forward trucks of the tender
kept on the main track while the rear tender
trucks took the siding followed by the cars.
The tender could not very well run on the
two tracks at ope time and when the frog
was reached, two rods beyond, it was unceremoniously twitched from the rails, turned
end for end, and breaking away from its
connections with the cars and engine, was
left upon its side near the banks at the west
of the track. The engine was halted at the

Winthrop street crossing, keeping the irons,
1 lie

iruuu
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uuv
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feet bodily out of one of the siding rails and
all the car wheels passed Into this gap and
out again giving the passengers a lively
shaking up. But the ears kept the rails beyond and ran by the station, the brakes being put down in answer to a signal whistle,
but not in season to stop the train until the
mail ear and forward truck of the baggage
car had run off the track at the switch which
was open where the siding joins the main
tiacks. It required about two hours to pull
the cars back again upon the rails and ob-

A Torch

arrived for the Philadelphia Grain Elevator
Company, the only reason given being that
the

elevator

did

company

not

Mr. McClynn Says the Eccleseatlcal
Machine Traded with Tammany.
In an address beNew York, Jan. 22.
fore the Anti-Poverty association this even,
ing Dr. McGlynn said his quarrel was not
with the Church but with the eccleseastical
machine of American politics. For the sup-

port of Catholic charitable instituiions, corrupt political bargains had been made, esDeciallv with the Democratic perty. and
with that
more particulary
ill-smelling
portion of that party “Tammany Hall
A bargain was made with Peter B. Sweethe Archbishop’s palace, and the
ney,
Tammany machine holds its power through
the aid of the ecclesiastical machine. The
Sunday before the recent election, many
pastors exhorted their flocks to vote for
those who would help the church to get
mouey for their schools. They were willing
to enter into an alliance with infamously
Those who take the vow of
corrupt rings.
poverty never suffer real poverty.
is
It
very pleasant for the monks and nuns
to have the treasury of New York to rely on.
Because Gov. Cleveland vetoed further appropriation to tlie Catholic Protectory, he
was fought by the ecleseastical machine in
1884. Cleveland is a wise men and a statesmen, but is also learning to become a practical politician. He sent a present to the Pope.
The ecleseastical machine favors authority,
aristocracy and even monarchy, against libPublic
erty, democracy ami republicanism.
maintenance of Catholic charity has but beon
it
be
a union
to
will
If
go
permitted
gun.
of Church and State that will result in the
destruction of both.
at

ADRIFT IN A DORY.

Henry Battan’s Night and Day of

Suffering.
Gloucester, Mass., Jan. 22. Henry Battan, of the crew of the schooner Alice S.
Hawkes, of Swampscott, got astray Friday
in Ipswitch bay while in a dory, attending
trawls. He was picked up by the schooner
Percy late Saturday evening, 30 miles southeast of Thatcher’s Island and landed here
today. Capt. Matterson said that when he
discovered the dory it was blowing a gale

and he could not launch a boat. He rau along
side, and found the man sitting holding his
The only
oars, but unanle to help himself.
wav they could rescue him was by throwing
the bight of a rope over him and hauling
him on board, which they succeeded in doing
Battan’s hands
after several attempts.
were badly frozen, and he was in great
agony. Everything was done to alleviate his
sufferings. His right hand will prooably
have to be amputated, but his left hand may
be saved.
__

GENERAL NEWS.

Fay, of Whetliersfield, Conn., died
in church last night, of heart disHe was a livery stable keeper, aged
79 years.
William J. Quigley, in charge of a load of
horses. w»nt mad and jumped from a train
He was
near Westfield, Mass., yesterday.
caught after a lively chase.
The water supply of the city of Ottawa is
found to be very impure. Great alarm exists,
and there may be a postponement of the
approaching session of Parliament.
W. P.

suddenly
ease.

pugnacious Terry family

and supto the number of 35, all armed with
near
A large
Mo.
Boone,
rifles, are fortified
force of vigilantes Is preparing to attack
them, and a bloody battle is feared.
In a hard glove fight at Fort Hamilton,
L. I, early yesterday morning, Tom White
hit Billy Dempsey, the feather-weight champion, in the stomach with such force as to
A coroner was notified.
cause his death.
In a letter to a Brooklyn, N. Y.. friend
Miss Belva Lockwood says she is willing to
again act as candidate for Presidentinfor the
order
National Woman’s Suffrage party
to keep the question before the people.
The

porters,

The boiler of the tug Zouave blew up at
tlie quarantine station yesterday afternoon,
probably fatally scalding Patrick llealy, tlie
fireman, and badly scalding the engineer,
another fireman and the steward.
Post Commander Whalen and Quartermaster Dowling, of G. A. R. Post No. 582,
arrested yesterday while conducting
were
on a charge of parading with
a funeral,
music without a permit. Grand Army men
are

indignant.

not

accepted.

be

The

Light

While

Dublin, Jan. 22.—An att inpt was made
night to serenade Sir .Wilfred Blunt,
confined in prison at Gai .vay. The police interfered and ordered the mu dclans away.but
the latter embarked in bout* and held a
torchlight procession on tbo river beneath
Seamen from the
the walls of the prison.
warship Banterer gave chase, but failed to
capture the sereuaders,
O’Brien’s Release.

The railroad hands were dis'
Knights.
charged, and five other crews, who declined
to touch the obnoxious freight, also lost
Then the leaders of the
their places.
Knights ordered all the railroad employes
to strike, and remain out till the discharged
The company refused
men were reinstated.
to take back the original delinquents, and
proceeded to ftil up all the places of the
stikers. The statement recites that the men
who struck nevjr complained of overwork,
unfair wages or unkind treatment, and the

General excitement was caused by O’Brien's release. Last night bon fires and beacon lights illuminated a large distriet in the
South of Ireland.
Kilbush was illuminated this evening and
The govthe streets crowded with people.
ernment
proclamation, prohibiting the
meeting announcdej there for today, was
publicly burned. All bon fires and blazing
tar barrels were then exringuisbed by the
police. A conflict occurred at Kilkee be.

company never inquired whether their employes were union or non-union men, faithful service alone being the condition of employment. In the place of the 2500 or more

man was

who voluntarily quit work, other competent men had been employed, and they
will be retained as long as they perform
their duties faithfully. “The trouble on the
men

railroad is ended,” says the statement,
“and will never be opened up again.”
Of the miners’difficulty President Corbin

Indignant Citizens.
Philadephia, Jan. 21.—That the business as well as the labor people of Philadelphia are aroused to a high point of indignation over the Reading strike is stating the
matter very mildly. In many quarters it is
openly asserted that President corhin ana
such officials of the Reading road as are
responsible for the continuation of the
strike, and its consequent paralysis of the
manufacturing interests of this country,
cannot be too severely condemned. The miners and railroad men in this city are closely
affiliated. They are working together with
the utmost confidence in each other’s firmness.

But a small number of the great army of
00,000 or more men involved in the strike are
The 2700 strikers here,
loeated in this city.
principally railroad men, are firm, in spite of
reported defections. But while tho miners
are bestirring themselves to prolong the
strike until such time as they shall be sucand the Beading officials are determined not to surrender, the citizens of
Philadelphia are making every effort to

cessful,

about a settlement of the trouble.
few people, except those directly interested in some of the large corporations, can
be found to condemn the position of the

bring
Very

miners and railroaders, who, they assert,
have never been paid adequate wages for
their arduous labor.
Indignation meetings
of citizens are to be called throughout tho
section of the State directly affected by the
strike.

Tonight the second in a series of public
indignation meetings was held in industrial
Art Hall, where .‘1500 met to extend encourMr. Joseph Cahill
agement to the strikers.
presided. In a brief speech he introduced
Frederick Herwig. In opening his speech,
Mr. Herwig made reference to the financial
and legislative transactions of the Philadelphia * Reading Railroad under President
Gowen’s management. A lucid statement
was made of the law bearing upon the legal
existence of this company. Fraud aud double
dealing of the basest kind were attributed to
the company to gain its present vast legal
powers. The speaker then alluded to the
constant increase which bad taken place in
the cost of coal to the consumer since the
company had gained power in the anthracite coal regions. The reason why the cost
of coal had been raised aud ihe company had

failed was not of an increase in the cost of
mining aud transportation, but of the fraudused by Presulent business methods
which swelled beyond all
ident Gowan,
warrant the interest hearing debt ef the corporation. “So unscrupulous were many of
these transactions,” said the speaker, “that
I can prove that perjury was committed by
Reading officials.
Mr. Hughes stated that while the property
of this corporation was worth $78,000,000, it
had fleeced the people of this country in the
past 15 years to the extent of $230,000,000.
The attempt of the people to bring this
company into the court to answer for its
trickery and open-handed fleecing of the
public, was highly commended by the
speaker, who claimed that this should have
been done years ago. The fact of the transactions of the company being brought up
in Congress was, in itself, a good omen, but
when an attorney of the corporation was put
by the speaker of the House upon the committee, it was time to protest against the
men sent by the people to represent them in
of beCongress. The company wastolaccused
defraud the
ing in a conspiracy not only
to
reduce
public in general, but (especially
the wages of the thousands of men in its

employ.

_

Negotiations Denied.
Pottsville, Pa., Jan. 21.—The joint committee of the Miners’ Amalgamated Association and Knights of Labor met in this city
today, the session continuing throughout tho
entire day. Of course, the meeting was secret, but it was understood that its delibera-

tions were in relation to the vexed question
as to whether the miners, in the event of a
satisfactory scalo of wages being offored
them, shall resume work regardless of the
settlement of the railroaders alleged grievances.
When the meeting finally adjourned
this evening the participants were very reticent, but it is intimated that a definite eonA general meetelusion had been reached.
ing of the Miners’ Amalgamated Association
will be held at Tainaqua Monday, when it is
expected that this question will be subject of

deliberation.

4t

4

Chairman Lee’s attention being today
called to a statement appearing in dispatches
from Pottsville, to the effect that negotiations are proceeding looking to a resumption

police and people.
severely injured.

police-

One

tween the

Mr. O’Brien is almost prostrated with
emotion. He intends to attend the banquet
given in his honor by the electors, and then
rest a few weeks in accordance with his doctor's advice. In spite of hisehdeavor to prevent his whereabouts being generally known,
every mail brings many congratulatory letters. He is residing with a friend in Dublin. Today Mr. O’Brien said that he felt so
well in leaving the prison that he overtaxed
1119
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There|was a portmanteau full.of letters await
iug at the prison on his leaving, and the
number received since is so great that he is
unable to deal with them. lie has not
letter and has
received one threatening
formed no plans for future action.
Mr. Balfour found the League could only
be suppressed by suppressing society.
The
action of the government in ^prosecuting the
priests showed the hopes of puzzling them
by intrigues at Koine had been frustrated.
There was an attempt to outrage the people
as
set off
into an exhibition of violence
Even
agaiust Balfour’s wanton brutality.
if Blunt had never revealed Balfour’s intcn
tious toward the Parnellitrs, the course pursued by the chief secretary was evidence
enough. He believed Balfour would push
matters to extremes until public opinion
daunts him.
Foreign Notes.

quite

Socialists attempted to hold a meeting in
Trafalgar Square yesterday, but were preTwo were arrested.
vented by the police.
There was no disorder.
Thomas Bryne, president of Bailinasloe
branch of the National League, has been
arrested on a charge of inciting tenants to
refuse to pay rent.
Patrick O Bridn, member of the House of
Commons, was arrested at 1 o’clock Saturday, charged with having made a seditious
speech New Year’s Hay. He was admitted
to bail today.
THE NEW

KING.

Possibilities In the Way of an

try

that

Already

Flourishes in

IndusMaine.

[Troy Tlmes.j
Years ago It

the habit to speak of
this country. All the
great interests of America, interests which
would appear small compared to those of today, were then in cotton. But with the in'

King Cotton

was

as

ruling

troduction of the protective tariff, by which
it became possible for Americans to compete with foreign manufacturers, the power
of King Cotton began to decline and the
“young giant, iron, took his place. But today, although it is still claimed that “Iron
is king,” there appears to be a great insurrection among his subjects, with the chances
in favor of over throwing that monarch and

placing

paper on the throne.

When we look back to tbe past it is marvelous to recall the rapid growth of paper as
a substance of practical use in the arts and

manufactures of the world. But the limit of
the uses to which paper may be put is undelinable. Twenty-five years ago paper was
almost unknown as a factor of manufacture.
To-day it is used for the composition of car
wheels, pails, boats, domes, coffins and a
thousand and one different articles.
The advantages of paper over iron, wood
and other substances are many. The greatest point in its favor, perhaps, is its durability. The famous mummies in the British museum are wrapped in papyrus, which
is nothing more than paper made by the
Egyptians 3000 years ago. Paper may be
exposed to the weather without the possibility of its cracking or splitting, as unlike
wood and iron, it has no grain or flaws
ViirtliQPinnrD
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nno
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the
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In the Track of the

Terrible Storm Out West.
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conductors of heat and cold known and the
constant changes of temperature peculiar to
our latitudes nave but little effect on it.
The Proudfit observatory of the Rensselaer
polytechnic institute is crowned with a paper
dome, which has withstood the torrid heat
of summer and the frosts and snows of winter for a decade, aud is as strong and perfect
to-day as when it was first taken from the
molds.
This property of withstanding the inclement weather is one of the principal reasons
for the rapid introduction of paper carwheels. Many terrible accidents have been
caused by the breaking of au iron wheel on
account of frost.
By the introduction of
paper wheels the chances of casuality on the
rail are greatly lessened.
Moreover, recent
experiments in Germany have produced a
successful paper rail, and it seems only a
question of a few years before the great railroad systems of the country will be equipped
with paper rails, paper wheels and even
paper cars.
There is no denying the fact that paper is
much stronger and more resisting than wood
Experiments made in this city have shown
that a bullet from a revolver at close range
failed to penetrate a papertarget three-eights
of au inch in thickness, while the same bullet passed entirely through a two-inch plank
under the same conditions.
Some years ago, at a banquet in New York
Admiral Earragut predicted that the time
would come when ships of war would be
sheathed with paper in place of steel aud
iron. The great advantage of such an armor
would be its elasticity.
The manufacture of paper boats, which is
carried on exclusively in this city, is confined to the construction of pleasure and
racing craft, but a movement is on foot toward the building of life and ships’ boats.
It needs but cursory glance at the existing
so-called life-boats to show that they are
merely such in name, and the majority of
The handsome
them are unfit for service.
life-boat hanging from its davits, in conformis
for
the
law,
apparently a model of
ity
strength and durability, but in reality it is a
perfect death trap. The bright paint and
gilded stripe often hides the rotten hull with
We often read accounts
its puttied seams.
of disasters at sea, when it is reported that
the boats were swamped soon after leaving
the vessel. If the truth were told, it would
be shown that in many cases the swamping
was caused by the opening of these seams
and not from the high sea. as is generally
supposed. In the paper life boat there would
be no seams to open.
of the uses to
Not the least important
which paper can be put is that of ornamentThe apparently handsome-bronze
ation.
figures and bas-reliefs are often merely embossed papiermache and so fail to give forth
Some
the metallic ring one would expect.
kinds of paper are now made as soft and
pliable as leather and are used as such.
Eaper timber is made which possesses
many more advantages than wood and yet is
inexpensive, and thua the old idea of living
in paper houses bids fair to become something more than idle talk; not only will we
lire In paper houses, with paper furniture
and utensils, but our gas, water and sewerage will be conducted through paper pipes.
The paper burial caskets now quite extenof some
sively manufactured are possessed
peculiar advantages; they can be made absocan
also
be made
vermin
proof. They
lutely
for very little money, aud in view of the crusade against extravagant funerals recently
iuaugiated by some of the clergy of the Protestant Episcopal church, this will be an important Consideration.
Paper can be made fire-proof, and the government has successfully experimented with
Paper cartridge
paper powder barrels.
shells are now used almost exclusively not
only on account of their being inexpensive,
but because of their not becoming heated
when tired, like brass shells.
various articles
In the manufacture of
from paper it may be said that there are
three main processes. The first and oldest
is the pressing of papier mache by means of
moulds. Ornamental interior work is made
in this manner. The second method is that
of placing layers of paper one upon the other
is
obtained.
until tiie required thickness
Car wheels, pulleys and boats are made thus.
Is
the
last
shrinking of
The third and
way
pulp paper, wet from tne machine, into the
required shape. Examples of this process are
the heavier grades of boats, domes, baskets,
gtc.
It is a fact that nearly all articles now
manufactured of wood can be made to better
advantage of paper, and it is also becoming
Even gom
au extensive substitute for iron.
has been forced to succumb to paper money
There
as a convenient method of exchange.
Is no necessity of waiting fur future developments. Paper is already king.

Boston, Jan. 22—From all parts of New
In
comes reports of intense cold.
upper New Hampshire snow fell this morning and drifted so badly that trains on tha
Boston, Concord and Montreal road were

England

blocked and delayed from seven to ten hours.
The mercury was 20® delow zero at Warren,
North
and 35° below at St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Adams reports 20® below In the Hoosac tunnel, 1000 feet from the west portal, it was 3®
below, something unprecedented. At Fitch,
burg, Hugh Larkins, a hostler, was found
dead in a barn'; It is supposed he was frozen
to death. At New Bedford, Mass., it was 7°
below and the bay was frozen acro.-s twelve
miles; all along the coast the cold is intense.
In this city it was 3® below this morning, tonight it is 4° above; suburban towns report
from 10° to 15° below.

of his enthusiastic friends, by saying
probability of any such event happening is too remote to give himself or any
As to the mention
one else any uneasiness.
of his name as a candidate for the Vice
Presidency, he expresses his high appreciation of the confidence in him thus implied,
but says he shall in no manner seek that or
any other office. If the nomination, howas he
ever, should be made he will accent it,
He
thinks any good Republican would.
modestly adds that In the long array of
that the

among the Republican leaddoubtless be found one
will
there
worthier than his to be selected for this Im-

splendid names
ers

portant place.
Mr. Alger declared himself

in favor of
tariff revision, but wants it done from an
American and not from an English standpoint. He would take off a part if not the
whole of the duty on sugar, is favorably distoward removing the tobacco tax, but
s not certain as to that on liquors, because
he is not dear what its effect would be as
promoting or hindering intemperance. He
favors legislation that shall steadily and increasingly restrict and diminish that evil,
and if it can be demonstrated that the abolition of the liquor tax altogether will do that,
he says, it will take him just one moment to
make his decision.

fiosed

The First Time In Ten Years.

Maubeuead, Jan. 22—For the first time in

TEMPERANCE IN CANADA.
Arson and Assault

The Way of the Transgressor.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 22—John Crockery was found on the sidewalk late last night
unconscious, wkh a bad gash in his head, bis
hands, ears and feet were badly frozen. He
died two hours later; it is supposed that he
fell while drunk and fractured his skull.
John F. Burns was found on East street
meadows at midnight, badly frozen. He evidently wandered off while drunk. His condition is critical.
New York Harbor Frozen.
The bay at sunrise
New Yobk, Jan. 22
was a solid mass of ico fromZStaten Island
shore to Long Island. The health officers on
the boarding tug succeeded with great diffi—

culty in ploughing their way to the incoming
steamers. Steamers City of Berlin, Slavonia
and Bermuda, especially the first named,
were a mass of ice up to the fore yards.
They report a heavy gale from the northwest

with intense cold for 48 hours. The weather
at quarantine is intensely cold and the ice in
the bay so thick that it is barely possible to
get through it.
....
This has been the coldest day in this city
since January 24, 1883. At 4 a.m. it was 2°
above zero.
Some Low Records.
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feet from his house. A woman,
known, of the same county, went
for her chickens, ami was found
from her house. Roads from the

SftVfttl

name

un-

out to care
two miles

agency to
Yankton are lined with dead cattle, many
One man lost
farmers losing all they had.
The loss of stock cannot be
over 100 head.
estimated. P. L. Clark and wife of b ankton county were driving toward l ankton
when the blizzard struck them. The horses
refused to proced, and were turned loose.
Mr. Clark took a strap and fastened one end
to Mrs. Clark and the other end to himself,
and, turning their backs to the wind, they
wandered at random.They came to a hay staea
into which they burrowed and remained all
night. In the morning Mr. Clark crawled
out and proceeded to a house: he was obliged
to crawl on his hauls and knees, as his
He reached the
clothes were frozenjstiff.
house and procured assistance to go after
She was dead when found.
Mrs. Clark.
William Reiswag and hired man, living near
Tripp, were found frozen to death
within a few leet of the stable, to which
they had gone to care for stock. Joshua
Taylor and two sons, near Scotland, started
to water their stock before the storm came
up. Their bodies have not yet been found.
Judge Kenney has received word from the
agency, and he says, while a large number of
Indians were out hunting and hauling wood,
The judge was accomnone are missing.
panied all through the scenes of suffering
were slightly frozen
by his wife. Both feet.
about the,hands and

Seizing

Fuel.

Omaha, Neb. Jan. 21.—For the past 48
hours despatches have been received at the
Union Pacific headquarters announcing attacks made on the coal cars of the company
by settlers along the line in the western part
of the State, who weie suffering for want ol
fuel. The terrible cold weather and snow
blockades have resulted in the burning up of
every bit of coal in those localities, and the
farmers have been obliged to burn corn, hay,
outhouses, and in some instances even house
hold furniture to keep from freezing.
On the 18th, at Cozada, a freight train containing seveial cars of coal was stopped by
100 men, who uncoupled two of these cars,
threw the coal on the ground and afterwards
hauled it away.
At Sheldon, last night, a coal train was
boarded and coal thrown off in the same
As the train started up one of the
manner.
inen who was unloading the fuel was caught
under the wheels and so badly crushed that
Similar occurrences
lie will probably die.
are reported from Gibbon and Kearney.

Freezing the Mercury.
Minneapolis, |Jan. 21.—Every mercury
thermometer in this city froze up this morn,
ing. Signal Observer Cheney’s government
standard mercury thermometer showed 40
degrees below zero at 7 a. m. The minimum
thermometer at the St. Paul signal station
registered 41 8-10 degrees at the same hour,
but the twin cities enjoyed a balmy atmosphere compared with some other Northwestern points. Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, reports 63° below; Red Wing, Minnesota, 46”;
St. Cloud, Minnesota, 88*; North field, 43°;
Zumbrota, 88°.
The local sigual officer says the lowest temperature ever recorded since the establishment of the United States signal service
station in 1871 was reached this moruiing.
High as Telegraph Poles.
Millbank, Dak., Jan. 21.—Two passenger trains from Minneapolis that hud been
blockaded reached here this morning, the
Conducfirst from the East sinceitbe 10th.
tors report drifts are high as the telegraph
poles. Great fears are entertained that this
closed before
road may be permanently
spring, In which case much suffering must be
inevitable, as the're is less than two weeks
supply of coal in the hands of dealers at
this station, and some others are already
bare.

*
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Cov. Alger Talks Politics.
Detkoit, Jan. 21.—The Tribune of

this
city this morning publishes a long interview
with ex-Gov. R. A. Alger, who has just returned from a visit of several weeks in the

Burning Boarding
See

Holyoke People

House.

$325,000

Worth

of Property Disappearsin Smoke.

Forty

Persons

Death In

a

Escape

Narrowly

Chicago Fire.

Mixxeapohs, Minn,, Jan. 21.—A special
Tower, 90 miles north
of Duluth, says that the boarding house and
saloon of Nelson Barnaby w ere burned last
night. It was a rickety structure, and
burned so rapidly that it was with difficulty
that any one escaped.
Many of the inmates
jumped from the upper stories, and 10 perished in the dames.
The only ones whose names are known are
Robert Whitford, Wm. Byrnes, Mike Trump
to the Journal from

and Dan O’Connell.
The other boarding houses were burned,
but the inmates escaped.
Pecuniary loss,
312,000. The mercury was 86° below rero,
and absolutely nothing could be done to extinguish the tiames.
A Later Account.

Towkb, Minn., Jan. 22.—Fourteen men
perished in the boarding house dre Saturday.
the

ru-

the Weapons of

Kingston, Ont., Jan. 21.—In retaliation
for the hard tight being made by the temperance people of Leeds county, 11 buildings
have been burned at Irish Creek, the Methodist church and a tannery at Kentville were
burned and five constables have been assaulted. Dr. Ferguson, M. P., and three
others, one of them a minister, were assailed and threatened with murder, and two
beeu
deacons of a Baptist church have
warned to dismiss their minister or have
The
temperance
burned.
peotheir church
rtln

orn

nn/li aniovml

hfiwi'ViT

»nd
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40or 50 tavern keepers fined; have sent
three offenders to the peniteutiary, and have
had the assailants of the constables fined

$800.

Heavy Loss In Holyoke.
Holyoke, Mass., Jan. 22.—The entire east
wing of the Holyoke Water Power Companv’a

r?nhnt

fm.f 1onw on.l TO

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The Cranberry Isles correspondent of the
Mount Desert Herald says all hopes of recovering the body of the late Abraham C.
.Stanley have been given up. Diligent search
has been
kept up, but to no purpose.
Nothing has been found to prove where or
how the accident occurred.

Alfred D. Snow and the John T. Berry have
gone down, the first two with their crews.
The Snow, which was wrecked off the Irish
coast, is breaking up. half the cargo has already been swept away, and the rest will
soon follow.
Capt. Watts always took all
risks himself, and never had a ship insured.
By the disasters o( the last month he loses

about $300,000.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

Sheriff John II. Mitchell of Norridgewock,
who worked up the Stain-Cromwell case and
made the arrest of those men

occupied by

the Holyoke Envelope Company and B. F. Perkins’s machine
works, was burned this afternoon. Loss
The fire broke out at 2.30, and
$325,000.
darkDess bad begun to fall before it was unThe blaze was one at the largder control.
The Envelope Comest Holyoke ever had.
pany lose about $200,000; insured for 8100,000
The loss of the water Power Company on
the building is about $75,000. Tbe whole
mill was insured for $100,000. B. F. Perkins
places his loss at about $28,000; insured for
feet wide,

THE STATE.

in

Massachu-

setts, was in Bangor Friday evening and in
consultation with County Attorney Appleton
about the matter. The trial occurs at the
February term.
A glove fight has been arranged between
Mike Daly of Bangor, champion light weight
of America, and Billy Myers, a well known

$7000.

Forty

Persons

The Bangor Commercial says that Mr. H.
J. Kowe, first selectman of Newport, has

received letters from New Hampshire saying that if a reliable man went there he
could learn something about the Bennett
robbery. No one has as yet been sent.
SAOADAHOC COUNTY.

State Constables Chas E. Whitlock and
Allan A. McDonald of Bath have qualified,
and made their first seizure of two men
named Conley and Claire. Claire has been.
fined $100 and costs.
The Croc; Shops ; What Shall be Done
About Them ?

To the Editor of the Press:
There is now in town a good deal of feeling about the grog shops which infest some
of our streets. I think that there is a general wish that something should be done about
them, but what that something will be many
intelligent men seem to be puzzled to know,
as if there were some inseparable difficulty
in dealing with this evil of vastly greater
proportions than any other—than all others
from which the community suffers.
The method of dealing with this matter of
upon the end to be accomplished. II that be to suppress the grog
shops speedily and entirely, so that they will
stay suppressed the means of accomplishing
Hon.
it are very simple and quite at hand.
J. II. Drummond said: “Liquor will be sold
in Maine in spite of the law as long as it is
profitable.” Those few words contain the
full statement of the case; they cover the
ground completely, flow u tue purpose oe
to suppress that trade, what course to do it
does common sense suggest?
This, and
nothing more; to make the liquor trade unprofitable and uncomfortable to those who
persist It. That and nothing more. A very
easy aud simple thing to accomplish. The
law as it stands now, will enable active, honest officials to suppress these nuisances by
persistent work, uut they will spring up
again if there should be any relaxation of
vigilance and active wore. But with such
amendments to the law as we desire the
grog shops would close without a tight and
must

depend

remain closed.
For many years the temperance men and
women of Maine have understood this matter perfectly, aud have takeu great pains to
secure legislation that would surely accomplish this end, but so far they have failed to
do it. They are in no way discouraged, aud
will continue their efforts until they succeed.
The decision of the Supreme Court in the

prima facie case takes no tooth fiom that
provision of the law. It was not intended
or expected to be a direction to the Jury to

convict a respondent upon the payment of
the U. 8. special tax, but to put the burden
of proof upon the respondent to show to the
satisfaction of the jury that he had not violated the law, though he intended to do so
when he paid the tax, but had changed his
mind. Before the enactment of this prima
facie law, the payment of the tax might
have precisely the same effect as it has uow.
The only reason for this enactment was to
make it compulsory upon the court to admit
proof of the payment of sucli tax. as a
strong point against the respondent. Liquors
fouuuin a shop on search and seizure are
prima facie evidence that they were intended for "sale. The burden of proof is on the
respondent to satisfy the court that they
were not so intended, which is often doueNeal Dow.
too often!
Rev. Samuel O. Paine.

The Pine Street M. E. church, who part
with their old pastor. Rev. E. S. Staekpole,
with so many regrets, are to be congratulated
on their success in securing the services of
Rev. Samuel D. Paine as his successor, Mr.
Paine has lived somewhat an eventful life,
and iu many respects may be classed as an

original genius.
He is an Englishman by birth, was a member of the Royal Artillery of the British
army, in the Crimean war, and fought with
his comrades through the memorable seige of
Sebastapol. After the close of the war he
came to this country aud found a home in
Portland. While In this city he was Invited
into Chestnut street church, where he became
a convert to the Christian religion, and at
once became an active Christian worker.
On account of his military experience he
commissioned first
was, in January,
lieutenant in the secoud Battery of Mounted
Volunteers; James A. Ha!l being captain,
and Samuel Fessenden, son of Senator Fessenden, socond lieutenat. General Hall having been promoted at an early day, Lieut.
Paine, was for quite a period in command of
the Battery. He was a brave officer and
fought through the war until on account of
down
exposure and hard service bo broke
and was obliged to resign.
in
Upon his return he became a student
the Maine Wesleyan Seminary and female
academia
College, and their received good
cal education. He then studied for the ministry and was admitted to the Maiue Conference of the M. E. church where he remained
until he was transferod to the Rock River
Conference in Illinois, and for several years
he filled some of its leading appointments.
On account of a bronchial trouble contracted in the army, he was then transferred to
the Florida Conference where he served as
Presiding Elder four years, and was six
the pastor of Trinity M. E. church, Jacksonville, from which church he lias been transferred by Bishop Foss to Portlaud.
Mr. Paine is a popular preacher, a faithful
pastor and genial companion, who, with Ins
make
accomplished wife will undoubtedly
in Ids new field of labor a grand
his

pastorate

success.
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Wm. II. Barnum, chairman of the National

Democratic Committee, was in

Chicago

Sat-

urday, and tries! to have his visit unknown.

Narrowly

Escapo

Death.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 22.—About forty people barely escaped burning to death this
morning, in a Bre that destroyed the greater
part of the big apartment building on the
corner of Oak wood Boulevard and Cottage
Not one had time to dress,
drove avenue.
and many, including several ladles, were
the
Bremen into the frosty air
out
by
dragged
unconscious. Miss Abble Bird sail, a teacher,
was found lying in a foot of water in the
cellar, two hours after the Bre started. She
became suffocated and lost her way. Her
Mr. T. D. Mcrecovery Is not ex pec ed.
Kellip is also in ainprecarious condition, from
received
makingbis escape. Walinjuries
lace L. DeWolf, owner of the building, loses
$30,000; fully insured. About $10,000 worth
of furniture and clothing, half Insured, belonging to nine families, was destroyed, and

$10,000 additional damage
covered by insurance.

pugilist.

course

mill

__

Capt. Samuel Watts of Boston, formerly of
Thomaston, Me., the owner of the three vessels, lately lost, was the owner of seven full
rigged ships about a month ago. Since then,
in quick succession, the Alfred Watts, the

ONE THOUSAND DEAD.
Dakota’s List of Fatalities In th»
Blizzard.
Great
Nebbaska City, Jan. 21.—Judge J. F.
Kinney, agent of the Yankton Siouz Indian
agency in Dakota, arrived here yesterday,
after being nine days on the road. Five days
were necessary for the party to travel 30
miles. The mercury during the five days was
time. The
zero most of the
40° below
judge says the loss of life in Dakota has
been greatly underestimated, as the Dakota
papers have tried to cover it up. He describes the scene which took place on board
the cars. The coal was running low. The
passengers were crowded into one car, trying
The
to keep warm. Two babies perished.
men discarded ali the outer garments they
could spare and gave them to the ladles and
children. Finding these not enough, they
brought mail sacks from the postal car and
wrapped the children up in them. While at
one station in Bonhomme county 19 frozen
bodies were brought into the depot in one
day. In the same county the list of dead
The reports made at
will reach fully 160.
Yankton yesterday of the loss of life
throughout the territory figureZup 1000. The
counties where the loss of life was the largest are: Bonhomme, 160; Hutchinson, 14;
Lincoln, 13; Beadle, 25; Spink, 12; Handf
10; Ward, 15, The northern and central
parts of the territory have not been heard
from fully,
The judge named a number of curious incidents relating to the wanderings of people
who went out in the storm. Mrs. Browning
of Turner county started to go from her
house to the stable, a distance of 100 feet1
and her body was recovered Sunday, seven
miles from home.
Charleg Dollinger, a

In a

Faction.

KNOX COUNTY.

Low temperatures are reported at:
Utica, N. Y., 2U° below zero.
Antwerp, ». Y., Sir1 below.
Poughkeepsie. N. Y., 18° below.
Vassar College, 23° below.
KhiDebeck, 22° below.
Hartford, Conn., 10° below.
Suburbs of Hartford, 12° to 20° below.
East Windsor, Conn., 22° below.

fa rrnar

Liquor

the

Persons Lose Their Lives

Fourteen

Seven bodies have been taken from

ten years the harbor is frozen over to roint

light.

THE FLAMES.

predominating desire

Republicans

gome

Tells

Honor

in

Procession

A Hostler In Fitchburg, Mass., Killed
by the Cold.

a

for Blaine as their Presidential candidate. He dismisses the mention of his own name in connection with
such a nomination, which has been made by
among

Things he Witnessed.

of Wilfred Blunt.

lie reports

East.

FROZEN TO tt-ArM.

A Travelor

UNDER PRISON WALL8.

Reading
Employes*

Philadelphia, Jan. 22.—President Corbin, of the Reading companies, has issued a
long statement in regard to the strike of the
railroad hands and miners. He speaks of the
refusal of certain employes at Port Richmond, in December, to handle freight which

would

Reading Coal and Iron Company officials
also deny the statement.

the Course of the

_

CHURCH AND STATE,

such terms

Corbin Answers the Demonstration with a Statement,

says the coal and iron company has lived up
to its agreement to advance the wages of the
miners eight per cent for-four months, begining September 1, 1887, the advance paid
amounting to $241,806. The agreement provided that after January 1,1888, the company
should return to a $2.50 oasis, or, if all tlie
coal mining companies had meanwhile settled upon some advance, the Reading ComThe miners
pany should adopt that basis.
broke their part of the agreement by stopinformed,”
tain a locomotive from Waterville so that ping work January 1. “I amthis
first besays Mr. Corbin, “that they did
No ofte cause
the train could proceed on its way.
we would not reinstate the men diswas injured but the forward part of the mail
charged on the railroad and second, because
we would not continue the eight per cent
car w as wrecked and the running gear of
advance. On no basis of wages would they
tender disarranged. The rails for several have been
willing to return to work unless
rods were also twisted. Train men say such
we first reinstated the railroad men or arbitrated that question. As 1 have stated, that
an accident could not occur once in five hunquestion is ended. No matter in connection
dred times without the cars leaving the
witli that strike will ever be submitted to
track and had they jumped at that point
As to the question of wages to
arbitration.
they mostlikely would have collided with miners, we have always paid and are always
as any large
to
buildings near at hand and a bad accident willing inpay, as high wages
competition with this one. Tne
comyany
would have resulted.
Reading company cannot afford to pav more
for the mining of coal than its competitors.
We regret exceedingly that this action on the
CARFIELD’S MOTHER.
part of the employes of our road, as well as
the action of the miners, promises to bring
Her Peaceful Death in the Family
such disastrous results to those portions of
the
State dependent upou the output of the
Home at Mentor.
Reading collieries, but there is no alternative for tlie company that I can see except to
Cleveland, O.. Jan. 21.— Mrs. Eliza Bal- insist upon its first right to manage its own
lou Garfield, or “Grandma” as every one
property, and the second right to employ
labor in mining coal so it will have at least
called her, died at 5 o’clock this morning at
an equal chance with
its neighbor in every
the Garfield family home in Mentor, 30 miles
competitive market. The $2.50 basis estabwest of this city. For several days her
lished by this company in 1875 is liberal for
the miners. They receive as much as the
eventful life has been slowly but surely
miners in other localities. In the Wyoming
drawing to a close. She slept a great deal, district the miners are paid a certain agreed
but when waking seemed cognizant of all
sum without regard to the price of coal,
while our miners share in the increased
that was passing about her. Friday she
seemed stronger and better than she had price beyond the $2.50 basis. Every miner
of our coal knows, under that basis, with
been for some days, but toward night she
the prices that prevailed during January,
a
into
to
fail.
She
sleep
that those in the Schuylkill Valley would
deep
began
dropped
and passed the night quietly. As morning
have received wages very considerably in
dawned she grew weaker, and at length life
excess of the wages paid elsewhere. Even at
than obtained during
a lower price for coal
gently flickered away.
Mrs. Eliza Ballou Garfield was born in
this mouth, wages would still have been in
Cheshire county, New Damps Jire, Sept. 21, excess of those paid in other localities. For
1801. She came of the family of Ballous,
twelve years, commencing January 1, 1876,
well known in Vermont, New Hampshire
and ending January 1,1886, the company lias
and Massachusetts, aud was a niece of ltev.
mined 51,000,000 tons of coal and paid for it
Hosea Ballou, the Universalist clergyman
to tlie miners $57,110,000, while the company
aud writer of Boston. In 1819 she was marreceived as the net proceeds only $44,840,000,
ried to Abram Garfield, father of the late
making the actual loss in mining $12,270,000.
President, and who was descended from an
During all these years, the stockholders of
was
of
the
one
Edward Garfield, who in 1635
tlie railroad which transported the coal, who
accomof
have
Watertown, having
proprietors
upwards of $40,000,000 in stock, have
not received a cent in dividends, and have
panied Gov. Winthrop to New England.
Mrs. James A. Garfield and daughter
just been called upon, with a portion of the
Mollie are ia Europe, where they went at
junior securities, to pay in assessments of
the time Mollie’s engagement to young Stan$12,000,000 fresii money to make good the
losses of the companies. In view of these
ley Brown was broken. Mrs. Kockford, a
and
Mrs.
married daughter of
Garfield,
results, it is not time now, according to my
other inmates of the house were at her bedjudgment, to undertake the payment of
side when she died. She had beeo«a widow
more money for this class of labor than is
55 years.
paid by other competitive companies.”

Mercer, Somerset county, with Edwin A.
I.owe as postmaster, and at North Cushing,
Knox county, with Neven R. Ilyler as post-

a

Quickly regulates

were

NAVY.

fcit.

GREAT SCIENTIFIC

anj

Mr. Mason’s bill, providing for an investigation of trusts and combinations, was taken
up by the House committee on manufactures
today, and after a short discussion, which
disclosed the fact that the committee is unanimous iu its support, a favorable report was
ordered.
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Mr. Mason’s Bill.

....Clear

.—-
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bullion for which certificates have been issued, certificates shall be destroyed equal in
value to the bullion so coined.

MAINE.

Those who have seen that popular
comedy, "The Private Secretary,’’ will

cuucuneuuy
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moment of time

same

dent's message by the ten thousand all over
the country, and the Republicans feel that
they need some speech more popular in character than Sherman's to go with the latter to
meet the President before the people. Mr.
Frye is expected to furnish a speech which
can be distributed to advantage east and
west.
Bullion Certificates.
Dunn

NEW

1IHE

by

A Speech by Senator Frye.
Senator Frye is preparing to make a tariff
speech in the Seuate on Monday, which will
be an elaboration of the speech he made at
the Home Market Club in Boston last fall.
The Democrats are sending out the Presi-
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Published every Thursday Morning, at #2.60
a year; it paid In advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Prksh” (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first iusertiou. and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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Edwin 1). Mead of Boston,
representing the committee. The memorial
is signed by the governor of Massachusetts,
tlie mayor of Boston, President Elliott of
Harvard University, President Seelye of
Amherst College,
Edward Everett Hale,
Phillips Brooks, Joseph Cook, Andrew P.
Peabody, Leverett Saltonstall, Alexander H.
Rice, Charles Theodore Kussell, and many
leading scholars and business men of Massachusetts. The President, while conscious of
certain practical difficulties, expressed warm
sympathy with the general cause and his belief that the time could not be distant when
nations would look back with amazement
upon their present system of wars.

week; 76 cents per
week alter; three insertions or less, 81.00 confirst
after
oilier
week, 60 cents.
day
every
tinuing
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;

you realize that tills old and sterling
DO pany
is
HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In

ui

A memorial from tbe Massachusetts committee of fifty, recently formed to cooperate
with the British deputation of peace and arbitration, representing 233 members of the
House of Commons, which visited Washington in November, was presented to the Pres-

constitutes a “square.”
41.60 per square, dally, first
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Amoy.

Carlisle was asked tonight what
truth there was In the report that he would
on Monday send a letter to the House requesting that the Carlisle case be reopened
and a comm ittee sent into the sixth KenThe Speaker authorized the
tucky district.
following denial: “I have not contemplated
suth a step.
The House must take its own
course in the case, without dictation, or attempted dictation, from me.”

powder never varies. A marvel ol purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in

1

American residents at

Speaker

This

SPECULATION

by

Will Not Interfere.

Absolutely Pure,

Tho Peculiar Accident Which Befell a

of work by the miners upon the $2.50 basis,
pending arbitration, denied that any such
negotions are pending, and declared that

President

Company to Their

at

Kulangsoo,

El

Meetings
Protesting
Against the Strike In Pennsylvania.

Indignation

ON TWO TRACKS.

report from Consul

a

business men aroused.

Justifying

of

Amoy, China, in regard to the
explosion Nov. 1 Pth, of a magazine, containing about 400 tons of powder and other explosives, by which over 200 lives were lost
and several hundred
dwellings destroyed.

Employed.

r<til«r»’ PrmBifn

Department Informed
Terrific Explosion In China.

The State

Take

for

The members of the delegation
then kneeling before the Pope, received the
apostolic benediction for themselves and
for the people. Dr. O’Connell, rector of the
American College presented the album to
the Pope and translated the President’s dedication. The Pope listened with the utmost
satisfaction and examined the gift carefully. lie expressed a admiration for the exquisite taste and neatness of execution, and
was especially pleased to recive a copy of
the Constitution of the United States.

speech.
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was

done, partly

In Other Places.
In Montreal, Saturday, Borgeau A Heron's
coffee mills and tbe premises occupied by tbe
Art Furniture Company, and
Dominion
Menard, the bat and cap block manufacturer,
The loss Is estimated at $200.were burned.
000.
The underwriters will ask the City
Council for better management of the Bre

apparatus.
The great shipyards at Granville, near
The
Havre. France, have been burned.
sheds and the entire plant were destroyed.
Eight hundred workmen were thrown out of
employment by the conflagration.
POSTAL
What

May

REGULATIONS.

and

May Not bs Don*

Under the New Law.
The Post Office Department issues the following, is conformity with the provisions of
the new postal law, which was signed by the
President Friday:
/
)
Post Office Department,
Washington, I). C., Jan. 1», 1888. j
By a recent act of Congress, the former

laws regarding perniissable writing and
printing on second, third and fourth class
matter are repealed, and the following rules
and regulations in conformity with the provisions of said act, will, in future, prevail:
Second-class matter—Matter of this class
shall contain no writing, print or sign, thereon or therein, in addition to the original
print, except the name aud address of the
person to whom the matter shall be sent, inbook, either
dex figures of subscription
printed or written, (which figures may indicate the number of copies sent), the printed
title of the publication and the place where
it is published, the printed or written name
and address of the publisher or sender, or
both (without the addition of any advertisement). and written or printed words or figures, or both, indicating the date on which
the subscription to the matter will end, the
correction of any typographical error, a
mark (except by written or printed words; to
designate a word or passage to which It is
desired to call attention, the words "sample
copy," when the matter is sent as such, the
words "marked copy,” when tiie matter contains a marked item or article. Aud publishers or news ageDtc may inclose in their publication bills, receipts or orders for subscription thereto; but the same shall be in such
form as to convey no other information than
the name, place and subscription price of the
publication to which they refer, and the subscription due thereon.
Third-class matter—On matter of this
class, or on its wrapper or envelope, or on a
tag or label attached, the sender may either
write or print his own name, occupation and
residence, or business address, preceded by
tbe word “from,” and may make marks
(other than by written or printed words; to
call attention to any word or passage iu tbe
text, aud may correct any typographical
There may also be placed upon
errors.
of
cover
or
leaves
any
blank
the
book or other matter of this class a simple
manuscript dedication or inscription not in
nature of
tlio
personal correspondence.
There may also be placed upon the envelope,
wrapper, tag or label of matter of this class
any printing that is not in its character unmailable as third class matter, provided
there be kept sufficient space for a legible
superscription and the necessary postage
stamps.
Fourth-class matter—With matter of this
class, properly prepaid as such, tho sender
may enclose third-class matter; and he may
write or print upon the cover, wrapper or
label thereof, nis name occupation, residence or business address, preceded by the
word “from,” and any marks, numbers,
names or letters for purpose of description.
He may also print upon the same envelope
anything that is not unmailable as printed
matter, aud that is not in the nature of personal correspondence, provided that there
he left sufficient space for a legible superscription and the necessary postage stamps.
From the above it will be seen that the restrictions as to writing upon matters of the
third aud fourth classes are substantially
the same as under the old law; but that In
geueral all restrictions as to printingas on
to
these two classes are removed, except
the reservation of space necessary for addressing the matter and the placing thereon
of postage stamps. In all cases directions
for transit, delivery, forwarding, or return
shall be deemed part of the address.
Don M. Dickinson,
I’ostmaster Ueneral.
About the Good Templars.

To the Editor of the Press:
Is not the caption of the Augusta dispatch
‘The
in Friday's I*Tess a little misleading?
Good Templars Extending Their Order and
Talking Politics” would seem to convey the

impression
comprising

that the
a

organization,
over

membership of

as

such,

20,000 In

action in that direcMaine, had takeu
1 he order has not
tion. This is not true.
held a general assembly for some months,
aud it is not "talking politics” to any great
extent, if it is extending and increasing its
some

membership.
The probable trutli of the

matter U that
Mr. George E. Brackett, the secretary of the
as
an
individual, made
Grand Lodge, has,
some
expression upon the gubernatorial
question, very properly intimating tbat the
temperance men would insist tiiat tbe Republicans continue the line of policy marked
out by Gov. Uodwell, and naming men who,
to his mind, seemed to possess the requisite
qualifications. But Mr. George K. Brackett
as an individual, and a very worthy mau be
is, must not be confounded with the Good
Templar order, however influential a member he may be.
A
Sc your caption should have been,
Good Templar Talking Politics,” rather than
“The Good Templars.
A Tempi.a*.

'^s

ijrm :ss

ri 11:

JAN. 23.

MONDAY HORNING,

We do not read anonymous
writer
ideations. The mine and address of the
> *r
ii e m all eases Indispensable, not neeessai
faitli.
otiblUntloii but ».>8 a guarantee of good
or preserve
We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used._

tariffs because there is no

in all probaThe Boston Advertiser says
Massachusetts will send a solid Blaine

bility

the Republican National convention. Four years ago the strongest opposition to Mr. Blaine’s nomination came from
the Bay State. The change is very significant.

delegation to

____

It is not
lion of the

quite apparent how an iuvestlgaReading trouble by Congress could

do nny good. The facts of the dispute are well
known, and there Is nothing for a committee
to discover. But if an investigation is desirable, then the Inter-State Commerce Commission is a litter

body

it

to make

than

enterprise

to

a

work for even less v ages than
Unlike his America.i brother,
he cannot retire to the country and to the
life of a tiller of the soil, for the land of
England is far too little to support its millions. In the mills and the mines they must

compulsion,

committee of Congress.

he gets

A great many Democrats think their National Convention should bo held In New
York city, because the two prominent candidates for the nomination arc citizens of New
Atlanta or Charleston might
York Slate.
claim it with equal reason, because most of
the Democratic majorities are in those regions. As tlie memories of Charleston are
not in this respect, sweet, Atlauta is probably more available.

now.

work, producing

tilings for which they

those

must find markets abroad. Iu Burmah the
sword has been used to obtain them; iu
America free trade literature is disseminated
and President Cleveland is encouraged in

bis assults

A Mr. J. W. Deering tells the Sunday Telegram that he “cannot conceive of any such
an event occurring as his nomination for

on

Go West young
the country.

up

with

[Brldgton News.]

grape,”

Brother

Bayiey and

_

The rumor that Speaker Carlisle wmiMaemuud a reopening of the Thoebe jpfitest is
fnilfilflpr-

1_t,...

ing the nature of the changes it would have
been much more to the'cied it of Mr. Carlisle
had the rumor pjeved true. No man ought
to be willing fcfhold so conspicuous an office
in the
legislative body of the land as

hjgbest
hehrfRfswith a title tainted by suspicion of
vifaud- The House is prejudiced in his favor
and it could not be that he feared injustice
would be done him.
We learn from the editorial page of Saturday’s New York Sun, that at the recent meeting of the Democratic State Committee in

"the federal office-holders
were there in great force, working the administration machine for all it was worth to
beat the chairman of the committee with
another who would be of more use to them.”

Pennsylvania,

ago, an announcement of this
sort would have been interesting reading;
now the incident recorded is so little of a
novelty that the Sun would not have men-

Two

years

tioned it except that by so doing it got a
chance to emphasize the fact that Cleveland
is in the camp of the spoils Democrats for

good.
For many years now Canada and the
United States have furnished asylums for
one another’s thieves, and a great many of
the breaches of trust that have taken place
on both sides of the boundary line would
never have occurred had it not been for this
state of affairs. McNeally says he looked
with covetous eyes on the big packages of
money and securities before him and then

thought how easy it would be to escape
to Canada with them. Doubtless he would
have been able to resist the temptation if Canada had been thousands of miles
away or if it had not furnished a safe retreat
The iniquity of the present
for thieves.
state of things has been recognized by both
nations and it is gratifying to know that
there is a fair prospect that it is soon to be
remedied. An extradition treaty covering
embezzlement and larceny has been negotiated by the governments of the United
States and Great Britain, and ratification by
the United States Senate is all that Is needed
to make it effective. That should not long
be withheld. The present state of things
disgraces the two most enlightened nations
of the earth.
The [prima facie] law, as Interpreted by the
court, throws the burden of proof from the Mate
to the respondent, who has paid the U. 8. special
liquor tax—Lewlsten Journal.
The Journal is in error. As construed by the
court the law does not have a particle of effect
in enhancing the value of the liquor tax as a
far as the jury are concerned. The burden of proof is not changed
by it. If the court had said, as the Journal
alleges, that a liquor tax changed the burden
of proof, then it would have said in effect
that that piece of evidence, unless explained,
compelled the jury to find a verdict of guilty,

piece of evidence

■>

so

whether as matter of fact it convinced them
beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant’s
guilt or not. This would have been tantamount to a declaration that the legislature
had a right to fix the weight of evidence.

But the court distinctly declares that the
legislature cannot do that. So the Journal’s
assertion is clearly an error. The truth
about the liquor tax as evidence is tuai intrinsically it is so strong that it needs no
factitious support. Had the court construed
the law as a good many of its friends intend-

ed, namely, as compelling
a verdict of guilty upon

unexplained,

we

a
a

jury to return
liquor tax when

do not believe it would have

of this evidence.

added to the strength
No jury of common sense and common honesty will fail to render a verdict upon the
evidence of an unexplained liquor tax
weighed intrinsically, and if the jury were
so dishonest as to refuse to give it its intrinsic value they would not pay any attention
to any fictitious value given it hy the legislature. We believe that Gen. Neal IJow in
his conversation with Mr. Looney, in which
he said that the law would c ill the attention
of the county attorneys to this kind of evidence and compel them to use it, got at its
real value better than anybody else has done.
It has had the effect Gen. Dow predicted.
It has brought into use one of the strongest
pieces of evidence and the one most easily
obtained, and in this way has proved a very
effective piece of legislation against the
rumseller. Juries have almost invariably
convicted when this evidence has been introduced, and if they are honest they always

practically

must, for, unexplained, it is

confession—the strongest piece
imaginable.

a

of evidence

__

England

--.

and Protection.

The eagerness with which the English
note any sign that the protective system of
America may be broken down, is very readily explained when the peculiar dependence
of the English on foreign markets is understood. England is great because she is the
great trading and manufacturing nation of
the earth; but her position is to a great extent that of a middleman. Of raw materials
coal and iron are her great stays. Cotton,
corn, wheat, wool, the great staples which
clothe and feed, must be obtained princi-

pally or entirely from other peoples. A
journalist of India, speaking of tho rela-

tions of his own country to England, gives
a good idea of the real dependence of the
most independent acting nation on the face
“If Englaud were to lose
of the earth.

Carl Dunder Relates His

softly

slid into the Wooubridge street station, yesterday, "mebbe i like you to explain something to me.”
“I suppose you have been swindled again.”
“Veil, how can I help him? Nottiugsvhas
two times alike in dis country. Yesterday a
man comes in my place und says vhas I
Carl Dunder? I vhas. All right. Say, Mr.
Dunder, I like you to keep fife dollar for me
If I play pool mit der poys I
a leedle while.

got broke.
right.”

If 1 leaf

him mit you I vhas

it

would

“Ob, no. If I let him haf ten dollar on his
diamond pin he takes him back in two days.
Here vhas dot pin.”
“Worth twenty-five cents,” said tho sergeant after an inspection. “That diamond
is only glass.”

market, and who outnumber many fold the
paltry English population in this country.
The loss of India would mean the collapse
of trade for many years, the breaking of
banks, the loss of income in all directions;
and the result must inevitably be wholesale
emigration, very probably extended to some
millions of the home population; but such a
movement would be necessitated by poverty
and famine. And poverty and famine on such
a wholesale scale meau wholesale riot and
disorder, and permanent loss of population

wealtli and strength."
This is not too strong a statement of the
position of England. It is no wonder that
the march of Itussia towards the Himalayas
is watched witli feverish interest in London,
nor that the hope of tho overthrow of the
American tariff is never allowed to slumber
England must proin the English breast.
duce clothing, cutlery and other manufactured articles for foreign peoples or her glory
is

permanent

is gone.

Extra qualities at $3.75, $5, $6.50 aud $8; these are manufacturers’ prices, aud will be found on examination to be the lowest prices
for quality of goods in the market.

Beav208 Men’s Fine Overcoats, comprising “Worumbo’’ Kersey
firstmade
up
goods
and
other
er Whitney Elysian,
popular qualities,
now offered to close certain
and
at
retail
$20
to
$22,
made
and
class,
lots at $15 each.

125 Gentlemen’s Dress Overcoats, comprising
ton’s, Elysian and Chinchilla Beaver, $25 and $28
$20 each.

our

grade

Overcoats reduced in

best

quality

Large reductions

made in these

“Und vhas dere some deefercnce

MEN’S ULSTERS.

THE
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We cordially ask your attention to these
they must meet your earnest approval.

OF
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Noo<1»h1 by every young man,
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ticulars send for

and experienced teachRooms open for business day
daya each week. For full par-
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M3 PEARL STREET.
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A NERVE TONIC.

0111^ ^ anTlterative.

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it,
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or impoverished blood.

RELIABLE CLOTHING!
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I like you to come oop mit der
der wagon!
poys. If der vhas some inquest you can
splieak for me dot I vhas oudt of my head
troubles.
mit my
Good-pye, Sergeant!
Look oud vhen dot bell rings!
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Superintendent

diuretic.

Being desirous of reducing stock

In its composition the best and most
active diuretics of the Materia Medica
are combined

scientifically with other

lie /iVJllfU.

Bold by Druggists.
RICHARDSON & CO., Prop’s
BURLINGTON. VT.

eod&wnrmly
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Greatest Effort Ever Made
-by-

TURNER BROTHERS.
GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE

suitable for

Lot No.
“
“

the Cuticura
relieves Itheu-

are as

prices than yet known.

“
“
“
“

Mostly in Small Sizes. These suits previously
sold at 15,18, 20, and 23 dollars. I have marked
them at the uniformly low price of $12 per suit.
This lot of goods is a bargain to anyone that
can be fitte

that have sold all the season at 6, 7, 8, and 10
dollars, I have marked at $5 per suit. This sale
is worthy of your attention. Call and Examine
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97

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders bv mall or telephone promptly at-

TURNER

BROS.
At*

jaiu?

B. THURSTON &

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
67 1-2 Exchango St., Portland. Mo.
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75 New aixl second-hand Portable and
Stationary Steam Engines and Hollers,
High and Mcdinin speed Automatic Engines for all kinds of duly. We have
the best Engine in the market for Electric Lighting, or any place where absolute uniformity of speed is required.
Scud for illustrated Catalogue.
S. L. HOLT ii CO.,
JallllCOdllu 07 Sudbury lit., Hoalou, Mow.

EXCURSION $10 CALIFORNIA
E(EII( WEEK (11 ILL LUES.
For tickets and Information, apply to tlio Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine It. It., Commercial eticet
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtf
South.

BEESWAX,

Crude, imported and domestic, by the cask
only. Price 22 Vac. to 24c. per lb. Also,

or

bb

Hci'ined
WAX
PARAFFINE
In thin cakes In cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
white M. I*. 13o’. Price 10c. per lb. by the

and

case

W.

only.

H. bowdlear

nov24eod3m!47

&

CO.,

PEABliBT., BOSTON.

THRONE’7

—

Thomas, Jr.,

Late Minister to th e Court of Sweden,
—

STREET

fill ItCU,
at 8 p. jn.

WORKS,

Woodbury & Moulton

betiall

ol

Ladies Circle.

the

.%<lmi».iei» outv J.t

mi,.

Mr. Thomas delivered the above lecture before
Congregational Club of this city, In November
last, and It was pronounced one of bis best efforts
Sir. Thomas Is one of the best orators In the State,
and no matt r what subject he takes, such Is the
wide range of his information, and the grace of
ms ueuvery, mat me nearer is rorceu 10 necome
the

Interested._janflOdl w
REV. A. J. SWARTS,
Editor of Mental Science Magazine, at Chlcigo,
will give one pointed lecture or lesson In

CHRISTIAN
—

ON

SCIENCE,

—

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JAN. 26, at 2.30 0 CLOCK
at Brown’* Block, Kootn \o. V,
(over lliues Bros.) Admission 50e: clergymen and
their wives free; ali Interested are Invited; he Is to
establish facts In the science.
Jan23MWTb*

HRS. J0I1\ A. BELLOWS,

la connection with .Tlra. 4'aawell’a clrsses in
feugliali l.ilt ralurt-, will giVf

TEN

11:

READINGS
—FROM—

C. H. VENNER & CO.,

MODERN ENGLISH POETS,

BOSTON.

At So. 96 Park St., on Friday Afternoons at 4 o’clock, beginning Jan. 20.

W. &

Tickets for the Course, $2.50, to be obtained at
and G p. in.
Number of

P. SMITH,

96 Fark St„ between 2
seats limited to 80.

PHILitDEI.PnM.

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,
Jaul3

BALT I.HOICK.

tf

Jan. 20,
27,
Feb. 3,
10,
17,
tamo

Feb. 24, Wordsworth.
Tennyson
Mrs. Browning. Mar. 2, Shelley,
Rossetti.
9, Jean Ingelow.
Matthew Arnold.
16. Swinburne, ir.a
"
Keats.
23, Browning. E3
d2 w a

BANTK.ERS,

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me,,

A

DEALKBS IN

Investment

—

Securities!

STERLINC EXCHANCE

—

dec28

NOTICE TO CONTISACTOKS.

SEALED Proposals
IO and

for furnishing materials
performing tbe labor required for the
Mason's and Carpenter's Departments of a brick
High School Building for School District No. 4,
Biadeford, Maine, according to plans and specifi
cations prepared therefor by H. G. Wadlin, will
be received by the building committee until February 11,1888.
Pioposals to be properly endorsed on tbe outside and sent to the committee on or before said
date. Separate bids will be received for each department, or for both included under one bid.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Flans may be seen at the offloe of Superintendent
oi scnooi, city Buuumg. isumeiora, on ana alter
Tuesday. Jan. 17.
LEVI W. STONE, 1 Rllil,„n_

iv.'k
SIX

PJER

CENT.

Mortgage

SINKING FUND

TRUST COMPANY
n* ..A

II

rim

duiiviiiii

i*

t

IV

I.

i»iuu

h

Ml'

iiuiiUMg.

City, County nut! Railroad Honda, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED OJf DEPOSITS
JelOeorttf

$20,000
Connellsville, Pennsylvania,

WATER COAIPAW Os.
SO Year Bonds,

without option.

GUARANTEED PRINCIPAL and INTEREST.

WATER CO. BONDS
Principal and Interest payable

[

PORTLAMD

tfebll

Janl7

eodtl

at

Price Pab ami Interest.

limited amount at

100 AND ACCRUED

INTEREST,

and alter careful examination recommend
tliem for investment.

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook,

$ 120,000.00

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

eod6m

oct21

Price 105 and Interest. These arc a legal Investment tor savings hanks.

II. JH. PAYSOY Ac €©.,
BANKERS,
3at Exchange Street.

Janli)

Mr. BENJAMIN

c. Bear,

cornel,

SIUNOK DECAKLO, Piccolo,
Mr. HAKKY WHITT IKK. Antoniophone,
1IKKKSTOCKIST. Clarinet,

Quartette

jf trench Horns!

Quartette of Trombones!

ami the charming Soprano.

Musical

Directo", P. M. GILMOBK.

The Price of Tickets Reduced

Fir*, Jloriguge tin, due 1901.

a

assisted by tbe following celebrated Soloists:
Mr. FRED LAX, Flute.
HERR M AT US. Fetlt Clarinet,
S1U.NOR KAFFAYOLO. Euphonium,
Mr. E. A. LEFEBRE. Saxophone

Miss LETITIA F PITCH.

by the American Water Works ami Guarantee Co.

ST. LOUIS STREET RAILWAY,
We otter

TWO
Grand Festival Concerts
by P. S. Gilmore and
his Famous New
York Band and
Orchestra.
50
50
I?I I NKi WN

,.

_dtt

SWAN & BARRETT,

EYEIHIBG TICKETS
Beserved, So and 75 cents; Admission 33.cents
MATINEE TICKETS
Beserved, 35 and 50 cents; AdmDslou 25 cents.
SULD AT STOCKIilllDGK I
Saturday Morning. January 21. at » o’clock. Numbers given out at 8 o'clock; only u tickets sold to
or e person at opening sale, -to each performance;
Press tickets reserved. For tickets, programme*
and particulars, address IK Y C. STOCKKKIDGK,
care Stockhrldge's Music Store, 124 Exchange
street, Portland, Me.
Hair Pure on M. C. K. K., P. A O. K. It. at:d G.
T. K. K. K.; half tare to Matinee on P. A K. It. K.;
late train on 11. T.; half fare only to those holding
Concert tickets. Entire change at Programme
and Soloists at each Concert. Studen-s matinee tickets 25 and 36 cents.
JanlOdlw

A reward of '$1000) oue thousand dollars is offered for the apprehension and
conviction of (he murderer of Mrs. Alible
Stack, late of Cumberland Mills; '$500i
live huudred dollars by the towu of
Westbrook, and ($500‘ live hundred dollars by S. D. Warren A Co., of Cumber-

NIB.

PORTLAND,
—

AGENTS rOU

GEO. W. LEIGHTON,
for the Town.
JOHN E. WARREN,
for S. D. Warren A Co.
Westbrook, Jan 17,18S8.

—

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.
(LIMITED)

Letters of Credit issued and Bill9
of Exchange drawn,
We

available in all tho principal citle ot Europe.
nave always on hand and otter
tor sale a lull line ot

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES lot INVESTORS
Jan3*ltl
(WPAKTNI!B«HiP NOTICKM.

Notice of Dissolution of Partnership.

LADIE8J
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everywhere. Price l»r. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness. Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadlug Dualities. They do not crock or smut.
For
sale by D. W. lleseltlne A Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and 1’arrls
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Conand Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
rugglst.corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
P. Ilorr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and
Free
Streets; T. U. Pollard, Druggist, 213 lhuiforth
street; Cook. Everett A Pennell; John W. Perkins
A Co.; H. H. Hay A Son. and A. W. Smith, Druggist. 107 Portland Si.. f rtland. Maine.
W. w.
Market Square, and WoodWhipple A Co
ford s Corner, Deerln
Me.
Jlylleodly

Kess

partnership
hereby given
NOTICE
lately existing between John J. Rootle and
dissolved
this sixteenth
Eaton

Albert E.

that tbe

was

on

day ot January, 1888, by mutual consent, and

Albert K. Eaton, Is authorized to settle ail debts
due to and by the company.
JOHN J. ROCHE.
ALBERT E. EATON.
Janl7d3w

Janl8d2w

STEPHEN

Sod, Job

Corner Federal and Temple St.,

PIANO !

Whitney.
dtf

Fort Clyde Marine Hallway has been thor
ouglily rebuilt, and is now in readiness to
take out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed
W. 0. 8TIMF80N, Jh..
Address,
fort Clyde, Me,
decltldtf

URALS ltrulscs
eles, Stiffness of the Joint*.
Scald*. Borns, Cuts, Cracks and Scratches. (Best
Stable Kemedy in the world.) CUKES Rheumatism. Neuralgia. Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
and all kindred atUetious.
A

I.urge Uolllr.
erottomitul,

All Druggists.
fcblo

A Powerful

Krmrdy.
J) cents

it ■ •*!» but
get bottle.

Jloat

u*

nought awl Bold
and upwards.
Orders by maU

or

Janl4

samples

W. W

eodBm

or

a

margin of

telegraph

a

2

per cent•

Specialty.

jus nr II

CLEAR r, Manager,

24 Congress St., Boston,

Masj.^

THURSTON, SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

No. 3 Free Street RIoek, Pori

engravod
printed.
INVITATIONS
DAVIS A CO., Engravers, 4a West Street,
20
and estimates sent free.

Boston.

on

LUMBER AND TIMBER-

NKLMON A CO
BONTOSf.
TTh&S I si 2dor4t hpurm

WEDDING

(jtad tPunJ*,

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

The sole agency ot this world renowned lustra
meat.

SAMUEL

ami

BERRY,

RosinSpofimoctts

KKcriu:s Pains, External and Internal.
1.IKVKM Swellings, contractions of the Mus

To Vessel Owners.

THE

25th.

Evening, January

BY

Hon. W. W.

In

num.

Whitney Building,

Jan3

CITY HALL, Wednesday

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available in nil the principal
cities in Europe.

«TT1 EMST.

Kendall &

—

Thursday Etening, January 26, 1888,

The City ot Omaha now has a population ol
100,000, and is entirely dependent upon these
works (or its water supply, as Is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned oiler at 103 ami
Interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last issued.

la

novlleodtl

ended to.

AT

AT

We have Removed to

bUINTEBD' EXEHAS6E1

Club,

Boat
—

HIGH

I

—

Job Printer

-75

FOB

land Mills.

REMOVAL.

7

.75

Jllorning.

OTARKS

iJook, Card

1.00
*

appointed Agent by the American Bank Note Company
am now prepared to furnish

halllTdavis,

.75

CASH.

TERMS

PROPOSALS

REWARD
\
FOG THE STATE OF MAINE.

ENGRAVED BONDS

1.00

■

Sale

WE WII.L DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

WATER

—

“A PEEP BEHIND THE

by Mortgage upon the

—

Exchange Street
_dtf

of New York, 1

WOT. OT.

BLACK SILKS AND SATIN RHADAMES.
Lot No. 1-24 inch $2.00 Satin Kliadamcs for
t
it
it
it
it
(1
*>,()()
*{1
The best value we ever of i’erc<l at this price.
“
3—21 inch $1.50 Satin Khadamc for
“
“
“
it
1.00
4_
“
“
1.00 Black Silks for
5—20
“
“
1.50 Colored Satin Itliadamc for
6—21
“
“
1.25 Silk Remnants for
7—24

been

ASSEMBLY
BY THJE

BANKERS,

of every description through this company, which is the largest aud
most reliable house in the United States. Estimates given oa EngravSatisfaction guaranteed.
Samples furnished.
ing of all kinds.

VELVETS.

$1.50 quality for..

180 -MIDDLE STREET-182

oar

Having

FARRINGTON,

J.

j;tnl4

■

$1.00
1—52 tncli $1.50 Electrics for
.50
1.00 French Serges for
2—48 “
“
“
“
“
.03
1.25
3—50
“
“
“
•
.50
Bisons
1.25
4-44
“
“
*
•
.55
1.25
5—42 “
Serges “ •
“
.OO
1.25 Drup dc Alum
0—42
“
“
“
“
.55
7—40 “
1.00
.55
1.25 Cashmere Barrittz for
8-40 “
.47 1-2
1.00 French Arinures for
9 42 “
“
.35
.75
10—40 “
Diagonals for
.29
.50 Flannel Dress iioods for
11—36 “
.10
12—25-ceut Arlington 1‘oplins for
A large number of other lots ut a great reduction.

SUITS

CHILDREN’S

■

“

dlw

MEN’S AND YOUTH’S SUITS, First

A

■

•»

Auli-I'xin
,matte, Sciatic, sudden, sharp anduervous Pains, Strains and Weaknesses.
The lust and only pain-killing Plaster. A new
and infallible antidote to pain, inflammation and
weakness. Utterly uulike and vastly superior to
all other plasters. At all druggists, 25 ceuts; five
for $1.00; or, postage free, of Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Bostou, Mass.
MTb&w2w
Janl6

at lower

Spring

few of the lots

RHEUM ATIZ ABOUT ME!

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than is
usediin Koree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Koree’s Rainbow,
sent
we will, on application, for, a limited time,
free of charge a (10 -cent plug for examination.
Mass.
Boston,
A. R. Mitchell & Co.,
ftoddOm
00^0

i

WINTER DRESS GOODS G.
Including several lots

much as

take acpossible before February 1st,
count of stock, I have marked my entire stock
from 10 to 50 per cent below former prices. First
I call your attention to OVERCOATS.
Which formerly sold for $12, $15, $18, $20
and $25,1 ave marked at the extremely low prices, 10,12 15,16, and 20 dollars.
These goods are Thoroughly Made and Perfect
in Fit. Next I call your especial attention to a
lot of

Price $1.00.

WELLS,

An?n

as

when I

effective remedies for diseases of the
kidneys It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.
Hundreds of testimonials have been received
from persons who have uso<l this remedy .with
remarkable beneht. bend for circulars, giving

The DEBILITATED
mLa

the stomach, and aids digestion.

Portland Society of
such oth-

Janl9

—

A LAXATIVE.
Acting mlldlybut surely on thebowels
It cures habitual constipation, and
promotes a regular habit. Itstrengtbens

of the

business as may come before the meeting, will
take place iu the Society Building. Deerlng Place,
ou WEDNESDAY EVENING, 3011.25.1888, at
8 o’clock.
WILLIAM 8. LOWELL, See.

Semi-Annual flark Down Sale of

CHILDREN.

Tickets admitting Cent and Ladies, 60 cents.
Music by Prof. Urtmnier.
janlOdlw

Bonds

Bonds outstanding.
$2,000,000
Annual Interest charge.
120.000
Bresent basis, gross earnings.
220,000
net earnings.
175,000
Surplus, after paylug expenses and interest.
55,000
Earnings increasing at the rate of $50,000 per an-

held at

THEArt for tbeMeeting
election of officers and

Farrington’s

—

Applications

Dirigo

COMPANY,

Stockholders of tbe

er

C. J.

Celery and Coca, tho prominent ingradients, are the best and safest
Nerve Tonics. It strengthens and
m
Wmm*. m-quiets the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, SleepH JP* fj}
d

und take off my coat und shmile. In a few
minutes a sbentleman come in. Vhas dis
Carl Dunder? He vhas. Mr. Dunder, we
have a leedle poll tax on your head, und you
doan’ come oopllmit der City Hall. Der tax
vhas $1, und you-!”
“And what?”
“He vhas a corpse mit his neck broke, und
T
nnf/in n.U A
nntvnl Kav Kll/i tOllllo fnr

minute
Plaster

Anuual

Foil

AND

of Art. J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Society

___'

OILBRRT’S
SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL CILTIRE

GRAND

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

Wharf,

25,1888, at
3 o’clock
for tbe election of Directors and
tbe transaction of any other business tbat may
legally come before them.
H. J. LtBBY, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 9,1888.
jaulOdtd

*w-A.n.ss?

o.

■w.

Jams

of tbe

the

TRIO.
M IBS ETT AC. DTK K LIN < 1, Soprano;
MIS4 MAY E. CATKS, 1st Contralto;
MIBB EMMA E. KICK, 2d Contralto.
Miss Cammik E. Hale, Elocutionist;
Mm. J.AldAICH LmiiEY.the Celebrated Baritone;
Mm. J. K. Cates. Xylophonist;
Miss CArUEMINK W. Phks< iitt, Aeeompanylst ;
Ansa C. Wii.lkv, Pianist.
Admission. 86c.; Reserved Beats, 6oc. For sale
Stock
at
bridge's Music Btore.
Janl7dtd

—

International Jteamslilp Cn.
on
p. m.

255 MIDDLE STREET PORTLAND, ME.

Consisting of

niEETINUH.

annual meeting
THE
International Steamship Co., will be
Railroad
Jan.
their office

tbe

placed

bo acquir-

can

Shaw’s Business College.*
PORTLAND,

J.

Largest Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of Clothing in i\ew England,

City, by

commences Tuesday, Jon.
.should be made on or before
Monday, Jan. 23d, In order that pupil* may be
lu such classes as best suit their convenience.
JanliNltf

-ISSUED BY TIIE-:-

Mecured

—

(JOMJERT CO., of Iloston,

—

Twenty-Year

90 Park Street,

ICAL STUDIES

COMPANY,

CLOTHING

TO

Second Quarter

lM

PORTLAND,

STANDARD

FLIRT.

BOSHINI

‘J lib.

SIX PER CENT
SCHOOL,

—-

bargains, feeling satistied

PRICE.

ONE

ROSSIXI

LADIES’

TERM

MS. CASWELL’S

ANNEAL

me.”
“Certainly not. He was a fraud. Any
thing else?”
“YesI Sergeant, look on me!”
“I’m looking.”
“I vhas going home! I go pehind my bar

our

“

FRYE,
I'INANCIA

jail 24

“And you paid?”
“Vhell, if some expressman says it vhas a
dollar how shall I help it. Can I tell dot
oxpress company to go mit Texas und keep
dot package?”
“And so you paid and went to the oince.
“Of course, und dere vhas no package for

B/S°In

ounce.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtl

SECOND

SON.

The Successful Four Act Comedy,

—

employed.
and evening six

STRICTLY

queek.”

The distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful Inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causing choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises In the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who lire in Ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Hanford's Radical Curb for Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
liut this treatment hi cases of simple Catarrh
a faint Idea of what this remedy will do
gives hut
in the chronic forms, where the breathing is obstructed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is that the marvellous curative power of Sanford’s Radical Cure manifests itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
first application. It Is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford’s Radical Cube consists of one bottle of the Radical Curb, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug at Chemical Co., Boston

35 cents per
“
“

Given to private pupils by tbe subscriber,

pecause dot mans almost cry vhen he talks
to me. Dis morning some more stranger
Ho haf a book und a pencil, und
comes in.
he says if 1 leaf dot package in der oxpress
office one day longer he vhas soldt for oldhorse. 1 doan’ got some notice of dot package, but ho says it vhas a look oafer. It vhas
I should go oop pooty
a dollar to pay und

Catarrh.

exqui-

Kcichardt's Satehet Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

ers

to be found
The largest and best variety of heavy Driving Ulsters
m
all
and
measure
breast
qualities.
in this city; sizes as large as 50

AND

DOMBEY

«»r ifai.

NEBBASKi.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.

Story,

MISS ETTA C. STERLINC

of the most

OMAHA

Extra bargains are offered in Boys’ K.ue Pant Suits at $3.50
each, for boys, all ages 4 to 14 years; these goods are put at prices much
lower than necessary. We are bound to reduce our stock.

between

Ackerman and Treasurer
Zeley of the Worcester Horse Railroad were
in Hiddeford Saturday, representing Massachusetts capitalists, to negotiate for building
a horse railroad from Hiddeford and Saco to
Old Orchard the coming spring. They met
the corporators of the Biddeford and Saco
Horse Railroad Company at noon and made
an offer to build and equip a road, giving
local capitalists a chance to subscribe for a
part of the stock. The matter was not
definitely settled, but will be at a meeting
next Thursday.

Mu?**’

35

The Class In Art History
begin tlif History
of Mculpturc and an additional class will
the
to
be formed
History
begin
of Painting.
to
these classes
both
are
admitted
Special pupils
roinu and Preach.
amf to existing classes In
For circulars or information apply at t>6 Park
St„ between 2 and 3 o'clock p. m.
dtf
Jan to

goods.

Hunting,

Heliotrope,
|
Marie Stuart,
CITY HALL, TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 24th~
Ess. Bouquet,
GKASI) C01PUMMT1M CONCERT

RDl<l'*TIOIV4L.

BOYSrSUITS.

from $30 and

price

“

declO

BOYS REEFERS.

Milreduced to

Husband

And Brougham* Dramatization of Dickon’s Great

Bale of seats commences Friday .Jan. 20. Prices,
»l.oo, 75, 60and 35 cts.
JanlBdtd

will

goods,

Act Comedietta,

One

THE

being
fragrance.

site

JAM. J3,

HONDA V,

Weirs

—

The three last odors

BOYS’ OVERCOATS.

$10 each.

A few lots of fine
$35 to only $25 each.

ounce.

Caslimere Lily.

Corner

For boys, 4 to 11 years, we are closing out daily many elegant bargains. About 50 of those $1.85 Overcoats left that were marked down
from $3 each.
At $2.50 we offer some nice Cape Overcoats.
$4 buys a handsome full Cape Overcoat, in dark mixed colors, marked down from $6.
All our handsome full Cape and Hood Overcoats that have sold for
$6 to $12, have been reduced in price to $5 and $6 each.

W. J. FLORENCE.

low

Wild. Rose,

GEORGE C.

of Overcoat
137 Black Moscow Beaver Overcoats, an extra quality
to on >
reduced
now
and
at
us
$12
$lo,
for the money, been selling by

loss of

Her "Anglo Saxon colonics, like

LEATHER JACKETS.

and made ironi nice
200 Men’s Overcoats, cut in sizes 35 to 44,
in handsome shades
Beaver,
and
Kersey
Chinchilla,
duality of Elysian,
December prices
and
November
of Black, Brown and Blue; October,
are now marked down to one
to
according
and
quality,
$18,
were $15
common price, $12 each.

diamond und glass?”
“I should remark! That was a rank swindle. Anything else?”
“Vhell, dot vhas curious if I vhas swindled,

Sneezing

at the extreme

price of 20 cents per
Wood Violet,
White Rose,
Stephanotis,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay, Patchouly,
West End,
Ylang Ylang,

Atkins’

and Tuesday, Jan. 23 and 21,

Monday

TVESDAV, JAM. 34,

wmte Heliotrope,

BARGAINS IN ULSTERS, REEFERS, SUITS, PANTS, &C., FOR MEN AND BOYS.

entail

among hundreds and thousands of working
men and iraders at home, whose livelihood
depends upon the existence of the Indian

or

quantity

Or sold in any

?”

course

says the Allahlmd Pioneer, “few of
us doubt that it would be a terrific blow, not
so much on account of the few Englishmen
in India itself, as on account
who are

of

Use

DOWN.

Winter Clothing for present
for another Season.

all

“And you took it?”
“Of course. If 1 can oblige somepody, 1
like to do him. I put dot bill in my wallet,
und in about two hours der mans come
aroundt some more. Mr. Dunder, I vhas
eafer so mooch obliged to you for your kindness, und I take my money back. If you
could be so extremely kind as to gif me fife
dollar in silver I always remember you.”
“And you did?”
“Vliell, 1 like to oblige somepody, und I
gif him silver.”
“And the bill was a bad one, of course.
That game is twenty years old.”
“lie vhas some games, eh?”
“Of course. It’s a wonder the boys haven’t
played it on you before. Anything else?”
“Vhell, a shentlemans come along two or
three days ago mit fur on his oafercoat.
Vhas I Carl Dunder? I was. All right.
Mr. Dunder, you vhas known all oafer Cleveland, und der shildrens cry for you. I gif
ten tousand dollar if I vhas like you, but
dere vhas only one Carl Dunder.
Shake,
oldt fellow.”
shook?”
“And you
“Vhell, doan’ 1 feel tickled dot somepody
in Cleveland hears of me? We haf some
peer, und he tells me dot he lose all his
money mit der depot by a tief. lie doan'
like to see his name in der newspapers, und
so he keeps shtill
“And lie wanted to borrow of you, of

f

Stoppered Bottles only

One-Half Pint Glass

Buy

to

Opportunity

An Excellent

Experiences

to the Police Sergeant.
[Detroit Free Press.]
“Sergeant,” said Carl Dunder as he

India,”

living
the widespread ruin

ANNUAL JANUARY MARK

MEN’S OVERCOATS.

NOT GBAPE JUICE.

“A little more
others.

Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

The National Favorite,

PERFUMES.
EXQUISITE
Out!

Lubin’s at

and freeze

I3NT

$1.50 each.

COMMENT.

man

A ROT’S

SPECIALTIES

$10,000 Worth of Winter Overcoats to be Closed

MAN’S CHANCE.
[Philadelphia North American.]

Deering, the grocer.

J_

STANDARD CLOTHING COMPANY.

THE YOUNG

of the State or of the
municipality, he
says it should consult only the will of the
people. It is quite obvious from the tenor of
this conversation that the gentleman the
Telegram has been interviewing is Mr. J. W.

REITCll

the tariff.

CURRENT

office.” Regarding the policy of the executive

___

at-

tempt domestic manufactures. It is worth
while to consider whether these English
merchants and mechanics, who are by the
loss of one colonial market after another
forced to seek the remotest marts of the
earth with their wares In order to keep u p
in the hard race for a living, would be the
right sort of rivals to admit to the home
markets which American workmen now supply. The loss of India or Burundi, or the
adoption of protective tariffs by English colonies that now have no checks on the importation of British articles, might so sweep
away the markets for the porduets of the
English laborer that he would, from sheer

AMI'MK.TIEMT*.

__

remains a great market; and English merchants, backed by the influence of government, are tireless in their efforts to open up
new regions for trade in similar countries
where there in no danger of meeting hostile

letters and comm1

*

of

some

■IIMIIILUNEOVS.

]HNrEi.MnK«iii<.

the governments of
Australia have already enacted tariff laws,
much to the damage of the mother country
India, not yet capable of self government,

Canada and

ana.

dt. M.-A.lt Ur the niKUETT OKMAN

Jyl5

TUNING TO OBDEB.

dtt

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on tlm wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, aud lu the
quickest possible time.
UEKHI3G, WI3SI.OW A CO.,
U'Jil Commercial JWlreet, Portland, Mo
eodOm
octlO

/

WHEAT.

Jan.
76%
76%
76%
76%

Opening...

MONDAY MORNING, JAN. 23.

Highest....
Lowest.
Closing.
...

PRESS.

THE

Mav be obtained at the Periodical Depots ot N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
E.& M. C. K. K. l)e70 Exchange St.; Armstrong,
ool' Hodgson, UOVi Portland St.; John Cox, 660
7
Exchange St.: Lawson,
Congress St.; Costello,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 604 Congress St.; Peter-

Congress and
son,? Exchange St.; Goold,
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hop243 ConMorrill.
corner
Park;
kins, Commercial,
gress St.; Ross, 1 US Congress St.; Beardswortli,
Sts. j
and
Tate
York
corner
87 India St.; Harley,
Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros.’
citv.
of
the
out
agents on all trains ruuiiiug
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. K. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. L. Dennison.
( umberland Mills, K. S. Raymond.
Unmarlscofta, K. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeourg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield. E. H. Evans.
Faimlngton, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island. T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R.H. Burnham & Win.
11. Hyde.
Sacearappa, C. H. KUby.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & Co., Win. Btackpole.
So. Parts, A. M. Gerry.
Sprlngvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skowhegau—Bfxby & Buck.
Tliomaston, S. Delano.
Vbtalbaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth. W. F. Bennett.

Johnnie, a bright hoy of six years, while being
fixed up for school, observing his little overcoat
much the worse for wear, and having more menuto ins
ed places than he admired, turned quickly
mother and asked:
Is
rich?”
"Ma,
pa
,,
mil"Yes, very rich, Johnnie; he Is worth two
lion and a half.”
me at one
“Oh, he values you atone million,
million, and baby at half a million.
Ma,
« moment, said.
thinking
after
Johnnie,
me some
tell papa to sell the baby, and buy
clothes.”

A Friend In weed.—
in deed. Who
BAM or Wilb CUKBBV Is a friend
and dishas not found If such In curing coughs
The sick are
eases of the mngs and throat?
on
assured that the high standard of excellence
which the popularity of tills preparatiou is based,
will always he maintained by the proprietors,

Moll.

Jan.

48%

opening

IHRhest.

48%
47 Vi
48%

Uiwesi...

Closing-

“Yes.’’

“Then your fortune Is made.”

“Why, bottle the water and sell it for bitters.

Let’s see,

“Yes.”

your

name

is

Johnson

“Carpenter by trade?”

‘•MySdear Dr. Johnson, I congratulate you.”
If you are neryous or dyspeptic try
Carter’s Little Nerve Pills, Dyspepsia makes
makes you dyspepyou nervous, and nervousness
tic: either one renders you miserable, and these
little pills cure Loth.
Little wonder that the pledges made at New
Year’B fade away,
And that men again appear to seek the solace
of the cup;
For the icy walks at present make it hard upright to slay.
And the easiest of matters is to frequently
slip up.

“Grandpa,” said Bertie, “you like to see young
boys enjov themselves, don’t you?”
“Why. yes.” replied graudpa.
“And you like to do all you can to help ’em have
a good time, don’t you?”

“Why, certainly.'’
“1 thought so. Well, me and the Tomkins boys
‘Life on the
arc going to play
and the Clarks
Plains’ in the Clarks’ barn for the next two afterto
let us take
I’d
ask
you
noons, and 1 thought
your wig to use for a scalp.”
“llove tliee, ease, and only thee.” Well the
only way to obtain it is to buy Salvation Oil.
25 cents.

The people still cling to Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
as the only safe and reliable remedy for cough,
cold, croup, catarrh, and consumption. 25 cents.
Not a ladles man.
De Cammack—Charmed io meet you again.
Miss Brie brae. I remember our Mount Desert
summer in 1870 very pleasantly.
Miss lirlebrac (coldly)—Aren’t you a little mistaken in tlie season? As I remember it was

18DeC.

in deeper—It
(Interrupting and getting does

was’66, wasn’t it? Ilnw the time
tty!
MissB. (frigidly)-It was 1880, Mr. DeCammack 1
De 0, (desnerately)—Well, I knew it ended in a
6 anyway
May 1 see your card?__

mmw&mm.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POET LAND, Jau. 21, 1888
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
v*rairi.

Flour.

Buperhne and
low grades.2 75*5 7

67(dC8

UMxdCJorc.
Cova, bag loti*
Meal, bag lots

>

—

7tto71

77

76%
76%

83

83%

Feb.
48V*
48%
4 8 Vi
48%

May.

5i(s/a
53%
53%
68%

[By Telegraph.]
be
dahv:

lobowiiig quotations of stocks

are

receive.

Androscoggin Mills.lo2%
C. H. & y. *128%
,5! on., lopeka and Santa Fe ltallroaa
“,*IM%
Mexican Central K 7s.
Mexican Central.
14
Wisconsin Cireral.17%
Mexican Central .. 66%
New York and New England Kail road.
36%
1

114

orel

>

Boston ik Albany. *167%
42%
CalUurnlaSoutneiu Hallroad.
P int & Fere Marquette Kallroad com.. 24|
d

i|i

ref

Bell Telephone
Bostons Maine ..

»»*!

210

•Ex-dtvidend.__
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YOEK, Jan. 21 1888,-Money on call
has lieen easy, ranging from 2% to 3 per cent.;

cent. Prime
last loan 2%. closing offered at 3 per
.Exchange dull and
paper ai 5%:<t7%. Sterling
4
done
at
business
to firm; actual
84V*Sp4 84%
for 60 day bills and 4 86V*(a4 86% for demand.
bonds
Hallroad
dull
but
bonds
steady.
Government
are quiet and firm. The stock market closed Arm
well
supported.
and prices
..e transaction* at tne stock exchange aggr,
nod 62.641 shares.
>' mtioi s
Uoveruj.uo iouowidk are to-day'*
.xient securities:
United States bonds, 8s.
...126%
New 4a, reg.
i‘26%
New 4s, coup.
108
New4%s, reg.
108
New 4%s, coup.
Centra! Pacific lsts.....113%
.....
.120
Denver. K Gr. lsts..
Kile 2ds
98%
KaDsas Pacific Consols.104
Oregon Nav. lsts.
llOi'J
Colon Pacific 1st..
113%
do Land Grants.
do Siuklne Funds.
TAe

following

are

to-day’s closing quotations

of

stocks:

Jan. 20.

Open-

Jau. 21

Clos-

ing
ing
bid.
Lake Shore. 98%
92%
Erie common. 27%
27%
Northwestern.108% U>8%
St. Paul. 76Vi
75Vi
39
Omaha common.... 39V*
66Vs
Union Pacific. 54%
Western Union. 77%
77%
22
22
Oregon Transeou
Oregon Navi. 93
03%
129
Delaware. L. & W. 129
Delaware a If.106% 106%
77%
77%
Jersey Central
64%
Ptiita & Beading.
63%
Sj..rtt,rr,i Puftlftr.

29

21 Va

83
Vsouri racific....“ 84%
60%
Ixmsisviiie ,v. N— 60%
36%
37
K
N.
N. Y. &
Richmond Terminal 22% 22%
43%
Norfolk & WeBt pfd 44
Stocks ny Associated Press;
Central Pacific.

Open- Closing

92%
27%
l()S%
75%
89%
5lie*
77%
22%
94%
129%
107

77%
64%
24*1

83%
61

36%
2%
3 '4

lug
bid

61%
37%
22%
44
31

St. Pan'. refi ned. 114%
E. Tenn. new. 10%
68
East Tenu, 1st prel.
Canton ..
.128
Wells. Kart'Ob.xpreae.ex-d.
14%
Lake Erie A Weal
94
Oregon Nav
21%
Denver & Uio Grande, new
16%
Wabash, St. Louts & Pacific
27%
do pref..
Houston A Texas. *0

.11
Mobile A Ohio
Chicago & Alton.187
uton A Terre Haute.

36

pref.70
* Quincy
1*8%
N orth » est> rn pref..144
98
do

Chicago, Burlington

Boston Air Line, pre>.
so
Bnlinito * (vd-r Kaplds
—134%
Metropoliian El.
....

Minn <£6’. units...

7

....

Pullman Palace.1 41 %
23%
Ohio & Miss.
Now Ycr* Mining Sxnc

[By

i

a.

elegrsi:.;

NEW YOKE, Jan. 21, 18e8. ill iolUiwib
closing iiuoiatiicis for milling stocks to-day:
35
Colmado Coa'.
37 76
Hocking Coal
10%
Homesick
..

Ontario.....28
ll^
Quicksilver..
37
do preferred.
6 00

Sierra Nevada.
Ouhlr.

8%

2 66
Bodie.
Brunswick. >65
,19 B
Con. Cal. * Va.
9%
Hale & Noreross...

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER,Jan. 21, 1888.—The Fall River
print cloth statement for the week Is as follows:
Production. 176,000 pieces
Deliveries. 174,000 pieces
Stock. S 8,000 pieces
Sales. 114,000 pieces
42,000 pieces
Soot.
72,000 pieces
Future.
of 3% c.
on
a
basis
firmer
ruled
have
Prices
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan.21. 1887,-The following an to
day’s quotations ot Provisions. Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 CO'S 18 GO {Shortcuts 17 76.K
18 25; barks 18 35®18 60: light backs 17 25;
pork tongues 16 no.
Lard—Choice at 8%@8%c t> lb ill tes; 8% 6‘e
ill 1' -lb pads; 9®;>%c hi 6-lb pails.
Hams at ;io%&12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed bogs 7%c V ti country do at 7c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
806.31c: some fancy Elgin 32®33c; extra first
Western creamy at 26628c, do firsts at 22625c;
do June 20 a23c; New York fall made creamery,
extra at 2 c: Vermont fresh made extra emryat
30<631c d extra firsts 27629c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12%@l3c; Ohio
choice at 11%612c; Northern sage at 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh nominal -'3.626e: do firsts
21 tt22c; extra VOand N H 23@24c;clioiceC;mada
21623c; good to fresh Western 20®22c jMlchiaan
fresh 216,22c; Nova Scotia at 20622c, Jobbing

price %6’le higher.

Beans—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 6562 00 D l ush; choice New York large hand
ed do 2 4062 60; small Vermont band picked do
at 2 8062 86.
nav—Choice prime hay at 17 00618 00; far to
good at *16 006816 00; Eastern line 8126*15;
door to ordinary *12a# 14: East swale 10®ill.
Rve straw, choice, 17 006*18 00; oat straw 9 60

^Potatoes—Houltoo

l’V.tltes*.

••

I

—

7|18

a

H«h._

....

closing.:::::....

(Allow

washed in the old

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that

The market
afraid of a sudden change in prices.
Almost all sugars now
closed quiet to nominal.
coming ill are pre-engaged and purchases can be
effected only for produce to be delivered later.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization.
$2 12VSi®2 BO gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining, 8G to 90 degrees. $2 25«2 BO.
Centrifugal) 92 to 98 degrees polarization, In
hhds, bags and boxes, $3 06@3 31V*.
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks in
Matanzas.l 7,700 boxes. 88,000 bags, and 19
for
the
hhds;
receipts
week, 915 hhds
08,000 bags; exports during the week, 24,600 bags, 316 boxes and 3 hhds, of which 16,000 bags were to the United States.
Freights steady; i") hhd of sugar loading at
Havana for United States at 2 76(5,3 00 gold;
per hhd of sugar from ports on the north coast
(outside ports) for the United States at $3 00®
3 12Mb gold,

James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.

JAMES PYLE,

fbom

fob

feb28eod&wnrmly

Indigestion

Ems.New York..Bremen.Jan26

Pavouia.Boston.Liverpool_Jau 26
Rugia.New York..Hamburg .Jan 28
Marsala.New York..Hamburg .Jan 26
City Washington.New York..Havana.Jan 26
..

is the first form of Dyspepsia. It may be the
fault of the food, but the
chances are it is the
stomach’s fault.
Whatever the cause,
it can be cured—and
cured permanently—by

Sau Marcos.New York. Havana.Jan 28
City of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool ...Jan 28
Slavonia.New York.. stettfn.Jan 28
Eider.. New Yyrk..Bremen.Jan 28
Edam.New York..Amsterdam. Jan 28
La BourSogue.. New York..Havre.Jan 28
Colon.New York. .Panama
Jan 28
Australia.New York..Hamburg ...Jau 28
of
Para.New York.-Pauama.Jan 31
City
Samaria.Boston
Liverpool ...Feb 2
Cepbalonla.Boston
Liverpoo' ....Feb 9
....

MINIATURE ALMANAC....JANUARY 23.
6 36
(. 7 16
8ft 0 in
I

Sun rises.7 09 H1
Sun sets.4
9 291■
Length of day
Moon sets. 2

I.

38I1"*11 wa,er
1
07|HelBut

Steamship

...

7ft6in

NEWS!

SATURDAY, Jan. 21.
Arrived.
Wluthrop, Bragg, New York— pas-

ror omo

uy

hii

iw.

rncu

urugguu.

jjci wa,

3 boxes for 66 cts.: or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. EL. Schenck & Son, Philad’a.

*od&wflmnrm-ce2wM

sepl2

Shipbuilding- Capt T M Nicholson, of Buckspor is having a three-masted fishing schr of 260
tons, built at Essex. Mass, to be ready for use on
the Banks the comlug season.
4J I,
.1
g'.s lio.in
1.'

4

the

to

and lobster
the docks
attention of such
extract from the

throwing
fish offal and lobster waste; the
to the following
persons is called
on Health.
of

are

Ordinance
See. 0—“Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter in any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall laud any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
the harbor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Health.

Secretary.

Portland, Jan. 11,1888.
OF

CITY

.. .r

jaul2dlm

PORTLAND.

In Bo Ann of Mayob and Aldermen, I
January 2d, 1888. i
That it shall be unlawful for any
with
to
slide
a
sled or other vehicle
person
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
•The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s house, to Eastern Promenade.
Allantio to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay. *
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Melleu from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read and passed.
GEO. C. BURG ESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

ORDERED,

the Consolidated Electric Light
Compauv has petitioned the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen to erect and maintain poles ou the
following streets, viz:
Eight poles on Centre street, west side, from
Nos. 46 to 129.
One pole on N. E. corner Free and Centre
streets.
Three poles ou Free street, north side, Nos 17
to 46.
Five poles on Temple street, east side, Nos. 8

WHEREAS

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Valparaiso about 20tU inst, barque Itonur >
Bucknam. New York.
Ar at Houg Kong Dec 16, barque Escort, Waterhouse. Newchwaug.
Ar at Nagasaki prev to 20th Inst, barque Xenia,

6 to 88.

Eight poles on Pleasant street, north side, Nos.

Six poles ou Fore street, north side, from Union
to Centre streets.
Seven poles on Oak street, east side, Nos. 7 to
66.
Ten poles on Congress street, north side, from

Myrtle

—

Domestic Ports.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar »tb, ship W Fi;Babcock. M urpliy, Tacoma for Hull, in waut of crew;
barque C O Whitmore, Ward, Port Blakeley for
Honolulu, in want of crew.
SEATTLE—Sid 9th, ship Gen Knox, Libby, for
San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 12th, ships Geo F Man-

son, Morse, Seattle; Gen Knox, Libby, do.
Ar 26th, ship John R Kelley, Gibbons, Now
York. 122 days.
MOBILE—Ar 20tli, sch Grace Gower, Wilson,
from Tonala for New York.
.NEW ORLEANS-Ar 20tl), sch T W Dun, McFarland. Providence.
MOBILE—Ar 10th, sch Isaiah K Stetson,Trask,

Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 20tli, sch Anna W Barker,
Sargent. Matanzas.
Ar 20th, sch Standard,
JACKSONVILLE
Oram, Orient. LI: C K Flint, Brown. New York.
Cld 20th, sell Hattie H Barbour, Gilkey, Barbadoes.
BRUNSWICK-Cld 18th, sch William R Drury.
Sweet land, New York: Eugene, Field, Cberryiield
__

IJAJVlikXl-Y/1U 1UIU, 9UI

ft

ifsmvu, vuvinwc,

New Yolk.

GEORGETOWN,SC—Sld I8tb,sch Allaretta S
Snare. Snare, Deinarara.
NORFOLK—Sld 20lli, brig Mary C Haskell,
Oliver. Charleston.
NEWrORT NEWS —Sld 19th, schs John F
Merrow, for Boston; J Manchester Haynes, do;
Mabel Hooper, for New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 17lb, scb Harry Messer,
Smith. Boston.
BALT I MOKE-Cld 20’li, sell Will F Hood,Ross,
Providence.
Sld null, sell M V B Chase, for Fort land.
Sld 20th, schs San Domingo, L A Burnham.
PHILADELPHIA— Cld 20th. sch Nelsou E
Newbury, Adams, Portland.
C d goth, barque Don Josto, Orcutt, Majorca.
At Newcastle 19th. sen Thus K Plllsbury, from
Philadelphia lor Matauzas.
At Thurlow 19tli. sch Ella M Storer.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch Fred A
Small, Dmsmo e, Deinarara, land sld for Philadelphia.)
PERTH AMBOY—Sld 19th, sch Pulaski, Ad_

More than twenty years ago it was introduced
throughout New England as a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its introduction it has
won its
way into publio
favor, until now it is tne universal decision that

constantly

ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

ZaNEWPOKT—Ar

19tli, sch J W Woodruff, Ulcliardsou, Fall River for New York; Jennie Carter,
Ea'on. New York for Salem.
V1NKYAKD-HA VE—Ar I9tli,;brig Harry Stewarl. Blake. Amboy for Portland; Etna, Foss.Weeliawkeu for Portland.
Ar 20th, sch Henry Sutton, from Baltimore for
Portland
Hi port, schs Laura. Penobscot, June Bright.
Annie T Bailey, Mary J Lee, G M Bratuard, aud
Race Horse.
EDGAKTOWN—In port 20th, schs T H Dixon.
Torrey, New York lor Danversport; Charlie A
Willie, Philbrook, New York lor Rockland.
11) AN N IS—In port 20th, sch Edw 11 Furber,
Wentworth, New York lor Portland; Carrie Bell.
Seavey, do for Boston; Louise Hastings, Hoboken
for Beverly; A Hay fold, do for boston: Ida L
Kay, Marshall, New Yolk for-.
Outside 20i b, sclis Isaiah Hart, Sproul, Baltimore fur Boston; Everett Webster,from Philadelphia f< r do.
Sld 20tb, sell Lucy U Eussell, Wilson, fill Baltimore fur Portland.
PLYMOUTH—Outside 21st, sch Hunter, from
Rockland for New York.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sell Winslow Morse. McDonough, Winterport.
Cld 22d, brig 11 C Sibley, Wellborn, Aspluwall,
(and sailed); sell Wild Pigeon,Paine, Kockport
Sld 22d. sell May Williams, for Kennebec.
GLOUCESTER—In port 20tli.scbs ForestjCIty,
New York for Salem; L T Whitmore,do lor Ports-,
mouth; Sarah A Blaisdell. Ellsworth for NYork;
Nellie K Gray. New York for Rockland; Idaho,
do for Portland; King Dove, Kockland for St Augustine; Victory, do for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20th, sch L T Whitmore,
Cook, New York.
Sld 20!h, schs Nat Meadcr. Brown, Wiscasset;
Hope Haynes, Sawyer, Portland.
Below, sells Vulcan, Lewis, Kockport for New
York; Laura TChester, and Antelope, Banks, do
for Boston; EP Newcomb. Allen, Deer Isle for
__

B<ROCKPORT—Cld,

8
l

Foreign Ports.
Sld fill Rio Janeiro Dec 29, barque Jessie Macgregor, McFadden, Maceio.
Ar at St John, PR. 3d mst, sch Henry S Woodruff. Hodgkins, New York.
Sld 27th tree 27th, brig Stockton, Alien, Arecibo
Ar at Point-a-Pitre Dec 27. sell J 8 Davis. Green
Jacksonville
Ar at Cienfuegos lltli, sch Itobt Ruff, Stllphen,

FOR

INTERNAJLa

Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, I). C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Ya., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, N. Y„ 1886;
do. at Deer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.
Liquid

blood weekly.

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

1, 1885,

During the year ending Sept.
had 35 operations.
During the year endiug Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year endiug Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.
we

-A.2STD
EXTERNAL

TTSE.

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
ttfr" CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bron—

chitis, Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Bleoding at tho
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influeuea, Hacking Cough.
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera MorDus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. 8. JOHNSON

&

1, 1887,
Dec.

eod&w-nrmly
FOR STRENGTH USE

BOVININE

Bush’s Fluid Food.
The only raw food In the world. Keeps in any
elimate. Does not become putrid like most
other meat extracts. Is retained by the most
irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalized
blood faster than any other preparation. Sustains life for months by injection. Is dally saving
life In cases of Phthisis, Typhoid und Kclapsing
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia,
Pneumonia, Anaemia, Marasmus, and all Diseases
of Children. Builds up the system after severe
surgical operations. Soothes and alleviates
ulcerated and cancerous conditions of the
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that

permanently cure nervous prostration and
debility. Feeble Infants and children and their
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Conwill

tains

no

medication whatever.

12

oz.

From the fact that no two beeves
sneep
alike is the reason of our different brands Being
different in flavor. All brands arq made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, ft is
stronger in smell and flavor, and will bear a greater reduction, and you may change the flavor as often as you may desire.

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital foi Woiren is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case) from all sections.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to HI
When any of
Causeway street, Bostou.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin diseases,.hey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our

150 FREE

BEDS,

have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical
The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are In daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients, anil assign beds.

EVERY BED FREE.
SlHIIOCi'S U(|liHI POOP CO., K0ST0M,

this is Worth

$1,000.
TO ANT MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with
a

fair, healthy Skin,

or

success.

ITlyriHdN of £urea, eczema and all skin
diseases by Skin-Success and Skin-Success Soap.

Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
it is

a sure cure

for

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
Dr. F. S.

HuTcmNSok & Co.,
Manufactured by
A. Price$i.oo a bottle,
Enosburgh Fslls,Vt.,U. S.for
Send
Circular and Testifor
bottles
6
$5.00.
monials.
far sale

by Druggists and

Dealers in

Medicine

Send IB cents for 'TOO emergencies and how to
augBeod 1 y
treat them.”!

Jail 19, lat 42 27, ion 6« 67, barque Hypatiai
Bradley, from Calais for Buenos Ayres.
Sept 21, lat 22 8, Ion 13 W, ship Francis, Bray,
from Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Dec 11, lat 33 S, Ion 61 W, ship Henry Failing,
Merrlinaii, from Liverpool for Sail Francisco.

hereby ®iyen, that the
subscribers have been duly appointed Execuof
Will
tors of the
NANCY C. CLARK, late of Deering
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
themselves
trust
that
upon
have
taken
All
law directs.
persons having
as the
demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same: and all persons
Indebted to said estate are called uuou to make

Notice

mm

8 tl

5?(sTl'H A.

THIS PA PER

eSSSLW/*’Bp™™

130R

STEAMERS.

in

1
LOCKE, of Portland,
FxecuKR1CENO M. EASTMAN, of Deering,
u
CAROLINE M. ROBINSON, of Deering)
J:tuOdlawM3w»
Deering, Jau. 3rd, 1888.

[

TH*

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Pravidenre, I.swell.
lark. Ar.
WHARF. Boston evleave
INDIA
Returning,
ery week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
novltf
Ware ruler, New

A41.E-Two upright
feet high, 2Vs feet
F. O. BAILEY

('ADEN FOH
4

SHOW
cases, 7Vi feet long,
cost

$40 each; price $16.
& CO., 18 Exchange St.

Hood Fnr Cap for $1.00
Scotch Cap, 50 cents.
a

Moil; Philadelphia

17-1

_

130

FOR

SALE

—

DIRECT

From BOSTON atari WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.
fr«n PHILADELPHIA atari Tuesday and Friday.
From Pine Strei
at 1U in.
Insurance one-half the

Al,

COMMERCIAL STREET.16-1

will

see

South

fand.16-1

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

COE

FOR

will sell

After Jau. J, 188S, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tarsday at N.:*0
a. a.., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and Pernaquld.
Every Friday at N..’IO a. in., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pernaquld every W edarsday ml 7.00 a. as., for Portland and Intermedi-

$3.50.

POR

second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.ocfitf

FOR

COE

homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house new aim modern: commodious warn an i out buildings, all In
condition; three minutes walk from post ofthe farm
ce and Maine Central R. R. Statiou;
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country plaoe for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. K. give rapid ami frequent communication with
Lewiston. Auburn and Portland, and all points

THE
good

oust and west*

For particulars aud tends Inquire of
ARA Ct'BH.AAN, Auburn, .tie
or on the premises.
aug22eod&wtf

E I.OBT—On Exchange or
Congress streets, between corner of Middle
Turner
and
aud Exchange
Bros.’, a lady’s portmonnaie; tne finder will be rewarded by leaving
No.
480 Congress street.
it at TURNER BROS.,
21-1

Fast

Buck

LET—With board, in central part of city,
room In private family suitable
Ada gentleman and wife.
Office.16-1

fl’O LET—1 large square room, furnished,
A
ample closet room, batli room, accommoda.
106 PARK HTon same floor, opcu grate.
10-2

TU»

very pleasant furnished front
room with bay window on tlrst floor at 161
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 t

TO

UAI.L

HELP

First class men to engage in a
good paying business. For full particulars,
call at 73 Union St., next door to the office of lhe
fnteruatloual Express Company. CUMBERLAND
MANUFACTURING CO.201

WANTED-

and Shoe jobber, two

Boot

estabHampshire. AdBox
particulars. “K
on

OK

A OH W

sells Trunks, Bags, Shawl Straps, JSilk
Umbrellas, Soft and Stiff Hats
Tery low.

A position
useful; salary
so
object as permanent position;
first-class reference. Address B., Box 634, City.
man.

young
be generally
WANTED—By
where he
much of
not
a

can
au

16-1

gentlemau of good address,
who can give good references and who lias
energy and perseverance; a good salary if suitable ; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.

WANTED—A

and from 12.3" to 2.3" and 6.30 to 8 p. m.. to MR.
JOHN BROWN. 0 Toiinan Place.24-8

A situation to do general houseAVENUE,

WANTED
work. Enquire at 18 FOREST
Point.

20-1

Deering

good girl or woman to
small family; one who
Address K. L. K.,

SVANTE D-A

<lo house
HEI.P
home

can

go

Press Office.

work in

a

nights preferred.

AUENT'N

18-1

WANTED.

WANTED.
and
and Gentlemen agents In every
town to sell theouly adjustable Cuff-hold for
ladies. *r> to |10 a day guaranteed, sample pair
sent upon receipt ot 16 cfe.
8. W. DAVIS & CO., Providence, R. I.
dlw»

city

LADY
janZO

to know

that

Temperance people
WANTEDthe NEW YORK VOICE, .he great temper
Is
sale at

mice

and

problbit’ou newspaper,

Marquis’s and at Jewett’s

news

on

stands.

cents.
TO

Price 3
20- Z

LIT-Lower tenement ol five rooms with
two up stairs if desired, Sebago water, good
yard. No. 61 MONUMENT STREET, near St.

«od3m

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

The Hatter,

rooms;

LEASE 2

TO

After march 1, 1888, the

International House,

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland.
janGtfApply to AUG. P. FULLER.

of Portland and all
Tv
others to know that I can and will sell
hoots and shoes as cheap as can be bought elsewhere; watch my windows for bargains. F. W.

DEARBORN, 381 Congress

3.

A
I

2
*

"

f

!

111

^
©

j| |p

Proprietors,

vency for said County ol Cumberland, against the
estate of said
BURLEIGH C. SPRAGUE, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor, which petition was Hied on the
twelfth day of January A. D. 1888, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will lie held at a Court of InCourt Room
solvency to be holden at the Probate
in said Portland on the sixth day of February, A.
D. 1888, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Bhertff, as Messenger of the-Court of Insolvency for said County o( Cumberland.

STOUT,

For Sale in the Original Package by

and drivers of horses
to know that 3 dollars invested in a large
while he stands
borse
wool blanket to protect your
on the street these winter days will pay for Itself
before
three times over
spring. Call and see
them at the MART. 34 Plum St._18-1
owners

MAN OF TEMPERATE AND
moral habits, seeking employmen, to represent an old established house m ills own section.
Salary, if suited, BI«M> per month. References exacted. Suit. Manufacturing House, So Reade
dec86dlawM4w
St., N. Y.

WANTED-A

know that for 3<>
days will send Dr. French’s Electric Belt
for l.ame Back and Kldueys, for one do lar, and
four cents In stamps for poslage. Regular price
two dollars. 11. C. LESLIE, Agent, 2in Federal
St., Portland._18-1

WANTED-Every

one to

WANTED-Everv lady to know tint tor 80
TV
days will send lit. Freud.’s Ladles’ Supporter for Back and Kidneys, Female Weaknesses.

&c., for one dollar, and four cents In stamps for
postage. Regular price two dollars. 11. C. LES18-1
LIE, Agent, 217 Federal St., Portland.

#

has since been

.MONDAY, Sar.38, ISAf,
raw aa

fallawsi

DEPAET1BB1
a.

.80 and 8.48
■Or Auburn aad l.rwi-taa,
m. and 12 45 and 5.20 p. m.
Far I.OI hera, 8.45 a. ni. and 1.30and 5.20p,

01.

Far tlarbaua, Uaatreal and
а. m. and I 30 p. m.
Far Qnrbee, 1.30 p. in
Far Buckgeld and Canlau,
1,30 p. m.

Ckicaga, 8.43
8.46 A

m.

and

AERITALS.
Fraaa l.rwiatau mud Aukuru, 8.46 A A
12.15. 3.16, 5.45 and 6.45 p. m.
From tlorkana, 8.45 Am., 13.16 and 6.46 p. Id.
Fraut Ckicaga aad Jlaalrcal, 12.16 and
б. 46 p. m.
Frau* Quebec, 12.15 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on nlglytlralb
P trior ears on day train between Portland
1

35 Eichings SL. and Oeool Foot of India Slroet
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, $21.00 and 319.00; Detroit, 3 6.76 and
$16 00; Kansas City. $32.5o and $28.85; St.
Paul $32.6n and $28.00; St. Louts via. Detroit,
$25.00anil $21.26; St. I,"ills via. 1 hlcago. fjn 50
and $24.9o; California, $82.So and $63.76.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Mawaaer.
WM EDGAR. G P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Nov. 28. 1887

effect

Monday, Oil. 'J'f

IMf.

DIVISION.

OCNDAV TK4INO
1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar

EASTERN DIVISION.

Crossing.
Through Ticket- to all points Wrvi and South
for <ale al Pn llard ntatian Plrhri OIBer and
at l sin 2 iekcl lllirr, to Kirhtttr -Mrrrl
JAB. T. KURBEK, Urn‘I Maim. •.
Baton.
D. J. FLANDERS. von. P. & T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Oen’t Agent,

Portland.

oct2ldtf

BY

Kuinford Falls k Buckfield Railroad
Winter

This Plaster
he
acts directly
upon
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOR Aids

Street.

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this blaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
the
between
applying
shoulder blades.
NHIHP,
ty-For Kidney Trouble,
Kiieumatism. Neuralgia.
Pain In the Side ami Back
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
PAIN.
Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five for $1.
of price
Mailed on

all eases that are given up as inallopathic and homeopathic phy-

slclaus, I will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-filths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 Examination at the office, $1 00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 9 a. in. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

receipt

Tr.de mark. Patented l,y «**•• ®*
Cm., General Agents, Boston
nuvl
eod6m-nn»

&

tjsflJLAiM
IBid

the

use

ot

the

detention from bu.fnesa, ni"o nil other dls
of the I tectum. Corn gRarnntced.
RKAI) (M. D. Harvard 1*42) and ROBERT
READ (M. D. Harvard l*7tt). Evans Hons., >0.
175 Treuiont street, Itontnn. References given

knife

or

oases

Congress Street, Opp. City Halt,
PORTLAND, ME.
The oldest Business School in Maine. Best
facilities offered. Experienced teachers in
each Department amt thorough instruction
Short-hand and Type-writing
guaranteed.

taught by a practical Stenographer. Sessions
days and five evenings. Rates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional information

six

cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY. A. M.. Principal.

t,,ltl2nl

iiekkhv «itm thatth
subscriber lias been duly appointed Kxeett
trix of the Will of
EDWARD J. GILLSON. late ol Portland
In the County ol Cumberland.decoased, and taken
upou lierself that trust as the law directs. All perhaving demands upon the estate of
sons
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
is

payment

after

.1 rrasnwest

In

Hffrrt Jsn.23,

mss.

REED treats all chronic diseases that fieslt

upon to ntave

aad

For Ho-lot att2.ooa.in., daily.tv.'a a.m.,I1.00,
o a
16.00 p. m. Botioi for Forilowd 7.30,
Cowo S'Unin.. 12 30 u. m. (“7.(>0 p m. dally;
West. L-V. Paw.)
brth. 9.00 a. m. (5.3o p. m
•taco 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.ni. Hiddrford 2 OO, V OO
Poritaoaik, .Vrobarjа. m., 1.00,8.00 p. it.
port, "Ial.1t*, l.yoo 2.00 9.00 a. III.. l.«’O,8.00
tioc.kort 9.00a.m.. 1 OO. 8.1 Op. ra
p. m.
♦Connects with Rail Lines for New Vor».
(Connects with aound Lines (or New York.
••West Dlvtslon-North Berwick to Scarboro

Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Mass.
S«kl by all Druggist*. Price fit; six bottle*, *i

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.

Notick

WINTER ARRANGE!*!ENTS.
Ill

boro Crowing.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

OR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

JanI7

a m.

A,trailed Tickets. Am aad aecaaid claaa, fat
all paiau ia the Prwriacea aw sale at reduced rales.

for Ho-1on

perfect.”

dtf

by

through tickets and
checks may be obtained lor principal
points East and West. iTbe night express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sunday*
Included, through to Bangor but not to Sknwbegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland aa follows: The morn
Ing train from Watervtlle, Augusta and Hath
8.46 a m.; Lewiston. 8.60 a in.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath. Augusta and Rockland at 6.4n p. in.,
Lewiston, 5.50 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.30

baggage

•Via Eastern Dlv. to UearDoro Crowing.

several doctors, but they were powerless, and all agreed that I was in Consumption. At last, a friend brought me
a bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
From the first dose, I found relief.
Two bottles cured me, and my health

IMPORTERS.

is heir to;
DR.
the
curable

CONGRESS ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where

For Hoal.u 7.30. 8.40 a. ID.. 12.40 S.»<. p. O'.
Bo.lon lor l-orllltnd 7.RI► 8.30, a. m.. 1 ir.
t.o* p. m. (3.0o p. ni. arrlvlug 3f.. Bcr—ikat
8.00 p. m.. connecting will) 9.35 p. in. train (or
Pin
o.ororo
Brock
PoaMI,
l*ortlitMd.)
-•co, Moldrford 7.30. 8. 4". til 26 a. Ul., 3.3'
Old Orcknrd
7.30. 8.40,
•5.30, 0.15 |> IB
1,1.25 a. in.. 12 40,3 3n, •5.311, li 5p.m. North
Hrroick Crno Folio. Dorr 7.31 >. 8.40 a.ln.,
Kirlrr, Hufcrklll,
;2.40,3.3''. *3.30 p. m.
l.corrwcr, l.owrlt, 7.30, 8 40 a. in., 12.40,
Hochrotrr Fnrmiooloo, 4ltoo
’.30 p. Ill
Vf oochr.icr
Hun 4.40 a-m., 12.40, 8.30 p. m.
and Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m., (via So.
Newmarkei Junction) 8.30 p. m.

Three winters ago I took a severe coltf,
which rapidly developed into Bronchitis
and Consumption. I was so weak that
I could uot sit up, was much emaciated,
and coughed incessantly. I consulted

R. STANLEY & SON.
Fore

taAaw-

WESTERN

pronounced a well man. His health
remains good to the present day.
J. 8. Bradley, Malden, Mass., writes ;

PKKFARED

410

H 11.16 p
Racklaad and
Haas uad l.inrela R B., 7.06 s. m. and
12.66 p. III., Hrau.wi.k, <4ardia«r 11 a I lawell. aad Augusta, 7.06 a m., 12.66, 4.66
and til.16 p. m
Faraiatm ria Ltaia
laa, 12.60 p. m,; ria Brunswick
7.06
m.
and 12.66 p. m. Vleuaaeusg, Wiaa
thrap, Hraddeld, Oaklaad aad Narth
Aaaaa, 12.60 p. m., Wulerrlllc aad
hrtaa. ria l.ewiataa, 12.60, ria tataia,
7.On a m.. 12.66 and til.16 p. m and WaterBelfast
rillc Saturdays only 4.66 p. in.
aad
Dealer, 12.60 and 111.16 p. m.
Haim via (.ewiatau. 12.60 p. m.; ria
Aagaala, 7.06 A m„ 12.66 and 111.16 p. m.
Hunger Ac Piacalaaai. R. K 7.06 A m.,
and
(11.16 p. m. Kllrweilb aad Bar
tll.16 and
12.66
Ilarb.r,
p. m. at.

was

Sed

nov24

diya only

In

doctors said he was in Consumption,
and that they could do nothing tor him,
but advised him, as a last resort, to try
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Alter taking
this medicine, two or three months, he

on the twelfth
A. I). 1888. a Warrant in
issued out ol the Court ot Insol-

GUINNESS’

U»mb

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

Pectoral.
Several years ago, James Birchard, of
Darien, Conn., was severely ill. The

notice, Hat

AND—

.nd

U

TICKET OFFICE

be down with Pneumonia or
galloping
Consumption.” Run no risks, but begin
immediately to take Ayer’s Cherry

Office of the SheriB of Cumberland County, 8tate
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., January 13. A. D.

Bass’ English Ale

(!/..»

•■■■* after BILVUtV, Oct 44, ISilT.
IW«,„ | r«i„ will Irwve
Pwilaai aa fallawai
*»*■*■"»
Dwi.ua, 8.30 A B„
12.60 4.30 p m., l.,.uUa ria BraaaWicli, 7 5 A in.. 12 65 til.15 p.m. For Hath,
7.05 A in., 2.56 and 4.66 p. in., and on Satur-

traiaa will

Of all Lung diseases are much the same :
feverishness, loss of appetite, sore
throat, pains in the chest and bark,
headache, etc. In a few days you may
be well, or, on the other hand, you may

jeu!3eodSwly
messenger's Notice.

was

fiMTCHfUL

—

The First Symptoms

Specialty.
Tape Worms
hour and thirty minutes

Insolvency

AND ALL PAKTS OF

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf ou Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
on Wednesdays and
J. H COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

«#-Tnpe Worms a
removed *n from on«
to »hreo hours.

to

■u.lnla

GRAM* TRIM RAILWAY Of

38, East River, New York,

AUBURN. MAINE.

is

Sk. all

may

Montreal.

PRICE 3Jk> 5Crj.an<l 81.00.

1888.

Transfer,
Railway.

Tl„b.,i.,

For NEW YORK.

It is acknowledged to be the beat, safest and
most potent aui effectual remody known for
this child-killing disease.

give
Tills
day of January,

Drjwi,

Brunswick, INoyb Media, Prince Edwards Inland, and Cape If retau.

I

A CREAT DISCOVERY!

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE * 00.,

K«chrflirr,M|iriBBfMlctAlfr«4,

—

The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at B.OO r. M„ for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
T: n.jgh tickets issued and baggage checked to
-estination. ty Freight recetvedupto 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
novl4dtf

TRUE’S PIS WORM ELIXIR I

St._‘-’1-1

iness; one with tenement connected pre erred.
21-1
Address BOX 41, New Gloucester. Me.

FO*

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

eoutf

WANTED-In Portland, or within five miles
of the city, a store suitable lor grocery busTv

WANTED-AU

New

197 MIDDLE ST.

A

TR/'NS

PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen'l Pass, and Tteket Agt.
oct21dL
Portlam Oet.20.1887.

International
—

TO

LIT-Up stairs tenement ol eight

WanbiHKtMH Hired.

IM.AIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX I. S

LIT.

TtO

from New York.

NAMIPMOtV, If. H. Agent,
jot

_)an!4&21

LIT-About Feb. 1st, house, No. 03 Gray
Street, furnished or unfurnished; can be
seen from 11 a. m., to 1 p. in., each day, Saturdays
excepted. Enquire ofBENJ.SHAW, No. 48Lk
Exchange Street, or to C. W. FOKD, at No. 42
Exchange Street._20-2

VIA

nov2

COE,

dec7

OF

Honda y, Octo*»
3-4, IH*7,
Passenger Trains will l.cavo P rflaadi
Poe Vt«rrmlcr, Minion, Ayer Junrlioo,
ftaahua, Uiadb/.nt and Kppia* at 7.JO
«*. ui. arid 1.00 |p
m.
Por Hwoebeatcr, Coocord, and poiata North
at 1.00 p. m.
¥mr
WmImm
boro, aud koeo Hirer at 7..TO a. oa., 1.00
and (mixed) at O..TO p. na.
Por (sorhun at 7.30 a. M., 1.00, 3.00,
0.30. h d (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Por MHri nrnppa, Caabrriaml Hills, W«(.r
brook J uot iioa and Waadfard’a at 7. JO
and 10*00 a.
1.00, J.OO, 0.30 ar.d
(mixed) Hf.if O p. oa.
F«r Forrsi t four (Owria«) lOOOa. au
JiOOand 0.30 p. m.
The I .oo p. aa. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juacl. with lloonm Tuoorl Komi*- fot
the West, and at liaioa
fci
Vrw Work via Norwich f.iar, and all ral«.
via spnugrtrld, also with N. V. * N. K. K. li
‘MSteainer
K<'iite”) for Pkaladrlpkia.
»rc, \% owhiaploa, and the Hooib, u.d
noa A Albany K. K. for Hi.- WV«i.
connection made at Wentbrook Jaw*
(Tli
eatral R. R. and
lioa wltINOf <mgh trains of
IT rt land. with through
at Grand TriiNJi
of
GrandTOUnk
trains

(Palais), AraMaak t'aaaty,
Mt. Jaba. Malifaa, aad the
Prariacee,
12.60, 12.55 and tll.16 p. m
trains
timed
aa
above
trom
Commercial
il
3S*r-A
Street Station, stop at

Cl TV” usd

Ocean Steamship Ce.

18-1

Me._

D—All Olfiee Boy from 14 to 16
years of age, one who resides with Ills paAddress in hand writing of aprents preferred
City.
plicant, OFFICE BOY, care Carrier No. 9, 16-1

ARRANGEMENT
On and lifter

Mlrphra

••CITY
at 3
P..W.. frans NAVANNAH PIKB,
Boston.
Congress Mtreet,
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
St
O. G. PEARSON,
R. B„ 201 Washlnsto
Agent, S. F. & W. R'v .11 Washington St.,

COE

I.ET—A

Portland & Rochester R. R

will

nU:O.Y”sy«ry THIKNIItY,

OF

tions

LET—stole Nos. 117,110 Middle St., one
of the finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry aud lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON 164
Brackett St.24-4

in.,

STEAMSHIP CO.

KOO.TIN.

for two gentlemen or
dress A. A. A., Press

Sher-

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Freight and Passenger line,

■Steamships ‘ftATK

Horse Blanket for 70 cents

PORT.tlONNAI

TO large sunny

a.

VI

COE
will sell

Jobnsbury, Newport,

Mt.

Trniaa Arrive in Perllmad.
10.33 a. as. from Bartlett and way stations.
N.33 p. as. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, 8upt.
CHAS. H. KOTB.O. T. A.
Oat. 7, 1887
oct7dtf

leave
East Boothbay fur Portland amt Intermediate
3.00
about
In
Portland
m.,
p.
arriving
Landings,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. H. Bohanou. Telephone No. 087 F.
A. MONTGOMERY, Pres.
JaulSdtf
N.OO

at

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

a

Montpelier,

brooke, Bt.Johns,Montreal, Burlington, Mwanton,
Ogdetishurg and West.
.'I.IJp.si. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Wlndhani, Staiialsh, Umlngton, Hebago, Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Kails. Denmark" Lovtn,
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brtdgtou.

SAVANNAH

Genuine
Plymouth
(.lores for 75 cents.

POUND.

LOST AND

Landings.
Every Matarday

COE
is selling

er,

ate

will sell Boys’ Winter Cap* for 25Cls.
Men’s Winter Caps, same.

FARM FOR SALE.

CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

STEAMER EMTERPRISE

Good For Bobo for

a

BALE—Air Tight Weather Strips.
Blalsdell A Berry, 67 Cross street, are now
I
filling orders for their patent air tight weather
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as it keeps out the cold in winter aud
dust ill summer. 67 CROSS ST.24-3

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
('•■unracias .VSOWDtV, tin. IO. ISU,
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
__leave i*oi tlunil is follows. N.33 a.
f„r Brldgton, Kryeburg. No. Coo.'^CiSway. Kabvan's. Bethlehem. Laucas-“ner. Whltedeld. Littleton. Wells' Klv-

hau of 8. H. hKLLXIV,Ticket Aaeat, PerV
For freight or passage apply to
I l*aU * Rochester Depot at Inot of Preble Street.
It. H. sinHSin, A sear,
*Dom not stop at Woodford’*.
fO I.«u Wharf, Rnira,
gldtf
oct22dtf
J. W. PimCKM 8udL

good Fur Coat for $14.00.

a

hand which we wllll dispose of at good bargains.
ARTHUR DYER and HOWARD E. DYER, Proprietors, P. O. Address, 674 Congress 8t., Port-

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trnlns
leaving Montreal same Evening.

Maryland

rule of

Freights tor the West by the Penn. K. It., and
by connecting lines, forwarded ! r--e of commission.
Hull Trip BIN,
Passage IIW.OO.
Meals and Room Included.

COE

POR

BALE—1

Long Wharf,

m.

hiladelphia,

A RASE FEHNACB—In excellent conSuitable for Church,
dition at a bargain.
School house or Public Hall.
Euqulre at 188

BALK—The James Andrews’ h imestead iu Biddeford, consisting of 16 acres of
good land, brick house with ell. 2 stories, large
bam, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
of Biddeford7-4

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From

r, r.

HTKAMKBM

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection wltb earliest trains for

Is gelling
wide,

FIRST-CLASS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

■30R MALE-The celebrated Feat Moss, stable bedding. This bedding is cheaper, safer
r
and better than straw. It Is now in use at many
stables of our prominent horsemen, and Is rapidly
taking the place of all other kinds of bedding. C.
B. DALTON &.CO., Sole Agents, 27 Preble St.

WANTED—The citizens

he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,

dtj

BOSTON

Hr iE AND

19-1

WANTED.

At druggists,1 Skin-Success’
85c. A 75c. Skin-Suocess Soap
85c. I'almtr Chemical Co^N.Y.

K.

Slacked lime at a very low
19-1
LONG WH ARK.

NAE.E—Air
price, at il and 7

TO

is troubled with humors.

Prof. Bice, of King Sing, N. Y., has two
relatives cured of Salt Rheum by Palmer’s Skin-

FOR

TO

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Ileart, Pain in' Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
especially the Arm,
Prickly Sensation of Limbs,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
or
if
Sour
Stomach,
Flatulence,
suffering from C©*
neral Debility with Loss of Appetite,

or general Information
address tbe Oeueral Eastern Agents.
A. ADA.qs Ik CO.,

to

IVIKTCK AKBIMOEAIKNTN.

Bay Horse, weight about
1200 pounds, sound, good condition and
worker. HOLLAND’S Stable, Silver St.
good
b

sunnyr modern conveniences; location central. Apply 96 ELM BT.
_*8-1
BENT—A house on the corner of Franklin
and Congress Sts., opposite the park, containing 13 rooms, suitable fora boarding house.
Also a fine location on Free St., fora boarding
17-tf
house. Apply at 320 CONGRESS ST.

white hands

apply

FARE ONLY $1.00.

sai.E—a

Lawrence._18-1

contains

strength of 10 lbs. of meat. If your druggist
does not keep it, we will send a 12 oz. 'jottle,
express paid, on receipt of One Dollar.
A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston. Ma s.
oetlOootlOm

2p. in.

WINT R IS

Remington Standard No. 2
letters, been
new machine.
very
Address EM, This Office.
_20-1

nasOKLI.ANEOI N.

we

and China.

Freight,.Passage,
or

For

8ALE-A

WANTE

are

Japan

CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Feb. II,

eio

FOR
Typewriter, caps and small
used
little, and Is practically a

a

the

and complexion
l.ntlieN like
Skin success soap purifies, heals and beautifies.
Skin-Success
where
needed
are
IVo roMiunirn
soap is used. It is absolutely pure.

_21-1

A liandsome thoroughbred
shepherd dog, female, 2 years

—

old, $10.; small black and tan female, 2 years old.
$5.00; liver and white male rocker spaniel, 18
n'untli old, $7.00; tine angora kittens $3.00 each.
20-1
Address M. U. KA Nl.K I T, Rockland, Me.

1035, Portland,

or

These pills were a wonderflil discovery. No others
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. Onm
pill a dose. Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everywhere, or sent bv mail for 25 cts. in stamps. Da. I. S.
Johnson A Co.. 22 Custom t’ousb St., Boston. Mas*

Scotch collie
FOR

lished routes iu Maine
dress with references and

We are now having an average of 100
operations each month. No hospital in
London is doing any more, and ouly two
We challenge auy other hosas much.
pital to show such a record where our
Liquid Food is not used.

I*ell£
Make New, Rich Blood!

streets.

SALK

WANTED—By
experienced salesmen to travel
and New

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

^ORGATivP

angl2

1,

953,

MSOB

Oxford

lin and

1, 1886,

TOTAL OPERATIONS

CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Sooken.

jpa, cured without the use of knife
Ba or ligature, or detention from
jI
W business. All diseases of tile
1 1 ■■
|| r mRectum successfully treated
Dr. C. T. FISK, 1»
I
I ■■■ VFIeuMil Sl„Auburn,Me.
Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland.Room
18,every Saturdaylrom 9 a. m to 4 p. m.for References given.
Consultation free. Send
pamph
let. 10 years’experieuce. Hundreds cured.
eodtf
sep9

FOOD.

Food is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (EXTRACTS
AKK NOT), and shows the blood corpuscles. It
is adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tabu
spoonful four times dally, eight per cent, new

UNIMENT

Pascagoula.

a a

LIQUID

The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
Ry the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at

Our

ANODYNE

sch Mattie B Russell, Lar-

rabee. Point-a-Pitre.
BOOTH KAY—Ar lflth, sells Cora C Meader,
Meader, and Mary Elizabeth,dJuuton, Portland.
In port, sclis Thomas Bordeu, Canary. Kocklaud
for New Vork; E L Warren, Colson, Belfast for
Boston; Jennie A Cheney. Cushman. Kockland
for New York; Lady Ellen. Clark, St John, NB,
for New York; E&GW Hinds, Coleman, Calais
for Dartmouth.
Also in port, barque Clias Forbes, for Cuba.

Colds & Asthma.

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO.. Apothecaries,
25th Street anti Fourth Avenue, r^ew xork.
Prfee 10, 85 Bad 75 Cent..
For sale by all the best Druggists.
eod&wlynrm
mh2l

ams, Port Chester.

NEW YOKK-Ar 20th, sch A R Weeks, Henley, Portland.
Cld 20th, sell Grace Bradley, Mclntlre, Matau-

MURDOCK’S

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Coughs,

street to No. 471.

Notice is hereby given that the Mayor and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties interested at their room, City Budding, on Monday, February 6th, 1888, at 7.30 p. m.
By Order of the Board
GEO. C. BURG ESS, City Clerk.
Portland, January 16.1888.
janlOdlw

Paaaaa,

CITY OF PAHA., .sails Weduesilay, Feb. 1, Noon
From Ban Francisco. 1st and Brannan Bts.

FOR

RACE—First class horses at good bargains at the new Sales Stable, at Town House
Gentlemen’s driving
Corner, Cape Elizabeth.
horses a specialty. We have some good ones on

HEARING.

From New York, pier Rot ol Canal St., North
Liver, for Ban Francises via The l-thniu* af

119 mate direct. Car. Hraad Bt., Ho.tan.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

A

Thirteen poles on Middle street, both sides, Nos.
264 to Exchange.
Three poles ou Plum street, west side, Nos. 12
to 48.
Five poles on Union street, west side, Nos. 32
to 82.

Memoranda.
Sch J B Kuowlas, Nickerson, from New York
for Portland, wilh molasses, put into Gloucester
20tli badly iced up and unable to proceed under
sail. The tug Relknap arrived at Gloucester 22d
and took her in tow.
Sch C W Locke, Lamson, from New Y'ork for
Portsmouth, before reported run down off Isle of
Shoals, was struck amidships and went down In
The captain and crew had
live minutes after.
only time to save themselves and lost all their
personal effects. Through the kindness of Paysou Tucker, they were given free transportation
►over Maine Central railroad to tlier homes in the
eastern part of the State. The vessel was newly
fitted last spring and was valued at $4500; onequarter was insured for $500. The cargo was
fully insured.
At telegram to the owner of ship John T Berry,
of Thomasten, states that the captain, mate, passengers, and eleven of the crew, arrived at Sydney, NSW, all well. The second mate and ten
men are missing.
Sell Grace Gower, Wilson, from Tonala for Nt w
York, put into Mobile 20th leaky.
Sen Morancy, Wass, at Ponce from Portland,
reports, Dec 28, lat 33 60, Ion 68, fell In with schr
M V Cook, of Tuckertou, NJ, in a cripled condition, and took off the captain and crew.
Jonesport. Jan 21—Sch Lucy Wentworth, Rice,
from Calais for Hyanuis, with lumber, is ashore
near this place, in a bad position, and both anchors gone. Probably a total wreck.
London, Jan 20—Ship Alfred D Snow, ashore
near Waterford, is breaking up. Half of the cargo
has been swept away. Salvage Is hopeless.
Nassau, NP, Jan 13—Barque Geo Treat, from
New Orleans for Almerla. has been discharged
ana the surveyors recoinmond that the voyage be
abandoned. The master is waiting instructions.
The three-masted schr P
Chatham, Jan 21
Merwiu, Clark, from Clark's Harbor lor New
York, with granite, anchored too near ilie beach
yesterday and was assisted out of danger tills
morning hy the Chatham Life crew.

MALE—We have received auother lot of
those fresh.killed Vermont turkeys which we
are selling at 16 cents a pound: also new prunes
at 6 cents per pound. C A. ROUNDS,cor. Frank-

'l*£x-^arJ6t

and South Amorica and Msiioo.

O-O-O-OT

MALE-Horse blanke s, cheap, to close
we have some good trades
or six pairs of those exleft, among
tra large blankets; we strap and leather them to
JAS. G.Mcsuit you; our 76c whip still leads.
GLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Harness and
21-2
dealer in Horse Outfits, 111 PREBLE ST.
out winter stock;
FOK
the lot are live

,.'ri fc-.jjjtr

California, Japan, China, Central

For

City Marshal's Office,
Portland. Nov. 7,1887.)
REWARD of twenty-five dollars will b paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of auy person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church In
this city?
EZRA HAWKES,
novSdtf
City Marshal.

76 to 132.

Ar at Havre 19th inst, ship I,ouls Walsh, Pendleton, New York.
Ar at Aguadllla 1st inst, scb Aldiue, Dennison,
Wilmington.

Ogdensburg

—LIN* FOB—

FOB MACE

COE

traded to build two three-masted sells of DoO tons
each, —one for Capt Rogers and others of New
York, and one for Dover parties, to be commanded by Capt McKey of Harwich.
Win Adams & Son. of Boothbay. have just put
down tlie Keel for a schr of 200 tons for Capt Geo
Oliver of Damarlscotta.

Reynolds. Philadelphia.

on
On and after September
steamer
picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods, j
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
established 8 years, splendid showy store, will
follows:
stand the most thorough Investigation and Is one j
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.46 a. m. j
of the best openings on my books, best of referBailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswelt, 7.16: East End,
ence given and required, enloys a 1st class patGreat Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Isronage and will show up well, good reasons for | land 8.06; Little Chebeague, 8.‘?n; Lons Island
selling, a partner retires from the business, a ; 8.40, arriving In Portlano at 9.16 a.m.
chance seldom met with, no bonus, a bargain at
Returning will leave Portland for Orr s Island
the price. W. F. CABRUTHEB8, 24 Tremont
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
23-1
Bow, Boston._
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager,
seplUdtf

ig gelling all kinds of Ladies’ Furs,
very low, anil guarantees to show
as large vit'ltly as any dealer.

Five poles on Congress street, south side, from
Temple to Centro streets.
Seven poles on Exchange street, west side, Nos.

FROM

Steamboat Co. PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S Portland and
I Harpawell
class manufacturing business with store
FOH
Washington St., Boston, for the sale of
19th 1887,

nected,

Stock and store situated at
North Brldgton, Me.; a good chance to make
money; investigations solicited. H. W. LOVEJOY & CO._17-1

1

OF

HiM.KOAUfl.

first

a

H MAIiE—Bought and sold “Sewull Car
stock and “American Railway
Heater”
Gate” stock,by N. 8. GARDINER, Broker, No.
40 Exchange tit._17 1

to 64.

non

RAE,K—$4,000—Mi Interest In

HTBAIWKRh.

con-

having been given
Board of Health, that fishermen
INFORMATION
in the habit
dealers
Into

NOTICE

injurious ingredients.

Cleared.
Sch Ben] C Cromwell, York, Cardenas—Geo S
Hunt A Co.
Sch John Proctor, Whitmore, Glen Cove—E 8
Hamlen A Co.
SUNDAY. Jan. 22.
Arrived.
Steamer Forest Oity, Snowman, Boston.
8AI LED—Steamship Wlnthrop, fo New York.

vi

Lobster Dealers.

$25.00 REWARD.

which are
vegetable and free from all

sengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Newburyport.

n-i.

Fishermen ouil

All persons fouud violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
Ian4dtf

D^Scie^ci\’s
I'VndR/'^ePiLLS
purely

F PORTLAND

i.

to

...

••••

MARINE

New York.

Sold Eveiywhere.

STEAMShTpsT

lai Oascogue.New York..Havre.Jan 21
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Jau 21
Caracas.New York..I.aguayra ...Jan 21
Ailsa.New York..Hayti.Jan 21
Llevouia.New York..Glasgow_Jau 21
Umbria.New York..Liverpool ...Jau 21
Ohio.New York..Liverpool ....Jail 21
Allianca ..New York..Rio Janeiro Jan 26
Celtic.New York..Liverpool.. .Jon 26

39

24%
83%

your Clothing,
Paint, or Woodwork,

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, Jan. 22, 1888.—Sugar—Owing to
worse news received from abroad of a new decline In prices, only a small business was done.
Sellers were unwilling to t rade and buyers were

27%
ui8%
75%

G7®**8 I
X Spring and
46va46
XX Spring..4 15&4 36 iOat&P ear lots
47@48
Oat*, bag lota
Parent Spring
Wheats. ye 36 60 Cottonseed.
i ear iota ..247S|i25 50
Mich, straight
do bag... 25 60,0,20 00
Rose 85®90c *» husli;Uo Heroller .4 60^4 76
clear do..-.4 26 *4 60 SaekMBru
brons 83 .< s5c | Aroostook Rose at 85690c; do
(.0
.23
OOCu.84
car
lots.
36
hebrons at 83686c.
stone ground* 26 34
do bag. 24 <mj(o.2o 00
lit Louis st'gl
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
roller.4 7 5 *5 DO Middlings. 24 00085 60
choice nominal 16c; do fair to good 12@14c: Wesdear do— 4 75(34% do bag lots,26 0<*®27 oO
tern young fresh killed turkeys, choice, at 136
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
13%c; Northern fresh killed chickens, choice at
Patents.6 1*0*6 26 Port—
15c; lair to good 12614c.
00
5OCil9
IUvcks...l8
Fish.
Clear ....18 OOctlH 25
Coil. t> qtl—
60
Domestic Markets.
Large Shore 4 Vs,lid 2£ I Mess. ...10 00016
Large saakS 76® 4 00
l By Telegraph.]
8 60
8
OOdi
■
60
Small.3 OO38
yoo|t»26
pollock.2 26® 3 26 I Plate...
—c*ms 26,177 packages; exports 3606 bbls and
y 50@10 00
fcx l iaic
Haddock.1 60,*2 1®
11,630 sacks: active and rather weak as a rule;
Hake.1 76® 2 Ou I i aro
ccline, sales 17,some grades showed a slight
id8*4'
Tub.*f..8
Hcrnut
800 bbls.
Tk-riPt.... H
t^8V#C
Sealed IP h.\ 14*16.'
Hour quotation!;— Fine at 2 05*2 65 superfine
c
8
(a.9
13
mil'
No 1.
it®
»
Western and Staf" 2 46*3 00. common to rood
10%^lU4
; iir-Ui' 4r:
Mackerel V OlM—
extra Western and Male at 2 05*3 45; poor! to
<•» oov* red! l%<jdJ 1%
Shore is. 10 Ott* 1800
m ICC do at 8 50* 5 10; common to choice While
C
Oil.
Shore 2s.14 in® !e <
wheat Western extra al 4 40*4 GO; fancy do at
Med. h.li OO3I30O | hw MDr4 66*5 00; common to good extra Ohio at 2 90
al
'Vi
HeL Pet.
Large ..12 00*1400 !Po
*5 00. common to choice exlra 8t Louts at 2 90a
Produce.
6
00. patent Minnesota extra good in prime at
iPratt* Ast’t,t»bbl. 11
C,tantiemes—
440*470 rhoice to fancy do at 4 70*6 00. InMaine,... 7 1 0* *0‘ 1 L»evoe*s Brilliant. 10%
cud.
2,70:- fib's city mill extra at 4 4<*4 75
8»/*
Cape Cod 11 00 * 12 ix 1 Llgouf*.
1600 tibia line do 2 06*2 66; 2100 bbls superfine
Fea Bean*.. .2 66 *2 7£
45*3
00 : 800 bbls extra No 2 at 2 91*8 46;
2
Modium.... 2 46 * 2 61 Centennial. 8%
4300 bbls winter, wheat extra at 2 90*5 00;
Raisins.
Orcrnum mo2 26® 2 4i
I
Is Minnesota extra at 2 90 * 6 00. Southb
5.70
2
25d835
yellow gyes.2 20®2 41 IMnscstei-..ern flour dull; common to fair extra 8|25a4;90;
u 3 00
potaio* uusli 76«3S5c LoiuUin 14iy r 2 60
4 00*6 00. Barley steady. Whim
to
choice
good
9i«H«
(ftiUllTM J .n>
receipts 6100 busliexports 7799 buss .sales 34,7Vafe8
4 no,® 6 ix Vsi* ocia.
St l'ouroe»
and firmly held; No 2 Spring Is
bush
000
quiet
Su^ar.
Onions 41 hbl 3 76*4 IK
nomlna 191 V4c: No 2 Red at 9 iV4c In elev, 92c*
*v»
e r
Turkeys.16*11 iitriii*No 1 Red nominal 94c; No 1 White
92Vie
afloat;
1
Ohlckeus. 12* If IVxmi<.
nominal. Kye slow and nominal. Barley Is aulet.
Seeds.
|11® 14
Fowls
Horn—receipts 6»,40obush; exports 760 bu;sales
.11*12Vk iUeo lop... *2 Vfr .«;**%
Ueeee
bush; trade steady; trade very slow; No :t at
Ducks.16* 111 iTtraotny Seed 2 7502%
69c jsteamer 69%c; No 2 al «0c elev, 62 W*B2%
•Clover. 8V9gl2%e
Apples.
dlv. Outs—receipts 39.0ihi bush. exports loo bu:
Chese.
Choice eat login 00®3 60
„ol/
sales 86.000 bush: a shade better with the usual
170*200 Vermont...• lo (diisv*
Common
8 turday trading; No 8 at 88c; White do at 39*
*3 00 N.Y. factory 10;&13%
Policy lloldns
39Wc.No 2 atSHV*-38% ; White do—. 4 off. e
I3e
12*
r-'k
Avapolateu
—fair Rio nominal 17%c. sugar market caster;
Butter.
refined firm and In good demand; C at 5% .*5% c;
Creamery t* irw. 2Ga.27
Lemons.
Kxtial at 6%r*6c: White Extra < at6«116@
Palermo.4 Oo®4 60 GUI Kdge V»r....26^a«
6%e:otr A (I % *6 31-100; slandaru
6%c;\ellow
Messina.4 00*4 60
A 6%c; Mould A 7%c; Confectioners A at 7c;
<G)od.
Malagers....
cut lost and ,-rushed He; powdered at 7%c; erapStore.lmlt> ul at ed at 7%: Cubes at 7%c. »»eiroleiiui firm—
Oranges. 4
C pi/g
4 26*
7o
Florida_
united at 92WiC. Fork is moderately active and
4 25*4 6C Eastern exr®» ..•J4'a2H
Valencia
steady. Beef steady. I.ard Is shade higher and
&
Western..28®24
Messina and Fasteam
jOan
very quiet;Western steam 7 60*7 80; city 8 A at
Palertno k>h«.2 76* 3 OO l Limed. .19®20
7 65; refined quoted al 7 80 for Continent;
llutirr quiet and rather weak, theme
8 40.
Portland Dally Press Stock List.
firm and quiet.
I'reiirhm to Liverpool steady.
Corrected by Swan & Bahkett, Banker* and
street.
186
Middle
CHICAGO. Jail 21. 1888 -Flour is quiet and
Brokers,
unchanged; choleelto fancy winter patents 41'<>@
STOCKS.
Mich
4 25 V ubl; Southern winter at 3 60*8 86;
Asked
Bid.
Value.
Par
Descriptions.
lean and Wisconsin winters 8 60®4 05: fair to
180
Canal National Bank.100 168
2 60*3 hoc; holce to fancy Minseconds
choice
148
Casco Nat. Bank.100 14«
Wheat uu]l; Ni' 2
nesota patents at 4 36*4 50.
118
First National Bank.100 110
No 2 Red at 83&83%c.
Spring at 76%!*77%c.
61
60
Oumberland National Bank.. 40
Corn fs active: No 2 at 48%c, Oats—No 2 at 3-_@
123
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
64a8oc.
30%c. No 2 Kye 68C. Barley—No 2 at
140
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
Provisions firm—Mesa Fork at 14 20gl4 26 Lard
100
Portland Company...
06
74. Drv salted shoulders at 6 90*0 00; short
Portland Gas Company. 60
70
66
clear sides 7 90@7 95. Whiskey 1 10.
BOND S.
Receipts—Flour, 16,'0" this; wheat. 18,000
Stale ol Maine t's. due I860 ...102
104
bush; coru 78,000 bishioats 70,000 bush; r)e
Portland city Os.Munlctp’l vanouslOO
4000 bush; bat ley, 88,00- busb.
116
Portland City 6s, H. It. aid 1907...123
126
Shipments—Floor, 11,000 I bis; wheat. 18,0- 0
busti: corn, 61,000 bush; oats, 174,0.(0 bush; rye
Balh City 6s, Muu. various.102
106
800-1 bush,barley 22,000 bush.
Ball! City cs It. It. aid various.... 10!
103
Bangor city its.long K. K. a'«.. ..113
lit
8T. LOU 18,Jan. 21,1888.—The Flour market Is
Baugur City 8«, ongMun..
..123
<26
quiet. Wheat Is steady; No 2 Red at SIVic.jCorn
it. K. aid.
104
Belfast City
*«*>
was very strong, closing %@%c higher at 47% *
104
And. A Ken. U. It. fls, varlou*... 103
48c. Oats dull at 81%*32c. Kye—dull at 6«c.
111
Portland Si Ken. it. It. 6s, 1896 109
Barley dull at 70«8TVi. Provisions are .stead v111
Leeds Si Kermlng’tn K. It. 6s.It,9
Lard at 7 lo
Dry
Fork new at 14 76*15 00.
120
Maine Central it. K. 1st mtg 7*.. 118
salted meats—shoulders at 6 87% ; long clear at
184
Maine Central It. K. Ccnsol 78....182
7 60*7 66; clear ribs at7 60®7 65; short clear
100
Maine Central K. K. Bkg Fund 6s. 106
7 76*7 87%. Bacon-shoulders at 8% ;loug clear
Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
Pori'ami Water
at 8 40; clear ribs 8 60; short clear at 8 60. Hams
’•
2d mtg 6s.106
106
steady 10 25*12 00.
SdmtgCs... .110
112
Kecelnts—Flour,1,000 bbls, wheat 13.000 bush,
coru 166,000*bU8li. oats 27,000.push [barley 4,-XK1
bush,rye
1,000 bush.
Foreign Exports.
8hlpments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 13JXI0
bush, Icorn 28,000 bush, loats 4,000 bush, - arley
CAI1DEN AH.Sohr BenJ C Cromwell-1373 empl.oou bush, rye 0,000 bush
ties 160 pkgs
DETROIT, Jan.21, 1H88.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 87%c; No 2 Red 86%c. Corn—No 2 at 60%c.
Receipts.
Railroad
Oats—No 2 at 34%c.
POltTLAND. Jan. 21,1887.
Receipts—Wheat 6,000 bush
PortReceived by Maine Central Ballroad-For
NEW ORLEANS, Jan, 21
1888.—Cotton Is
mercnandlse; for conaim 30 cars miscellaneous
firm
; middling 9 13-16c.
miscellaneous merchannecting roads 04 cars
SAVANNAH, Jan. 21,1888.—Cotton is steady;
dise.
_
middling 9%c.
Crain Quotations.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 21.| 1888,--0>tton quiet:
middling loc.
CHICAGO BOABD OF TEADK.
MEMPHIS, Jan. 21, 1888.-Cottun is firm;
Friday's quotations.
midalUg at 9 18-16;.
WHEAT.
MOBILE, Jam 21, 1888.—Cotton is firm; mid
Feb.
May
Jan.
dlirs 9 18-18c.
83
76%
:7«Vs
Opening.
77
70%
Highest.
European Markets.
76*,s
70
Lowest.
aoTT
83
/i
77
76%
Closing.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Jan. 21,1888_U. 8. 4s, 128%; do
DOKr<'
Feb.
May. 4%s, 110%.
Jan.
68%
47%
48V«
Opening.
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 21, 1888.—Cotton market4 8 s/s
63%
48%
Highest..
quiet; uplands 6%d; Orleans at|6 11-16d; sales
62%
47%
47%
LowesL.........
speculation and export 1000 bales.
t.OOOjbales;
63%
48%
48%
■

Havana Market.

98%

56%
77%
22%
94%
129%
107%
78Vi
64%

ON’T

6d._

SAILING DAYS OF

New Yoek Stock end Money Market

....

know how
(Vly friend, look here! you
weak and nervous your wife is, and you know
that Carter’s lion Pills will relieve her, now why
not be fair about it audbuy her a box?

Mav
83%
88V*

76%

Boston Stock RRsrke..

...

“That land 1 bought of you the other day,” said
an Easterner to a Missouri man, "disappoints
me.”
“How 80?"
“Why, you misrepresented. You said that It
was valuable, but Instead of that it is unsightly
and covered with stumps.”
••With stumps, eh?”
"Yes. tlie most of them are hollow and full ol
water, showing that the laud is damp.”
“Stumps full« f water?”

Feb.

Notice

IRMNDS TKAURRm.

HCMNENi CHANCER.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

1HHCBLLANEOIJS.

ter Wheat |6s7d®6s8d; Spring wheat 6» 7d®
6s 8d; Club wheat at 6s lOsitislid. Corn—mixed
Western 4s lid jipeas at6s5>Ad. Provisions, Ac.
_pork 67s 6d; bacon]41s for short clear and 89s
3d lor loug clear. Cheese 60s 6d. Tallow 24s 9d.
Lard at 38s

COHN.

corner

WIT AND WISDOM.

LIVERPOOL. Jan.21. 1887—Quotations—Win-

Saturday's quotations.

i»i i KSB.

H K

to

ANNIE ANDERSON GILLSON. Executor.
Portland,.Jan. 3rd, 1888.
Jau9dluwM3w*

Consultation free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4

Send
P. M

pamphlet. Offlcf
(.Sundays and holidays
for

Leave Port lane, via Q. T. Railway, 8.45 a. ra.;
Lewiston 9.60; Mechanic Falls I mixed train' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11,3o;
Buck Held 12.00, E. Sunraer
12.20; Hartford
12.40; Cautou 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Kalis 3.15; arriving at W. Mluot 3.30;
B. Hebron 3.40; RiirkAeli 3.30; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.37.
RETURN INI*—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8 46 a. m., 12.1 ft p. m.
MTAOK CDNNKCTIONn.
DAILY—Krom W. Mluot 3.30 p. m. (or llebrnn
Acailemy ; Bu, kfleld 3.60 p. in. for W. Sumner
anil Turner ; Canton 4.27 ;>. m.; arrlvlug al Pern
б. 30; Dlxfleld (1.00; Mexico 7.no p. in.; also lor
Return lug. leave
Brettuu's Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.15 p. in.
Jan2Sdtf
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.

REVERE

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern. Fltcbburg
and Lowell depots, centres ot business and places
of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnishes!, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN PLANT.

•scented.)

HOT EL SA YITA Rl A,
BELLE VIEW,
MARION CO.

FLORIDA.

Those wishing a pleasant home for the vv’nter
month- in a delightful climate will find It to their
advantage to consult the proprietor. DH ft
KNIORT.
Also furnished houses and rooms for li lit house
uovwroditm
keeping.
United States Army. Cav
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-hodied
unmarried melt, between the ages of 21 anil 3d
years; good pay, rations, clolbllig amt medical atDesirable IIMU especially needed (or
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored.
Apply at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 42EX|au7SAT3iu
CHANGE STREET, Portland, Me.

WA.TTKD-Kor

the

Rooms all large and comlortahle; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men’s eale and bllllard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.
koojim Alton *1.00 a d»» IP.
»et37

F. HERROW 4 CO., Proprietors.
r

e*sl3m

ALICE C.

noVE*

3 DEE FUNC PLACE.

Monition

Literal lire.

ami

Dclsarte Expression

a

Specially.

Bkfeukm'K— Prof. Moses True Brown. Boston
8cboo, of Oratory,
deed
eodtl

THE

BRIEF JOTTINCSv

PIlIESb.

MONDAY MORNING, JAN. 23.

ORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AOVKttTlNKKlKIVTM TO-UA V.

MtCtV

AMUSEMENTS.
ltev. A. J. Swartz—Christian Science.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Van Noorden & Co.
Metal

Skylights—E.

^'‘ctlng—Maine SteainshlpU
Rumford Kalis and Buckfleld Ralhoad.
Old aud Valuable Frames Repaired.
Annual

Wanted—Cook and Laundress.
Pozzonl’s Complexion Powder.
Havings Bank Book Lost.
Baker's Breuklast Cocoa.
Lost—Lady's Watch.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Found- -Lap Robe.
Situation Wanted.
Rooms to Let.

knows that cocoa is an excellent
tonic. Taken In the morning, at breaklast, It has
ho equal for nutrition, and strengthening qualities, hut It can be taken with advantage at anytime. It Is especially recommended for nursing
mothers, to whom Us benefits are Invaluable.
Unfortunately, cocoa Is sometimes mixed with
starch, arrowroot, or sugar, and thus loses a great
part of Its special properties; lienee, great care
should be taken to procure tile best hi the marRaker’s Breakfast Cocoa aud Chocolate
_ket,
preparations have long been the standard of excellence, and are guaranteed absolutely pure.

Every

one

MRS.

WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by- relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all palu, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
tor dlarrhaa, whether arising from teething or
other causes Tweuty-flve cents a bottle.
lanl 6_FM&WSwly
Advice

ie

ITloihcr..

Tlie architectural sheet metal work manufacby E. Van Noorden & Co., 383 to 387 Hat
r son Avenue, Is well set ferth in the metallic sky.
lights, which arc unexcelled by any other style.
There is no expansion or contraction of parts to
break tlie glass or make leaks, and no dripping
of condensed water. They are made of galvanized sheet Iron, sheet copper, or brasartomblne
great strength with lightness, aud aresuperlor to
wrought Iron aud wooden

The Church of the Messiah has collected
*100 more than Its debt.
Additional hot air pipes were put in the
High school building Saturday.
The new road scraper of the Horse Railroad Company did effective work Saturday.
Twelve new members have Joined the Turn,
verein.
Capt. Long had Henry Kane arrested for
stealing barrels on Long wharf Saturday.
A lady friend of the Argonauts has presented the club with an elegant lambrequin.
The meeting of the Longfellow C. L. S. C
has been postponed one week.
There were 27 arrests last week of which
20 were for drunkenness.
The steamers of the Portland Steam Packet
Company will leave Boston at 6 p. in. instead
of 6 p. m. after February 1st.
Michael Bennett, an employe of the Rolling Mills, had a linger caught between two
rails and it had to be amputated.
It is unofficially announced that the ocean
steamship business from this port will be resumed February 10th.
Sixteen posts have been erected in'Deering
the highways and cross roads, and proper
sign boards placed thereon.
Chief Engineer Cloyes shot a bald headed
eagle at Scarboro that measured 7 feet 2
inches from tip to tip of his wings.
Tonight the P. H. S. class of ’61, and on
Wednesday night the Cumberland Bar, will
on

dine at the Falmouth Hotel.
By an overflow from a faucet in Union
Hall Saturday, the ceilings in the stores below were damaged.
The entire harbor above Bug light, was
frozen over yesterday for the first time this
winter.

■

tured

Hgl^af^

relief by taking
asthma. I would
,nd walk farther than
feeling weary as I
K. Bells, 365 East
10 cents.

Miat
or

U23

^f^

eoa&wiw

A woman who Is weak, nervous and
sleepless, and who has cold hands and' feet, can.
not act like a well person. Carter’s Iron Pills
equalize the circulation, remove nervousness, and
give strength and lest.

jaul7

d&wlw

If you suffer from looseness of the bowels An
goaiurn Hitter* will surely cure yon. Beware
of counterfeits, and dkk your grocer or druggist
tor the genuine article, prepared by Dr. J. G. B.
Slegert & Sons.
Jan23eod&wlw
WAki-kk’h Bazar—This beautiful weekly pub^ Ueation Is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re.
484
celved by N. G. Fessenden,
Congress street
“Best cure for Cough and Colds Is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
eod&wfimo

novil

DON’T
let that eold of yours run on. You thluk It Is a
light thing. But It may run Into catarrh. Or Into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia Is daugerous.
Consumption Is death Itself.
The breathing appai tus must he be kept
healthy and clear of all t structions and offensive
matter. Otherwise them s trouble ahead.
! All the diseases of th te parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes ana ungs, can be delightfully and eutlrely cured by the use of Boscliee’s
German Syrup. If you don’t know this already
thousands and thousands of people cau tell you.
They have been cured by it, and “know how It Is
themselves.” Bottle only 7G cents. Ask any

druggist.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

Saturday—Joshua Chapman, libellant,
Clara E. Chapman, and Clara E. Chapman, libel
lant. vs. Joshua Chapman; cross libels for
Cruel and abusive
Heard together.
divorce.
treatment alleged In each case. The hearing occupied nearly the entire day, and will he resumed
vs.

Monday morntug.

W. II. Vinton for Joshua Chapman.
J. J. Perry for Clara E. Chapman.
Emily J. Ford, libellant, vs. ICharles E. Ford,
divorce decreed nisi for utter desertion for the
statute period.
W. E. Ulmer

for libellant.
Ida M Griffin, libellant, vs. Prank T. Griffin,
divorce decreed nisi for gross and confirmed habits of Intoxication.
Frank Si Larrabec for libellant.
PERSONAL.
was

at the

Fal-

mouth Hotel

"-*VB. F. Beals, A. Q. M. G. Depart„of Maine, G. A. It., was in town Saturday.
Mr. Joseph Tyler, the cornet player, haa
received a fine offer to take charge of a large
carriage factory at Merrimac, Mass.
Adjutant Philbrook 1st Regiment, M. V.
M, is
quite ill at his home at Woodfords.
Mr. W. C. Allen was presented on his
birthday,’ and elegant bronze ewer by his
friends.
Hon. J. H. Drummond and Judge Bouney
will probably attend Dr. Bosworth’s funeras iuey are trustees oi uoioy
university.
Mr. John Keating will resume his old position as head waiter at the Falmouth Hotel,
Fab. 1st.
x
Mr. James Blair has passed a successful
examination before the Commissioners of

hi,

Pharmacy.
Miss Grace L.

Pearson, the

promising

young vocalist, died of brain fever at the age
of 20 years yesterday.
She leaves a large
circle of friends to lament her loss.
Bernard Usher of Bridgton,
aged 83,
stopping with Mr. F. A. Usher at Dermott’s
Court, entered his chamber to retire for the
night and fell dead from heart disease.
The statements going the rounds of the
press that Mr. Benjamin Bunker has given
up the Kennebec Democrat, and is an applicant for the office made vacant by the death
of Mr. Cromwell, is pronounced unqualifiedly false by Mr. Bunker.
The veteran John Wilton, in a letter to the

Chicago Inter Ocean, says that at Commodore Preble’s funeral, a band was secured
from out of town and they could only play
one tune, and so the procession marched to
the grave to the music of a lively Irish jig.
F'rancis Blake, who died in Oakland, Cal.,

“■

Ban. 6th, was a Portland boy, an apprentice
He
aud afterwards partner of Ira Berry.
went to California in ’49, or soon after witli
a power press.
Afterwards he went into the
paper business and made a fortune.
On the evening of Jan. 31st, the Young
Men’s Republican Club will have a public
meeting to be addressed by prominent young
Republicans of the Btate. William H. Loon'
ejr, Esq., of this city aud Frederick H. Powers, Esq., of Boulton, have been invited. Mr.
Looney will speak upon the tariff.
F. M. Gates. Bowdoin, ’90, has been engaged by the Lewiston Y. M. C. A. as the inMr. Gates
structor in the new gymnasium.
will assume charge of the physical culture
department of the Association work on Saturday, F'eb. 4. He was a member of his
class crew for two years and captain of his
class in the college gymnasium.

Co). A. B. Nealey of Lewiston and Mr. A.
S. Melcher and Col. H. M. Sprague of Auburn, called on Governor Marble, Friday,
and tendered him and his staff a complimentary reception by the Grand Canton Worombus, Patriarchs Militant, to take place at
City Hall, Lewiston, Feb. 16th, it being the
second anniversary of the introduction of
the order in Maine. The Governor accepted
the invitation.
Mr. Edes, the senior proprietor of the Pis-

cataquis Observer

of

Dover, comes

of a race

of pi inters. His father was the late George
V. Edes, who set the first type ever put up
in Somerset and

Piscataouis,

aud assisted
whom he was

his uncle, Peter Edes, with
then living, in getting out the first issue of
the Bangor Register, from which sprung the
Wiiig and Currier. George V. Edes’ grandfather was a fellow-workman of Benjamin
Franklin in Boston, aud a composing-stick
which he used is now one of the heir-looms
of the Edes family.
Hon. David P. Chaplin of Bridgton is
mentioned in the dispatches as a candidate
for State Prison Inspector. If the Governor
is looking about fora man for that position
with

special reference to

the matter

of fit-

hardly do better than to take
Mr. Chaplin. His long service on the Cumof County commissioners and
board
berland
intimate relations with the jail workshop
gives him an experience whicli would be valuable at the Btate Prison.—Bridgton •News.
ness,

lie

can

Company had a
They are fast
vered a dog with
in Howard street,
Mattie

T.

l)yer

got $40 a piece for their large part of fish
Saturday. Some of them then got drunk and
quarrelsome, and were pulled iu.
Skippers and receivers are now signing a
petition to tte Grand Trunk for a warm

freight

car

city

this

to be run between

and

Island Pond once a week.
Capt. Geo. H. Abbott, inspector on the
staff of the commander-in-chief has been presented an appropriate badge by Bosworth
Post.
Rev. A. J. Svvarts, the editor of the Men4»1 C/tlnnnn Vluorofiinn

nr

ill

erlirn

a

nntnfo/1

ture in Christian SciedCe at Room 6, Brown’s
Block, Thursday, at 2.30 p. m.
Capt. A. J. Pettingill and A. D. York have
the A. M. Smith, fishing planet,
and will conduct it uuder the name of A. J.
Pettingill & Co., with A. M. Smith as mana-

purchased

ger.
Some time during

Friday night burglars
broke a pane of glass in the front window of
Johnson A Lambert’s store on Wilmot street
and entering the store stole $10 wortli of cigars.
There were 3900 bushels of potatoes imported last week, and the exports were 1373
empty hogsheads, 166 packages of fish, 7925
clapboards, 12,000 shingles, 46,695 feet of

lumber, and 2580 shook and heads.
Webb & Cusliing, the shoe manufacturers,
have purchased W. B. Sawyer’s factory, and
W. F. Dresser, Albert Pennell,
Messrs.
Charles Gatley, and Charles Allen will start
co-operative faetpry on Plum street.
Tho ferry boat Cornelia II. broke her rudder on one of her trips Saturday morning
and was laid up for repairs the greater part
a

of the

day.

Her

place

on

the line

was

sup-

plied by a tug boat.
Mr. George Gowan, the carpenter, was
taken with chills Saturday, while working
on Mr. Baxter’s new house on Mackworth’s
Island, and was taken home in a dory by his
fellow workmen. It took two hours to get
the boat through the ice.
The Paint and Oil Club dined at the Preble

Saturday evening and entertained Mr'
J. W. Sherer of Power A Weightman, Philadelphia, President J. H. Dow of the ComHouse

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Attorney General Baker
Saturday.

SOLDIERS’

mercial Travellers’Association, and G. W.

Thompson.
Saturday and Sunday were the mort trying
The wind blew from
days of the winter.
the northwest on Saturday and the mercury
didn’t rise above 7° during the day. Both
days were very clear and bright, but the
mercury ran from 6° to 10° below zero yesterday morning. At 11 a. m. it had run up to
14° above.
Boston & Maine was stiff at 210 Saturday.
It is claimed that the Maine Central people
know of no conference to be held in relation
to a lease of the Portland A Ogdensburg
road. They admit that the matter lias been
talked over informally, but assert that no action is likely to De taken, for the present at
least.
_

A Shipwrecked Crew.
The C. W. Locke, a coal schooner, was in
collision with the schooner Annie H. Moses
The
near the Isle of Shoals and was sunk.
crew of the Locke took their boats and were
The
saved by the schooner Starry Flag.
Locke was 218 tons, built at Harwich, Mass.,
and owned by Captain D. H. Lamson and
Ira Preble of Addison. She was valued at
$3000 and was insured, as was her cargo.
Captain Lamson and the crew of the Locke
reached Portland Saturday, and General
Manager Tucker of the Maine Central, gave
them passes to Addison.
Fell Down the Elevator.
One of the female employes at Shaw, Coding & Co.’s shoe factory, Saturday, asked
Russell Luddington to get the elevator for
her, then two landings below them. The

boy rushed to the elevator well, lost his balance and fell about twenty feet, breaking a
leg below tbe knee. He will receive a benefit while confined to the house, from the reTwo of the
lief association of the factory.
employes fainted away on account of the accident, and were sent home in a hack.
Saved from

Freezing.
Saturday afternoon, Mr. J. N. Martin,master mechanic for the Grand Trunk road, saw,
through a spy-glass, two men in a dory off
Pomeroy’s Rock, waving a coat, tied to an
Martin notified
Capt. Ben. Willard, who sent tbe Fannie G.
to the rescue, and after breaking through the
ice a half a mile, the steamer saved the men
Messrs. Charles Vining and John Dyer of
Chatham street—who were badly frost bitoar, for

assistance.

Mr.

ten.
_

Sir Thomas Eamonde.
It Is stated that a meeting will be arranged
at City Hall, at a day in the near future,
when Sir Thomas Esmonde will address our
citizens, and so will Mr. Stuart, the Scotch
Liberal. Gov. Marble will be Invited to preside, and a branch of tbe Irish National
League formed in Portland. All who desire
to become members of tbe League will meet
at I. A. R. A. hall next Wednesday evening,
Sons of Veterans.

February 1st, Shepley Camp, S. of V., will
celebrate its fifth anniversary by a camp-fire
at Bosworth Post Hall.
The two Portland
Posts, Perry Camp of Auburn, and Custer
Camp of Lewistan, will be present, Col.
Libby and Adjutant Gould, of the Maine division, ;have also been invited, and the Ladies’ Aid will assist.
The Portland Club Reception.
Members of the Veteran and Young
Men’s Republican Clubs will bear in mind
that they can obtain from their respective
secretaries of their clubs tickets to the reception tendered to Hon. C.J. Noyes of Massachusetts oy the Portland Club, at their
club house, tonight.
Veteran

Republican

Club.

The members of the Veteran Republican
Club are reminded of the adjourned meeting
in the Ward Room. City Building, this evening, at 7.30 o’clock. Cards of admission to
the reception of the Portland Club can be
had of the secretary at this meeting.
Dlrlgo Boat Club.

The Dirigo Boat Club are busy making
preparations for their dance which occurs in
City Hall, Wednesday evening. Jan. 25. The
order of dances has been submitted to Protestor Grimmer, who will furnish the music.
A good time is assured to all who attend.

Sleighing Accident.
upsetting of a sleigh returning
from Spur wink to Portland Friday night,
Mr. Clark was cut about the eyes, Mr. P. W.
Stoneham got a lame back, and another gentleman had his arm twisted.

By

the

Meeting

of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’

Twenty-first

The

campment,

Association Saturday-

The Society

Votes for

of Old

the Soldiers’

records of the
previous meetings the proceedings which resulted in the calling of this special meeting,
and then said:
•
These records will sufficiently explain, I
think, gentlemen the position in which we
The Association, at its annual meetare.
ing, required the executive committee to
plans for a monument, and plans
or a memorial building utilising the present
Tne executive
structure in Market square.
committee at its first meeting decided that,
in their judgment, it was inexpedient to remodel the old City Hall, and asked that
there should be a final decision before soliciting plans; that there be a meeting of the
Association specially called to determine the
question as to whether or not it was desirable to build in Market square a monument or
a memorial building.
This, in brief, is the
question to be submitted to the Association
Brown then read from

the

Procure

tonight.”

Mr. Charles E. Somerby
would be in order to take any

inquired

if it

action in

re-

gard to the records of the last meeting.
The president replied that this was a special meeting of the Association, called for a
special purpose. The annual meeting had
been adjourned for eight weeks (to March
5th), but he presumed that there could be no

objection

to

having

the

records

of the for-

meeting read if desired.
Mr. Somerby did not desire particularly to
have the records read, but stated that, if in
order, he would like to offer a motion in
regard to them. He would move to expunge
from the records the vote passed at the last
meeting on motiou of Mr. George E. Brown
mer

that the executive committee submit a repor1
of designs for a monument, as well as for a
memorial building, at an adjourned meeting
of the Association to be held eight weeks
from that date (March 5th.)
Mr. Geo. E. Brown stated, that as lie was
the member on whose motion the vote referred to had been passed, he should decidedly
object to the present motion.
Col. John C. Cobb suggested that the motion was not in order, and could not be entertained.
The president stated that the motion was
not fairly before the meeting. Mr. Somerbv
then read his motion, and asked to be allowed to explain.
The President—The matter before the Association is that in the nature of special
business.
This motion is one to alter the
records of the annual meeting.
The Chair
will decide that snch a motion is not in order, nor is discussion upon that motion in
order. If the gentleman desires to appeal
from the decision of the Chair, he can do so.
Mr. Somerby did not press the motion,
which was evidently intended to relieve the
committee from any action under the vote to
which it referred.
Mr. Kichard K. Gatley said: Mr. President-Some years ago a call was published
for a meeting at City Hall of all persons interested in the object of raising funds for
the erection of a soldiers’ monument. At
that meeting I believe, sir, one hundred and
thirty-seven dollars was raised by subscription. I claim the honor of paying the first
dollar into the fund. It was only one dollar,
but it was the first one that was paid. Although not a Portland born boy, I have always taken a deep interest in this matter,
from that day to this.
In all our struggles
to raise this fund, the object in view has always been a soldiers’ monument, in honor cf
those who died in the defense of our country. There has been no question raised at
any time, by any person, but that this structure should be a soldiers’ monument, until
The question was, first, upon a
recently.
site for the monument, and that was selected
by a vote—the largest vote that was ever given for any
object in this city. The question
was then raised that this was not a
legal
vote. We then petitioned the legislature for
an act to enable us to vote legally upon the
measure, and the legislature granted us that
privilege. iWe voted upon it, and it was decided by a vote of seventy-five per cent of
the entire vote polled that the site for a soldiers’ monument should be In Market square.
On the 7th of April the members of the city
government met in Old City Hall, under that
act, for the purpose of condemning that
building as a site for a public park. We
waited there an hour and fifteen minutes,
during which time no man raised his voice,
or entered a protest or remonstrance in any
way. in opposition to it. We heard from no
one, with the exception of Mrs. Thurston,
and she did not come up the stairway.
It
was then voted that the building should be
condemned, and tom down at any time after
six months at the request of the executive
committee of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument Association, not for a Memorial Hall

Association or an Old City HalL Association,
but lor the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument
Association (applause).
Mr. President, I
would that the request had been made on

October 7th. I think I speak tbe sentiment
of nine-tenths of the soldiers and sailors of
the city of Portland when I say that we want
the monument in Market square (applause).
I think I speak their sentiments when I say
that we will bid "God Speed’’ to any gentleman who will be liberal enough to build a
Memorial Hall for us on any other site. But
now we want a monument; we do not want
any obstruction thrown in the way of erecting a monument in honor of those who died
in the defence of our country.
Mr. President, I have been requested to
present the following resolutions:
Jiegolved. That this Association agree with the
executive committee that, it fa iiievnaritent tn
model Old City Hall.
Resolved. That the executive committee be,
and hereby Is directed to ask the mayor of the
to remove the Old City Hall before May 1,

city

1888. [Applause.]
Resolved. That it Is the opinion of this Association that a monument should be erected on the
Market Square lot as soon as the contracts can be
made.
Mr. President, 1 move the adoption of the
resolutions, and the motion was seconded
from all parts of the hall.
The president inquired if the resolutions
should be acted upon separately or together,
and Mr. Qatley moved their adoption as a
whole.
Ex-Mayor Deerlng said that before the
resolutions were adopted he would like to inquire, in order that the matter might be
thoroughly understood, whether the mayor
has authority to remove the Old City Hall,
or whether it Is the city council that has the
authority. In reply the president read from
the act the section stating that “the mayor
shall, within six months after said date,
cause the building upon said lot to be removed at the expense of the city.”
The resolutions were then adopted by a
vote of W> to 7. The vote was received with
applause, and three cheers for the boilers’ and bailors' Monument.
On motion of Mr. P. H. Brown, the meet-

§reat

ing then adjourned.
PULPIT

AND

Catley’s

Commander

Department

Ceneral Order,

and
Sailors’ Monument Association was held at
Army and Navy Hall on Saturday evening
for the final determination of the question,
before asking for additional plans and estimates, whether the structure to be erected
in Market square shall be a monument or
There were present
memorial building.
about 150.
The meeting was called to order by the
president, Gen. John Marshall Brown, and
the secretary, Mr. C. W. Roberts, read the
published call, stating its purpose. Gen.
A

special meeting of

the Removal

Hall.

City

Annual State En-

Department Commander Gntley lias issued
to
the following general order in reference
the approaching encampment of the Department of Maine, G. A. R., to he held in this
citv

RfcADotARTERS DEPARTMENT

OF1

Maine, G. A. it.,
j
Portland, Me., Jan. 10,1888. )
General Order No. 7.
1. The twenty-llrst annual encampment of this
I ortdepartment will convene at Park Theatre,
laud, at 2 p. m., Feb. 9th, and continue through

^Fl.1

The Commander of Bosworth Post, No. 2,
will detail an officer of the day, and the Commander of Thatcher Post. No. 3, an officer of the
guard, and eacli commander will detail four comrades to act as sentinels durlug the encampment.
The officer of 'lie day will report to the Assistant
Adjutant General, at parlor 2, Falmouth Hotel, at
8 p. m., Feb. 8th, for instructious.
III. Department headquarters Will be established at parlor 2, Falmouth Hotel, where the
Council of Administration will meet at 8 o’clock
Wednesday evening, Feb. 81b, for the transaction
of such lu i less as may he brought before it.
Matters oi business requiring the action of the
Council of Administration of the Department Encampment should be forwarded to these heador
quarters before the 1st of February. All posts
comrades having matters to bring before the encampment will present the same In writing. with
IV. It is the intention of the Commander,
the concurrence of the Council, to coniine as far

possible the business of the encampment
of
Thursday afternoon, E’eb. 9th, to the receptionenreports of officers, etc. The business of the of

as

campment and the election and Installation
officers will take place on the loth.
V. Commander-In-Chief John P. Rea, Junior
Vice Commander-In-Chief John C. Llnehan, Adjutant General Daniel Fish, Inspector General
Ira M. Hedges are expected to he present at the

encampment.
Vf. 1. Arrangements have been made with the
Maine Central railroad, Bangor & Piscataquis,
Knox & Lincoln, Grand Trunk, Ruinford E alls &
Bucklleld, Sandy River, Somerset, Brldgtou &
Saco River, Portland & Ogdeusbure, Portland

Rochester, and the New Brunswick railway,
and the J ntematlonal Steamship Company for one
fare for the round trip over their respective lines
for comrades and their ladies.
2. On the Maine Central Railroad and branches, at all stations, purchase tickets to Poitland
and return.
3. The New Brunswick Railway will sell excursion tickets at one fare for the round trip from
road and at St.
all stations In Maine on their
Stephen, N. B., tickets to be sold Feb. 0th and
7tb, good to return Feb. 14th.
4. On the Maine Central Railroad and other
roads, tickets will be sold to go to Portland on
the 8th, 8th and 10th, and return on the 11th.
6. The Knox & Lincoln Railroad will Issue
round trip tickets to Portland and return from all
stations on Its line.
On the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad, comrades will, at the station where they! take the
&

and at
turn.

Oldtowu buy tickets to

Portland

and

re-

Comrades on the line ot the Sandy Elver
purchase tickets to Farmington and return,
and at Farmington buy tickets to Portland and
7

will

return.
8. At

turn.
10. The Bridgton & Saco River Railroad will
sell tickets from Bridgton to Portland and return
lor one fare for the round trip.
11. At all stations on the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad, comrades will purchase tickets to
Portland, and will receive free return checks on
application to the Assistant Adjutant General at

the Encampment.
12. On the Portland A Rochester railroad, purchase tickets to Portland, and free return checks
will be Issued on application to the Assistant Adjutant General, at the Encampment.
13. On the Boston & Maine railroad, Eastern
and Western divisions, the fare will be two cents
per mile each way.
14. Commanders of Posts, on receipt of this order, are charged with the duty of informing comrades of the Information contained herein in, relation to the encampment, and railroad transportation and rates. By the exercise of a little care on
the part of commanders and comrades no mistake
will occur.

The hotel rates at Portland will be as folFalmouth Hotel, *2 to $4 per day: Preble
House, $2.60 per dav; United States Hotel, $2
per day: City Hotel, $1.60 to $2 per day; Merchants1 Exchange Hotel, $1 to $3 per day; Eagle
House. $1 per day.
VIII. Assistant inspectors will, immediately
upon the conclusion ol ilieir labors, forward their
reports to Henry E. Sellers, Department Inspector. Bangor, Me.
IX. There have been several applications from
Posts for General Order No. 12, National Headquarters. This order Is included in and is a part
of General Order No. 13.
By command of
Richabd K. Gatley.
E. C. Millikkn.
Dept. Commander.
VII.

lows:

Asst.

Adjt.

Gen.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
MB. VT. J.

FLORENCE.

Tonight and Tuesday evening
and bis company will be

seen

Mr. Florence

in three of the

best plays In their repertoire, giving the
double bill tonight of “Husband Hunting”
and “Domby & Son” and on the second
evening presenting their latest success enIt is now four years
titled “The Flirt.”
since Mr. Florence appeared here and as he
on that occasion.
Dollar
the
Mighty
produced
The public chiefly remember him as the
Hon. Bardwell Stote, the character that has
made his name famous, so that his visit this
time will be all the more welcome as he gives
us two new characters to enjoy.
Grimmer’s orchestra will play the following selections:
Overture—“Die Schone Galathe”-.Suppe.
Waltzes—“Friiehlotig’s Kinder”.Waldteufel.
Medley—Pele-Mele (first time).Damom
Pierrette—Air De Ballet (new).Beuaud.
BUSINESS COLLEGE MUSICAL.

At the Portland Business College Saturday
evening, the following musical programme

rendered:

Waltz, Crlckett on The Hearth, College Orchestra.
Selection .Miss Lillian F. Edwards.
Piano I >uet.La Dame Blanche
Mr. Oren K. and Mssi Elva Fettingill.
Violin Solo .W. I. A. McGrath.
Vocal Solo.Frank A. Gray.
Reading of the Students Review by.
John C. Hutchiesou.
Polka, Johnny Get Vour Gun. College Orchestra.
LONGFELLOW LODGE.

Longfellow Lodge, Knights of Pythias will
celebrate their fourth anniversay at Castle
Hall Wednesday evening, witli an entertainment followed be a supper. The following excellent programme will be presented:
"The Singers’ March”.Weston.
Portland Quartette.

Reading.Selected.
Mr.

C. F. Plummer.

Song .Selected.
Miau T.iipIa PittR
Xylophone Solo.J. W. Barbour.
Banjo Accompaniment, Mrs. A. F. Johnson.

Reading—in Costume.Mr. C. F. Plummer,
Duet—“Alla Campaua”.
Miss Fitts and Mr. Jordan.
Harmonica and Banjo.Mr. J. W. Barbour.
Song—“Who Cares”.Mr. E. L. Jordan
Beading—“Mother Hubbard Sermons”.
Mr. C. F. Plummer.
Plantation Songs.Anson.
Portland Quartette.
Accompanist.Miss H. L. Damon
HANNIBAL A. WILLIAMS. iMSSgBB

The sixth and closing entertainment in the
Y. M. C. A. course was given at City Hall
on Saturday evening by Hannibal A. Williams of New York, before a large and intelligent audience. Few really anticipated the
appearance of so finished and superior an
Mr. Williams recited from
elocutionist.
memory the third and fourth acts of Shakespeare’s historical tragedy “Julius CVsar,”
Howell’s side splitting farce, “The Sleeping
Car,” as published in Harper’s Monthly,
“The Planet’s Ball,” a fanciful and delightful poem by Miss Shaw, and "1'he Stutterer.”
In all these selections Mr. Williams unrivalled power for character,delineation provoked frequent and hearty applause.

FREE STREET CHURCH.

Just before commencing nis sermon at
Free street Baptist church yesterday morn
ing. Mr. Dunn called the attention of the
congregation to the fact that two of the former pastors of the church bad passed away
within a few days of each other. Rev. Lewis
Colby was the second pastor of the church,
holding the pastorate for two and a half
years. Dr. Bosworth was called in 1855 and
was with the society during the three crisis
of its existence which included the financial
He referred to the
struggle, and the war.
fact that after the Doctor moved to Boston,
tbatjhe, the speaker, was his secretary in one
of the most important departments of his
work, and he thus became closely associated
with him, and realized the strength and importance of his character.
Mr. Prentiss Manning and Judge Bonney
were appointed by the church to attend Dr.
Bosworth’s funeral.

STERLING'S CONCERT.
Among the artists of note who will assist
Miss Stearling at the concert given by her at
City Hall Tuesday evening is Mr. J. Aidrich Libbey, of Boston. A young American
baritone who recently returned from Europe.
His deep powerful voice he has in good control, and shows the effect that the best American and European training has had effect
upon it.
NOTES.

Maud Banks will appear in "Joan of Arc,”
at Portland Theatre, Jan. 30th.
Boucieault will play at Portland Theatre
on Feb. 3rd and 4tb.
The drama “Held by the Enemy,” will be
put on at Portland Theatre, Feb. 17th and
18tb.
The Schubert Quartette will sing at Fairfield Tuesday evening.
At the concert to be given at City Hall in
the Stockbridge course the Haydns and Germanians, the Haydns will give among other
things Hiller’s “Song of Victory,” and Rubenstein’s “Those Pictures.” Mr. J. B. Coyle
will render “Why do tbe Nations.”
There was an excellent advance sale of
seats Saturday to the Gilmore concert. Good
seats are still on sale at Stockbridge’s.
Chandler’s .’Band.

NOTES.

There was a large attendance at Congress
street M. E. church yesterday and many conMrs. Van Cotts will
version were reported.
preach each evening during the week and also at 2.30 o’clock every afternoon except
Monday and baturday.

that Mr. Frank E. Collins has
been elected leader of Chandler’s Band. Mr.
Collins is a young man of ability, and brings
to this position acknowledged merit as a mu-

We learn

as a performer, and experience
A band is a necesteacher and leader.
sity, and a good one something to be proud
of, and we have always felt proud of ours.
We do not doubt that the good reputation
they have sustained in the past, will, auder
the guidance of Mr. Collins, and with proper
encouragement from our citizens, still remain, and that they will continue a credit to
themselves and an honor to our city.

sician, skill
as a

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
last week was 8, from the
following
causes:

Diseases.
Brain.
Chronic broncliits....

Consumption.

Heart.
Infantile...

Paralysis.
Pneumonia.
Total.

....

--WARDS-,
1 2 3 4 6 8 7 Total.
1
1
1
1
2
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-------

—

—

~

—

}

-----

7-22X2-

No. of
Shore
Sail.
Catch.
Massachusetts.. 282
66,208
Maine. 05
9,161
Rhode Island.
6.400
Total.
1887.297
70,814
1886.293
16,906
1886.388 302,271
1884. 301
458,439
1883.358 198,019
Of last year’s catch, Maine

8

Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
At a meeting of this corporation, held

Thursday, a dividend of ten per cent was
declared and these officers elected:
President—Isaac C. Atkinson.
Treasurer—Prank N. Deane.
Directors—Isaac C. Atkinson, B. A. Atkinson,
George C. Wing, Robert Doruam, John E. Donnell.

_Music.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded In the Registry of Deeds:
Deering—George Libby to Annie E. Lamsou.
f 1 ami other considerations.
Cape Elizabeth— William D. Murray to Albert
F. Hauuaford. $1 and other considerations.
Gray—Dora L. Bailey to Simon Libby. $100.
George W. Quiut to Jabez C. Bensou. $76.
New Gloucester-J. P. Grant to J. 8. Sturgis.
$126.
Brldgton—Freeman H. Brown et al. to P. M.
GUncs. $260.
Harrison-C. A. Chaplin etal. to H. F. Proctor
etal. $300.

Bay
Catch.

N.

16,035
1,913

17,608
63,083

If there is anything in the following list
that you think you want, come to our
store To-day and see whether or not t he
goods are cheap at the prices mentioned. *-.•
Sixty dozen Turkish Tidies at ten cents
each. Forty dozen Turkish To n ets at
twenty cents each. Twenty-nine dozen
Men’s Suspenders at ten cents a pair. A
lot of Men’s Linen Collars, odds and ends,
at five cents each.
All these will be found in their respective departments on the street floor. In
the basement afe a lot of Ladles Linen
Collars, odds and ends, at one cent each.
Wood Tooth Picks at five cents a box
(1000).
Japanese Cups and Saucers at
twenty-five cents, Japanese Teapots tweninterty-five cents, and lots of other
esting things which you cannot help seeing if you come.

_

Total.
70,918
11.004
6,400

86,382
79,998

329,943
473,076
226,085
28,008
Portat
packed
27,072
19,037

land 10,032 barrels.
Schooner Lizzie Maud of this city stocked
$13,000 on salt mackerel alone.
Of codfish, Maine with 173 vessels got 109,100 quintals. The catch last year was much
smaller than for the four preceding years.
*

ety.

The second annual meeting of the Port=
laud Typographical Relief Society was held
at the Argus office Saturday evening. The
reports of the officers showed the society to
be in a prosperous condition, the treasurer’s
statement giving a total fund of $845.39,
which is an increase of $38 over last year;
while from the fund there has been paid out
in benefits about $70.
Amendments to the by-laws were acted on,
two members dropped from the roll, and one
admitted, after which the following officers
elected:
President—Samuel It. Brown.
Vice President—William 11. McDonald.
Recording Secretary—W. H. Greene.
FliianciarSecreUiry—Stephen D. Browu.
Treasurer—George I). LoringExecutive Committee—Geo. E. Kenwortby, Jr.,
Thomas H. Fisher, Fred O. Turner.

were

will tell vou, or what will be better still,
will show all that visit our store
this week the most

CAN

Removes

to the Skim

UNDERSELL

Imparts a Brilliant Transparency
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
Goods Dealers.
all
First-Class Druggists and Fancy

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Pleasant Cemetery Association has
emended $100 for the purchase of the lot adMt.

OTHERS,

joining

the cemetery.
Farmers’
Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth
Grange, w ill have a supper and entertainment at Grange Hall, Thursday next.

IS KNOWN BY OIJR

Worth Knowing.
Which life insurance company furnishes
sure protection at the lowest possible cost
and at the same time guards against possible

Jan28___^od4t

[And

First—Cash (surrender values) any time
Second—Cash loans to policy holders.
Third—Extension for the full amount of
the policy till the last cent of the reserve is
used (the time being stated in years and

BOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b.

BAKER'S

dCm

have been notified In writing,

Warranted absolutely pure
of
Cocoa, from which the excess
Oil baa been removed. It haa three
mixed
times, the strength of Cocoa
with Burch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
economimore
far
and la therefore
a
cal, vesting less than ons cent
nouriahlng,
cup. It la delicioua,
and
atrengthening, caaily digested,
admirably adapted tor Invalida as
well aa for peraona in health.
Sold by tirocera everywhere.

_

from our numerous customers that the cost
of Insurance in this Old Company is as low
as the lowest.
Correspondence solicited,and
full information furnished by the agents,
Aug. II. Ford, C. F. Dunlap, 28 Exchange
___

T. BAKER & CO.. Dorttesler, Hass.

“Look here, upon this picture, and on
this.” Impure soad, chapped hands. Index
Soap, smooth hands.

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.

Y STARTLING

Ill this city, Jan. 21, by Kev. E.. 8. Stackpole,
Wesley J. Wyer, auU Miss Lottie SI. Vrooni,
both of Portland.
Iu Lisbon, Jau. 9, Albert 14. Mairs of Wilton
and Miss SI ary A. Keen of Lisbon.
In Waterville, Jan. 14. Walter 8. Harding of
Watervil e and Miss Lizzie M. Crosby of Fairfield
In Palmyra Jan. 14, Frank O. Thompson of
Hartlauu and Miss Frankie E. Pooler of Palmyra.
In York, Jan. 14, Thos. J. Wilson of Elliot and
Miss Alice Preble of York.
In Waldoboro. Jail. 19, C. W. Longiau of Freeport and Ni s Mary A. Jackson of Waldoboro.

WANTED.
GOOD COOK and LAUNDRESS: must be
well reeemmended and willing to go into the
country for the summer: 183 High street.
MRS. A. A. STROUT.
jan23dtf

A

WANTED

fl
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I

■

■

SLADE'S EPICUREAN SPICES,

|

Tb* bsitia the World.
They are the best selected cuitivated spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, all dust, leaves
impurities being removed. More
than double the strength of the
common pure spices.

1

1
■
■
1
I
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DEATHS.
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YOUR GROCER SELLS TEEM.

furnished.
giving full particulars, O. A. E

Annual Meeting of the Maine Steamship

THE
Company for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business tliat may legally
before them, will be held at their office
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the 1st day of
Feb’y, 1888, at 10 o’clock a. m.
Per order, HENRY FOX, Clerk.
]an!3dtd
Jan’y 23,1884.

come

__

street._23-1
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Discount Sale!
-OF1

ulous sore neck from tile time slife was 22 months
old till she became 6 years of age. Lumps formed
iu her neck, causing great annoyance, and two of
them, after growing to the size of a pigeon’s egg,
One became a running
broke and discharged.
We thought we
sore for more than three years.
would give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a thorough trial.
We began wttli it in January, and in a few months,
after she had taken live bottles, all suppuration
had ceased. We then waited three months,
when, as a new lump was beginning to form, we
again gave her Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After sbe
liad taken less than two bottles the lump and all
indications of scrofula had entirely
and now she seems to be a healthy child.’’
J. 8. Caklilk, Nauright, N. J.

Lais', Misses’ and Children’s

FOUND—A

for

lap robe,

near

Geo.

Kilpatrick’s

Deeriug; call at THIS OFFICE

particulars._23-1
TO

The Wonder

RS.

The Benefit of lhi« Position
Incalculable.

is

GARMENTS!

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOI) & CO.^Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

WILL

100 Ooses One Dollar.

BE

CONTINUED DURING THIS WEEK

d&wlyurm

This sale includes all our
Fur Lined Circulars,
Seal Plush and
Astraclian Sacks, Plush

WllV?

Because the latest production of the Carpet
Loom Is brought to our notice Immediately upon

appearahee.
Every uew and desirable Parlor Suit is offered
for our Inspection with ail possible hustle as the
manufacturers well kuow that our approval aud
its

acceptance of It makes its success certain, for our
three
purchase is not limited to ooe or two or
suits, but oftentimes to two hundred or three
hundred.

THE SAME MAY BE SAID
OF

—

SETS,

CHAMBER

STOVES

RANGES,

and a Host of Other Articles!
This, as will be seen.enables us to get the N E W E8T
BEST GOODS. Our position as buyers is especially favorable to low buying, ns the eagerness
of manufacturers to turn their goods over rapidly
and In large quantities at a time is so intense that
the price is too often a second consideration with
Freights are by no
them, but the first with us.
means to be overlooked in the summing up, as all
that have paid transportation by the car or vessel
load, and also by the piece-meal method, have realized. We have four stores under one roof and one
rent: a Stove store, a Carpet store, a Furniture
store, a Crockery store, and five of these In the
State of Maine, making what Is equal to twenty
stores under five roofs, and the Cortland store the
finder for all, and consequently
and

THE ONEY

BOOKS!

FIRST-CLASS

Come in and Look Them
Over.

Frank B. Clark,
NO. 515 CONGRESS STREET.

dtf

janlO

Wraps, Newmarkets,
Raglans, Jackets, Gretcliens, Coats and

CURE

CENT

10

ALL SITTINGS

Havelocks.

accounts

for Uni versa llsra.)

Cotton and everything that
is made of cotton, is
rising.
That’s one end of the tilter-

board.
Flocks of

customers at

our

counters last week called for
Cotton Sheeting, good quality
at

moderate

price.

We couldn’t

nobody

then,

it to them

give

could.

(How could they, when cotton seemed transformed into Yeast ? Rising, rising, rising

always.)

But ah, there’s another end
to the tilter-board and that’s

It’s this,

Our buyer went to Lowell
last Thursday and blundered
manufacon to a vast mass of
remnants and short
turers
of Bleached Cotton,
Unbleached Cotton, Cotton
Flannel, Shaker Flannel.
We have turned the whole

lengths

central aisle of our store into
a Remnant Hurrah!
January is naturally a dull
month.
We propose to galvanize this
into

a nimble

friskiness, transform it into a
high stepping Calico colt, as

this six thousyou may say by
and yard Remnant sale.
\Ve offer you this week, cotton remnants so cheap that you
can afford to butter your bread
with them.
Listen! Here’s one case of
one thousand three hundred
and sixty-nine yards of yard
wide Bleached Cotton Remnants, soft, stout and substantial, at 6 Cts. a Yard.
Listen again, here’s countless yards of unbleached cotton
yard wide, firm and good, in
remnants and short lengths, 6
Cts a Yard.
tor It elsewhere, at that price, and see
looks of stunned amazement you'll
place of your cloth. Try for It hers and
you’ll get all you can use.)

(Try

what
get in

THE-

I have Just Received another large lot of
those popular

WINTER

disappeared,

House Furnishing

ESTABLISHMENT

Listen thrice, Nearly five
hundred yards of stout-doublewidth sheeting remnants, 94
inches wide. (94 inches means
nearly 2 3-4 yds. wide.) So
wide that, like an Oxford County stone wall, its actually higher
when you tip it over, than when
So
it stands right side up.
this cotton, which-ever way you
turn it, it’s wider than it is
long, and, like a stone wall too
in its substance and durability,
17 Cts. a Yd. (Regular value
is 30 cts. a yd.)
Once more listen, Six hundred and forty four yards Shaker Flannel remnants, soft,
stout, warm and good, 8 Cts.
a Yard.
Come now my friends, here’s
your cotton opportunity, ’tisn’t

hazy, nebulous, visionary,
bargain, it’s an occa-

a

“limited”
sion

nlain to he

ns

seen

cow’s horns.
If you can’t

we’ll send
you samples, (that is, while
they last,) but you must know
that six thousand yards of cotton remnants isn’t much more
than a lunch for this cottonfamished district.
Next i*:ek it’ll be something
else, but this week it’s manufacturers’ remnants of cottons.
The whistle blows, “All
come,

aboard!” The train starts, step
aboard.

Horatio Staples,
Portland, Me

Middle St.,

eod3t

Janl8

IN

MAINE.

a

as

A

Third Grand Annual

and the only place where nothing but the Newest
goods are found, where the best assortment
Is shown, and the lowest prices ever
made given. It matters not whether you are poor, well-to-do, or rich, whether you
81000 or
want to buy *1 <w. $:!5,
810,000 worth of goods; all can be
accomodated and are welcome.

MARK DOWN

MADE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, fee. While their most
remarkable t .cress has been shown in curing

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft,

SICK

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pre
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders or the stomach .stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. Hut after ail sick head

IF

ACHE

YOU
—

here is where

Ufc

pills cure it whila

are very small and
two pills make a dose.
They
strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
yy druggists everywhere, or sont by mail.

Pills

ARE

THINKINC

OF HAVING A

Size

we can

L.U

weaiuer

iair at

a

uib iusi ui

few for

mo

ween;

—

AJfD

—

Christmas.

BE CONVINCED

We have thus far been able to keep up wiih our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

that there Is within the limits of vour State and
city an establishment that all who are Interested In the State’s progression should be
proud of and support, particularly when
a saving can be made by so doing.

TOO
or

The ATKINSON

LATE.

6

mAKv

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

I

New York.

jk

__

HOUSE

PRICES

Furnishing
Co.,
EXCURSIONS!

514 CONGRESS STREET.
declS

CALIFORNIA

STUDIO,
on

exhibition.

Falmouth

Opp. the
sep28

Hotel.
dlY

DEALERS

IN

—

full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
plank in stock at our yard on Brown s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern nulls.
A
tind

BBOWd'S BLOCK,

Me.

Office 322
»

au2tfeodU

CORNER.

Other

Points

ever.
The celebrated "Boyd” French Kbl Binds for ladles, only
A. Gurslde & Sons’ fine, N. Y.,
4.60 per pair.
French Kbl Boots only *4.60 per pair.
Gentlemen's flue hand made French Calf Jersey good* at
*6.76 per pair. Kegular price, *7.00. AU styles,
widths, sizes, and half sizes, lu Cougress, Button,
and Balmorals. Keinember, sale for 30 days only
and strictly cash.

BROWN,
Sign

of the Mum moth (sold Boot,

Commercial St.,
l'OBTLAJID, OtB

The following dates are announced for the Union Ticket office Excursions to California and
other Western Points: Jnu.J.fd, Eeb l lib,
‘J7tb, .vIuk h Uth, 'doth. Only excursions at
rates named through to PaelBc coast In Ilrst-elass
Pot price and further particulars, call or
cars.
send for circular to

Union
40
Janll

Ticket Oiicee,

EXCHANCE STRE-T,
Portland, me.

cod2w*

Congress Street,

Jan 14

eodtf

Market**“■•*•

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.
Will rsuururr Dee I , INN7, uud eauliaue
five maulh.,
F. W Hruus sf »!••••■
(Ime of 1‘nrU, Frame lastrmior
and C’rillr.

Pearland Mid die Sts,
ponmiin.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
lanlO
dtf

or

any

non members

$25

Tuition Fees to members of F. 8. of A.
member of their lainliies.

Day Claw, (Life and Antique.

t!engS“
Bj
the month

West!

■•hHSOVAI.l t EOSDl'tTED.

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.

Wyer Greene & Co.,

dtf

-AND

HAINES,RICHARDSON* CO.
—

announcing greater bargains than

DRAWING SCHOOL

Photographer,

Small PHI. Snail Doss, Snail ft**

and examine those

New Goods. Nice Good*. Stylish Goods, at an almost Incredible reduction ironi regular prices.
The marked success that has attended our discount sales In the past, lias encouraged us to make
tills the grandest mark down and most successful
sale we have ever had. Feeling that our previous
efforts have been appreciated^ we take pleasure In

461

are

will be the order of the day at WYER
UltEENE & CO’S for the next 30 days;
all Broken Lots, Samples and Misllts to
he closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
W aukenphast Boots only $2.50, formerly $3.50; several lots of Ladies’ Fancy
Slippers will be closed out less than
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

OF FINE BOOTS AND SHOES.

A Last Chance Before if is

Colored Picture

or

is

give

—

Crayon

GOME AND SEE US

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

dtf

Van 18

HEAD

eodtt

—

Me._

store in E.

THE

Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla for scrofula, salt rheum,
any affection caused by impure blood, is sufficient to convince any one of the superior and
peculiar curative powers of tins medicine. The
following statement is light to the point:
“My daughter Mary was afflicted with scrof-

Portland,

Me.^

AGE !

or

LOW

OF

BUY

and

A Fair Trial

CO.,

Address at once,
Yarmouth,

sail VALUtBI.K FKAOKA carefully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
& SONS, successors to Roche & Eaton, 116 Bx23-4
chauge street, Portland,

-OF

years.
In Saco, Jan. 21, Daniel E. Johnson, aged 67
years 11 months.
In Bath, Jau. 11, Phillip H., son of Fred A.
Berry, aged 14 years.
In Bath, Jail. 16, Abagail D., wife of Myrick
Hopkins, aged 78 years.
lu Franklin. Jau 16, Lints. A. Blaisdell, aged 37
years 11 months.
In West Ellsworth, Jan. 12, John Bunker, aged
68 years 9 months.

CARTER MEDICINE

of

LO>»t

aged 78

Carter’s Little Liver
very easy to take. One

—

ANNUAL MEETINC-

[Funeral

the bane of so many lives that
) make our great boast. Our
aers do not.

man

as

Saturday evening, between India and
Exchange streets, or Exchange street and
Gilbert’s Academy, by way of Middle street, a
lady’s gold watch with fob chain; Under will be
suitably rewarded by leaving same at LOVEITT’S
Shoe Store, 47 Exchange

Rooms

Court.
Iu Boston, Jan. 19, Mrs. Pnebe Garland, age d
60 years.
Iu Baldwin. Jau. 17, Abner Sanborn, aged 87
years 7 months.
Iu Old Orchard, Jan. 21, Mrs. Betsey Gammon,

janl

in the

us

FOREMOST RANKS

Ladles and gentle-

—

I.ET—Booms to let at No. 7
23-1
CHAPEL STREET, right hand bell.

Iu tills city, Jan. 22, of brain fever, Miss Grace
L. Pearson, daughter of Mr. and Sirs. A. D. Pearson, aged 20 years 1 montn 4 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
residence, No. 13 Laurel street.
Ill this city, Jan. 21. Barnard Usher of Bridgtou, Sle.. aged 82 years 8 mouths.
tills Mouuay afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at the residence of F. A. Usher, No. 16 Dermot

Place

(Estes & Lanrlat) of Boston,
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN. General Manager. 0
Tuhnan Place, from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and trom
12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to 8 p. m.2>L4_
a

H
H

Large Purchases

men

clerk
SITUATION
temperate habits desires situation
have had 3 years experience;

FACTS

Our

A41KNTM
to represent the C. K. Jewett Pub. Co.,
In all towns in Maine

in a grocery store;
best of references

Are contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
vet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure Spices can get them by
calling for

fl

Mr.

FIRST:

required

by
40,834 Is lost and that he desires a duplicate-Book
Issued to him.
maixe SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpbeus (P Rogers, Treasurer.
Portland. Me., Jan. 21.1888.
dlawM3w
jan23

1VANTKO—A young

NIRRIACES.

Hood’s

as

WE
bv Revised Statutes. Chapter 47. Section
Isaac M. Low, that bis Deposit Book. No.
11*.

Brsakfast Cocoa.

days.)
Fourth—Paid-up policies. Its policies are
free from all restrictions after two years.
Having done business in Maine continuously
since 1845 we can furnish reliable testimony

street.

ROSTOV

.

,

Don’t we always say we don t
believe the thing that we are
most afraid of ?

present January

That we get as good a profit is known to us. How
we do it can be made clear to you and everybody
if tbe following facts are considered on their true
merits, and the Importance that should be attached to the advantages ».ve possess over every
other dealer in buyiDg goods is duly credited.

CO.,

L VAM NBQJMN &

la.,23

years’ premiums are paid.

after two

Jane

CUSTOMERS.

VENTILATORS,

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornl«*s and
Work
Gutter.. Metal .Shingle*. Sheet .Metal
for lluildlnga. Send for Illustrated Circular.

The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company of Newark, N. J., guarantees In Its
contracts four (4) distinct options which are
plainly and definitely stated in its policies:

-s

_

METAL SKYLIGHTS
for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

WM.M.WW

»»•

inents.

You don’t believe
natural.

down.

DO

AND

ALVtty
™

Horatio Staples.

(Which

Not only that, but a better variety is scarcely seen
or
whatever may tie your preference as to style
choice
upholstery. HERE you will Ond your can be
lower
tha«
are
Our prices
unquestionably
England. To
made'by any other dealer In New and
have but a
those that have not seen our stock
faint idea of the Immense business we are not onstatement
this
may
but
are
do
doing,
to
ly trytiiE
for
seem to be prepared for advertising purposes,
the
In
dealer
and
each
that
every
well
known
it is
land handle goods at a very small profit, too small
we
In fact, to show a healthy state of affairs. That

COMPLEXION

SUBURBAN NEWS.

VI

we

BEAUTIFUL PARLOR SUITS,

MEDICATED

C. W.

HAILBV.

nu>rl4_

ears.
Higher than a Giraffe’s
that’s
?
it

to-day?

ursHss

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street*
V. O.

up!

EVEK SHOWS IS PORTLAND.

w

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Ti lter-board philosophy!
Cotton is going up! up! way

TO OFFER

We

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

WE

HAVE

Owen, Moore & Co.

Typographical Relief Seel'

Portland

MISS

PLATFORM.

THAT

Bureau.

The Fish Bureau has made its annual report, from which we gather the following
statistics:
The catch of the New England fleet for
the year was 88,382 barrels against 79,998
barrels in 1886; 329,943 barrels in 1883, and
478,076 in 1884. Last year’s catch was as
follows:

UlliUUltiUUC

all stations of the Somerset Railroad,
comrades will purchase tickets lo Oakland and
return, and at Oakland will purchase tickets to
Portland and return.
0.
On the Rumford Falls & Buckfleld, tickets
will be purchased at Mechanic Falls and return,
then by Grand l'ruuk Railway to Portland and re-

was

Annual Report of the Fish

AUCTION MLB*'

FURNITURE..

ADVERTINE.WENTN.

NEW

FISH.

C. A. R.

MONUMENT.

•;

:

$20,

i|.':
*

«
3

expressly
evening class bas been arranged or
whose occupation
eiigagrto accomodate
on the itav claw.
incm* prevent* their attendance
(Ml
classes
the
lu
(excepting
rences
The only diff
In ihe number of huurs
Fainting of course) is.
who
mb
ml
become
to
1
hose
work.
(or
or to furiiit-mliera ••( elUier day or evening el.iss
and who have not
m-h scholarship forMenus,
already given notice ol such intention, will mailt r
favor If they will nidify Miss Inez A Blanchard,
Emery St., immediately or leave word at Hie
Society Booms, I Veering Block. For more cone
ignte Information. apply lo any member id the
committee lu charge.
E. it. Fierce, C. F. Davis, J. C. Stevens, Inez A.
uovl7eodtf
Blanchard, Committee In charge,
The

available

Jho-e

